John Muir Charter Schools
117 New Mohawk Rd. Ste. F
Nevada City, CA 95959
Phone: 530.272.4008
Fax: 530.272.4009
Web: www.johnmuircs.com

John Muir Charter Schools Meeting of the Board of Directors
Wednesday, May 16, 2018
12:00 p.m.
Sacramento Regional Conservation Corps
6101 27th Street
Sacramento, CA 95822
Audio of this meeting will be recorded

AGENDA
1. Meeting Call to Order
2. Introduction and Welcome
3. Introduction of Participants
4. Oral Communications/Public Comments: Recognition of individuals wishing to comment on
non-agenda items may do so at this time. Individuals who wish to address an agenda item may
do so at this time or at the time the agenda item is heard. After being recognized by the board
president, please identify yourself. No individual presentation shall be for more than three (3)
minutes and the total time for this purpose shall not exceed fifteen (15) minutes. Ordinarily,
board members will not respond to presentations and no action can be taken. However, the board
may give direction to staff following a presentation.
5. Additions to the Agenda
6. Adoption of the Agenda
7. Public Hearing: John Muir Charter Schools Local Control Area Plan for 2018-2019
A. Open public hearing to receive public comment and input about the John Muir Charter
Schools Local Control Area Plan (LCAP) for 2018-2019 (Attachment #1, Page 5)
B. Close public hearing
8. Public Hearing: John Muir Charter Schools 2018-2019 Budget
A. Open public hearing to receive public comment and input about the John Muir Charter
Schools 2018-2019 proposed operating budget (Attachment #2, Page 117)
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B. Close public hearing
9. Action Items
A. Closed Session
i. Personnel Matters - Public Employee Performance Evaluation: Chief Executive Officer
(Gov. Code §54957)
ii. Pending/Existing Litigation (non-settlement) - Conference with Legal Counsel - Existing
Litigation: New Earth YouthBuild (Gov. Code § 54956.9(d)(1))
iii. Pending/Existing Litigation (non-settlement) - Conference with Legal Counsel - Existing
Litigation: FIELD (Gov. Code § 54956.9(d)(1))
B. Report from Closed Session
C. Approval of the Minutes of the Regular Board Meeting on April 18, 2018 (Attachment #3,
Page 119)
D. Approval of Vendor Payments 03/28/18 - 04/27/18 (Attachment #4, Page 123)
E. Approval of New and Termed Employees 04/01/18 - 04/30/18 (Attachment #5, Page 131)
F. Approval of 2018-2019 Salary Schedules (Attachment #6, Page 133)
10. Discussion Items
A. Dates for JMCS Governing Board Meetings in 2018-2019 school year (Attachment #7, Page
137)
B. Administrative Staffing Formula (Attachment #8, Page 139)
C. CEO Mentoring Report from Rich Fischer
D. Revised JMCS Mission Statement (Attachment #9, Page 141)
E. TAC Report (Anna Pizelo) (Attachment #10, Page 143)
F. CEO’s Report (R.J. Guess)
11. Information Items
A. Correspondence
B. Schedule of Future Board Meetings:
i. Wednesday, June 20 2018, 12 pm at Sacramento Regional Conservation Corps, 6101 27th
Street, Sacramento, CA 95822
12. Board Attendance at Next Meeting
A. Stan Miller:
Yes or No
B. Michael Corbett:
Yes or No
C. Len Eckhardt:
Yes or No
D. Sallie Wilson:
Yes or No
E. Gil Botello:
Yes or No
13. Request for Agenda Items
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14. Adjournment
This agenda was posted at least 72 hours in advance of the meeting at:
● Nevada County Superintendent of Schools, 380 Crown Point Circle, Grass Valley, CA 95945
● Sacramento Regional Conservation Corps. 6101 27th St, Sacramento, CA 95822
● JMCS Administration Office, 117 New Mohawk Road, Ste. F, Nevada City, CA 95959
● John Muir Charter Schools Website http://www.johnmuircs.com
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Attachment #1

LCAP 2018
Executive Summary
John Muir Charter Schools
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Who We Are

John Muir Charter Schools (JMCS) is a WASC accredited high school that
specializes in serving the educational needs of young men and women, most
between the ages of 16 and 25, in partnership with the CA Conservation Corps,
Local Conservation Corps, YouthBuild and Workforce Innovation and Opportunity
Act programs which provide vocational training for students.
100% of JMCS students are former high school dropouts; our students have
attended an average of two schools before JMCS. 95% of our students are either
low-income, homeless or foster youth or some combination of the three. They
arrive with many challenges and barriers and we work to support each student's
individual needs by addressing academic, vocational and social-emotional
development through a personalized approach. We offer tailored and engaging
standards-based academic instruction towards a high school diploma as well as
classes in life skills, job readiness, career pathways, parenting, suicide
prevention and anger management. We also have multiple wrap-around services
for students in an effort to give our students the support and skills they need to
achieve lifelong, sustainable employment.

STUDENTS BY THE NUMBERS


88% low-income



12% homeless



16% are in the foster care system



13% have an IEP or 504 Plan



18% English Language Learners



Average ELA grade level at enrollment = 5.4



Average math grade level at enrollment = 5.5
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GOAL ONE:
JMCS will provide high quality classroom instruction and curriculum that promotes college

and career readiness with interventions in place to eliminate academic barriers to student
success.

STUDENT DATA HIGHLIGHTS:
- 231 graduates from 9/2017 – 4/2018
- Average ELA grade level gain: 0.9
- Average math grade level gain: 1.25

INSTRUCTIONAL HIGHLIGHTS:
- 86% of students report receiving
engaging and interesting instruction
- 75% of students feel their school
work is preparing them for college
or a career

- 84% of staff report the rigor of their
instruction has increased
- 70% of staff are providing more
direct instruction this year.

CURRICULUM HIGHLIGHTS:
- 65% of staff are using new curriculum

for skills acceleration and other subjects
- 75% of staff are satisfied with
the new curriculum
- Multiple ongoing curriculum
pilots
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GOAL TWO:
Ensure all school sites have safe, welcoming and inclusive climates for all staff, students

and families where students can engage in a course of study that offers opportunities to
build academic self-esteem, develop basic job readiness skills and develop their social and
emotional intelligence as they exit into the world of work.

SCHOOL SAFETY/SCHOOL CULTURE HIGHLIGHTS:
- 100% of sites have complete safety plans
- Decreased attrition by 17%
- Increased average daily attendance by 1%
- 93% of students report feeling safe at school
- 99% of students report feeling welcome in class
- 100% of staff generally feel safe at work
STUDENTS ARE SAYING…
“I have grown more as a student and as a person in the
past few months than years of other schools combined.”
“This is a well-thought program and it has really opened
my eyes to the reality of success.”
“This school is a blessing.”
“This school saved my life.”

COMPREHENSIVE COURSE OF STUDY HIGLIGHTS:
- 100% of sites have at least one identified career pathway
- 78% of sites are implementing at least one foundational
job readiness curriculum
- 65% of students served YTD (1,122 students) have participated
in job readiness and/or college prep activities
- 68% of staff explicitly teach students about growth mindset
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GOAL THREE:
Provide professional development for all staff that is a regular and ongoing process.

Professional development will address the areas of academic instruction, mental health
awareness, career development and safe school culture. It will aim to provide well-rounded
support and training for all staff in order to create a continued culture of success for
students.

WELL-ROUNDED SUPPORT AND
TRAINING FOR ALL STAFF:
- 95% average attendance at JMCS
professional development days
- 32% of client agency partners attended
2017 Fall in-service
- In-Service topics included:
- Career Pathways
- Academic Rigor (writing focus)
- Mental Health
- Microaggressions
- Technology
- New Curriculum

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
SATISFACTION:
- 88% of staff indicated their teaching
practice improved because of this
year’s professional development
- The Curriculum Corner and Mindset
Monthly publications receive over
100 views monthly

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT AS A REGULAR, ONGOING PROCESS:
- 100% certificated staff set professional development goals for the year and
have participated in reflections and self-evaluations of their progress
- Average of 2 formative walkthroughs per month by regional directors
(reflective classroom observations)
- Launched pilot year of certificated staff official evaluation process
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NEXT STEPS
GOAL 1:
- Increase the implementation and use of skills acceleration
curriculum by providing more training
- Increase the availability of ELL curriculum and provide
greater support for ELL instruction
- Continue to vet and pilot new curriculum for science,
social studies and math
- Create new course guide with clear guidelines on testing,
course enrollments and credit guidelines
- Revise science BCOs to align with NGSS
- Revise math BCOs to align with CCSS

GOAL 2:
- Continue mandatory safety drills at all sites and tracking of compliance
- Continue mandatory safety trainings online and at the Fall in-service
- Continue to fully integrate career pathways menus, programming
and tracking
- Continue to focus on creating positive school and site culture and
supporting students’ social-emotional development
- Create parent/guardian survey to be distributed at graduation to
gather more community feedback
- Continue to focus efforts on retention and recruitment

GOAL 3:
- Increase staff voice in professional development workshops and offerings
- Continue to identify avenues for virtual professional learning opportunities

- Implement mandatory training for important schoolwide topics: safety, skills
acceleration, new curriculum implementation, tracking student progress
- Continue to focus on individual goal setting and self-reflection
- Continue to offer workshops and trainings on topics related to
schoolwide goals
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LCAP Year (select from 2017-18, 2018-19, 2019-20)
2018-19

Local Control Accountability Plan and Annual Update (LCAP) Template

Local Control
Accountability Plan
and Annual Update
(LCAP) Template
LEA Name
John Muir Charter Schools

Addendum: General instructions & regulatory requirements.
Appendix A: Priorities 5 and 6 Rate Calculations
Appendix B: Guiding Questions: Use as prompts (not limits)

Contact Name and Title
Richard Guess
CEO

Email and Phone
rjguess@johnmuircs.com
530.272.4008 ext. 208

2017-20 Plan Summary
The Story
Describe the students and community and how the LEA serves them.

John Muir Charter Schools (JMCS) is a WASC accredited high school that specializes in serving the
educational needs of young men and women, most between the ages of 16 and 25, who are seeking
the success that has so often eluded them in school and in life. JMCS partners with state, local and
federal programs such as the CA Conservation Corps, Local Conservation Corps, YouthBuild and
Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act programs which provide part-time and full-time vocational
training for students. JMCS is the educational provider for these programs and commits to serving
all students in need of a high school diploma who enroll in these programs. JMCS teachers work
closely with program staff to seamlessly integrate the work, life skills, community service and
academic experiences of students. We are a committed and passionate team of educators
dedicated to serving some of the most high-need students in the state and ensuring they graduate
with the ability to attain lifelong, sustainable employment and become active and productive citizens
in their communities.
100% of JMCS students are former high school dropouts; our students have attended an average of
two schools before JMCS. Students enroll with JMCS because they are ready to change their lives
and prepare themselves for a more successful future. 95% of our students are either low-income,
homeless or foster youth or some combination of the three. They arrive with many challenges and
barriers, such as housing instability, mental health challenges, addiction, lack of transportation, lack
of childcare and basic academic skill deficiencies. We work diligently to support each student's
individual needs by addressing academic, vocational and social-emotional development through a
personalized approach.
In addition to offering tailored and engaging standards-based academic instruction towards a high
school diploma, JMCS also provides classes in life skills, job readiness, career pathways, parenting,
suicide prevention and anger management. Our school sites offer multiple wrap-around services for
JMCS Board Packet - May 16, 2018
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students, such as special education support, case management, caseworkers, probation, WIC, EBT
and other social services. When possible, JMCS works to coordinate with other service providers in
order to gain insights and recommendations about how to increase and maintain student success in
our programs.
Our LCAP correlates directly with our vision for student success by providing the direction, goals
and funding allocations necessary to support our high-need student population.

LCAP Highlights
Identify and briefly summarize the key features of this year’s LCAP.

This year's LCAP aligns with each of California's priority areas. Its key objectives are:
•To increase academic rigor through supporting high quality instruction and providing high quality
curriculum
• To support school site safety and the creation of safe, inclusive classroom environments
•To provide regular and ongoing professional development to all JMCS staff that supports high
quality instruction
GOAL ONE: JMCS will provide high quality classroom instruction and curriculum that promotes
college and career readiness with interventions in place to eliminate academic barriers to student
success.
Three actions/services have been dedicated to this goal. Please reference page 74 for further
information.
GOAL TWO: Ensure all school sites have safe, welcoming and inclusive climates for all staff,
students and families where students can engage in a course of study that offers opportunities to
build academic self-esteem, develop basic job readiness skills and develop their social and
emotional intelligence as they exit into the world of work.
Three actions/services have been dedicated to this goal. Please reference page 86 for further
information.
GOAL THREE: Provide professional development for all staff that is a regular and ongoing
process. Professional development will address the areas of academic instruction, mental health
awareness, career development and safe school culture. It will aim to provide well-rounded support
and training for all staff in order to create a continued culture of success for students.
Two actions/services have been dedicated to this goal. Please reference page 98 for further
information.
All applicable state priority area metrics are addressed throughout each goal in the "expected
annual measurable outcomes" sections. However, due to the unique nature of JMCS, the following
state metrics are not applicable to JMCS (these priority areas are measured by local indicators):
Priority 4 - Pupil Achievement
•API
•A-G UC approved course enrollment
•CELDT reclassification (JMCS students generally do not remain enrolled long enough to re-test)
•AP exams
•EAP enrollment
Local indicators: STAR/TABE scores, student achievement plans
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Priority 5 - Pupil Engagement
•Graduation rate
•Chronic absenteeism*
Local indicators: ADA percentage, attrition, graduation numbers
Priority 6 - School Climate
•Pupil suspension*
•Pupil expulsion*
Local indicator: school climate surveys
*JMCS has current suspension and expulsion policies written into our charter and contained in our policy and
procedure handbook. However, JMCS' unique structure of partnering with agencies who provide vocational, life skills
and leadership training to young people does lead us to mark suspension and expulsion data as "not applicable" as
JMCS does not have control over the entry or exit of students outside of graduation that traditional schools generally
control. By nature of our Charter, JMCS may only serve young people enrolled in the California Conservation Corps,
Local Conservation Corps, YouthBuild and WIOA funded programs, and JMCS may not enroll a young person until
they have enrolled in, and are receiving services from, one of our partner agencies. In addition, while a student is
enrolled in one of our partner agency programs, JMCS is required to serve that student, and may not stop serving a
student while they are receiving services from our partner agencies. When students do exit JMCS for reasons besides
graduation, it is because they have stopped receiving services from our partners, and upon exiting, are simply noted as
a drop.

Review of Performance
Based on a review of performance on the state indicators and local performance indicators included in the
LCFF Evaluation Rubrics, progress toward LCAP goals, local self-assessment tools, stakeholder input, or other
information, what progress is the LEA most proud of and how does the LEA plan to maintain or build upon that
success? This may include identifying any specific examples of how past increases or improvements in
services for low-income students, English learners, and foster youth have led to improved performance for
these students.

Greatest Progress
PROGRESS
School Climate Surveys
IMPACT
For the first time, JMCS students and staff had a chance to express their opinions about being a
part of the JMCS team through our school climate surveys. We had an overwhelming response to
the surveys, with 540 students (70% of ADA) and over 70 staff members (86% of salaried staff)
participating. Students and staff alike expressed appreciation for the opportunity to provide feedback
and we received very valuable insights which are shared in our Executive Summary and Annual
Updates sections.
FUTURE ACTIONS
JMCS will continue to offer the school climate survey and aims to do so annually in March for all
future school years. We will work to ensure the survey continues to align with our LCAP goals and
the state priority areas. We will also work to improve response rates with the goal of having an
overall 80% response rate for all staff and students in the 18-19 school year.
PROGRESS
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Integration of Career Pathways Programming
IMPACT
We have successfully continued to support the implementation of career pathways programming
across the state in a variety of ways. Every site now has at least one, if not more, clearly identified,
three-step pathway available for students; all sites have identified at least one foundational job
readiness curriculum that is consistently implemented; and sites have worked with their client
agency partners to clarify the delivery of all pathways activities and completion of duties between the
agencies and JMCS. In addition, all pathways activities have been built into our SIS system and are
now tracked and monitored regularly, with all responsible staff having received training on new
procedures for career pathways data entry.
FUTURE ACTIONS
JMCS will continue to monitor student progress through career pathways programming as well as
data entry accuracy and we will continue to support staff with data entry training and guidance. All-in
meetings with JMCS and client agency staff regarding career pathways goals, offerings and
implementation will continue to be held on a regular basis.
PROGRESS
Retention Rate
IMPACT
JMCS far exceeded its goal of decreasing attrition by 1%. This year, attrition decreased by 15%,
from 56% to 41%. We attribute this success to our continued focus on retention strategies and the
efforts of all staff to reach out to struggling students in ways we had not advocated for before.
Improved retention rates positively affect program culture, which is evident in our school climate
survey, and we are hoping to see a positive impact on student achievement data by the year's end.
FUTURE ACTIONS
We will continue to provide staff time to collaborate on retention best practices during professional
development days. Directors will continue to work with staff to develop positive program cultures and
encourage consistent communication between program staff, JMCS staff and students in order to
support student success.
PROGRESS
Standardized Curriculum for All Sites
IMPACT
All JMCS sites now have access to the same ELA curricula (Reading with Relevance, Scholastic
ID) and skills acceleration curricula (New Readers Press, JUMP Math) in order to support consistent
instruction across the state. Staff have readily available lessons, books, teachers' guides and
remediation materials to support students at all levels that can be implemented in either whole group
or small group settings.
FUTURE ACTIONS
Training for curriculum implementation has been voluntary but our data this year demonstrates a
need for widespread, mandatory training on these new curricular options. Approximately 30% of our
sites are not yet using the curricula due to a lack of time to examine them and/or a need for more
support before implementation. Of the sites who have used the curricula, almost 80% of them are
satisfied or highly satisfied with the resources, which will encourage other sites to adopt the
programs after receiving the proper support.
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PROGRESS
Teacher Evaluation Process
IMPACT
At the request of the JMCS Board, directors and teacher representatives worked together to create
a growth-based teacher evaluation process that aligns with the JMCS professional development
model. This process weaves together self-evaluations, formal observations, goal setting, formative
walkthrough support as well as end-of-year reflections and next steps in alignment with the CSTPs.
Feedback from participating teachers has been very positive; they appreciate the level of support
and the commitment from directors to support instruction and guide goal-setting that aligns with
JMCS expectations. JMCS directors have also expressed positive feedback on the model as they
enjoy focusing visits on instruction and supporting teacher growth in a positive, reflective model.
FUTURE ACTIONS
The process will be evaluated and revised with teacher and director input at the end of the 17-18
school year. Teachers will be formally assigned to the evaluation process on a rotating model
starting in the 18-19 school year and discussions about progress, effectiveness and revisions will
continue as needed.
PROGRESS
Mental Health Awareness
IMPACT
JMCS has continued to increase awareness of mental health issues for staff and students. We
partnered with the CDE to offer a Youth Mental Health First Aid training before our fall in-service and
it was attended by 24 staff members who found it to be very valuable. In addition, 59 staff members
signed up for two mental health-related workshops during the in-service. Four of the eight monthly
writing prompts this year have been related to mental health and life skills topics. The Curriculum
Corner newsletter added a Mental Health Matters section this year and features 2-3 resources every
month, which are highly visited links according to analytics reports.
FUTURE ACTIONS
JMCS is committed to continuing to raise awareness of mental health issues for both staff and
students and will continue all of the same actions next year. We will also continue to support the
offering of counseling services on a site-by-site level whenever and wherever possible.
PROGRESS
School Culture
IMPACT
JMCS has worked hard to keep its school culture strong and positive for staff, despite a year of
difficult staffing changes. The fall in-service offered a Coffee Talk hour with the CEO and COO and
each professional development day since then has included time for staff to talk openly among
themselves in an open forum setting, both with and without administrators present. Directors have
responded quickly to any and all inquiries resulting from those forums in addition to increasing
efforts to be present at sites struggling with uncertainty. Staff has expressed appreciation at the level
of response and availability of school leadership to help navigate this year's changes. The JMCS
COO has also been diligent in sending out weekly and biweekly bulletins containing important
reminders, information and policy highlights which has the effect of keeping staff informed and
connected. In addition, the JMCS Board recently adopted a staffing formula to help reduce anxiety
JMCS Board Packet - May 16, 2018
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over ADA and staffing patterns moving forward, for which many staff have also expressed
appreciation. Our school climate survey shows that 90% of our staff feel connected to the school
some or most of the time, 74% are happy or very happy working for JMCS and 70% are satisfied or
very satisfied working for JMCS. This data indicates that our efforts to create and maintain a positive
school culture for our employees is working as hoped, despite difficult times and uncertainty.
FUTURE ACTIONS
JMCS will continue its focus on maintaining and promoting a positive school culture and will
maintain consistent communication, open access to school leadership and time for staff to connect
informally, as well as fully implement the staffing formulas in the 18-19 school year.
This progress is reflected in the Analysis section for each goal. The Goal One Analysis can be found
on page 26, the Goal Two analysis is on page 42 and the Goal Three Analysis is on page 58.

Referring to the LCFF Evaluation Rubrics, identify any state indicator or local performance indicator for which
overall performance was in the “Red” or “Orange” performance category or where the LEA received a “Not
Met” or “Not Met for Two or More Years” rating. Additionally, identify any areas that the LEA has determined
need significant improvement based on review of local performance indicators or other local indicators. What
steps is the LEA planning to take to address these areas with the greatest need for improvement?

Greatest Needs
Based on local performance indicators, JMCS has identified the following areas for improvement for
the 18-19 school year:
NEED #1:
Strengthen ELL supports, training and curriculum in order to better support our English learner
population
NEXT STEPS:
1. Create and implement an ELL Manual for schoolwide distribution and review that contains
policies and procedures, best instructional practices, instructional resources and ELPAC support
2. Increase the availability of ELL curriculum and support consistent implementation
3. Improve the tracking of and goal setting for ELL students
NEED #2:
Increase the use and implementation of available skills acceleration curriculum (New Readers
Press, JUMP Math)
NEXT STEPS:
1. Train all directors in curriculum and best practices for implementation in order to increase their
ability to support teacher implementation
2. Include mandatory trainings and workshops during professional development days for any staff
who supports students' skills acceleration needs
3. Increase director check-ins during site visits regarding use of curriculum, needs for support,
successes
NEED #3:
Complete revisions of math and science course offerings and benchmark course outlines to ensure
alignment with CCSS math and NGSS
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NEXT STEPS:
1. Director of Curriculum and select teachers attend NGSS and CAST trainings
2. Form special work groups to identify benchmarks and standards for new math and science
course offerings
3. Form special work groups to identify, vet and pilot curriculum to support new benchmarks
4. Finalize new course offerings and benchmark course outlines for all math and science courses
These needs are reflected in the Analysis section for each goal. The Goal One Analysis can be
found on page 26, the Goal Two analysis is on page 42 and the Goal Three Analysis is on page 58.

Referring to the LCFF Evaluation Rubrics, identify any state indicator for which performance for any student
group was two or more performance levels below the “all student” performance. What steps is the LEA
planning to take to address these performance gaps?

Performance Gaps
While no JMCS student group demonstrates gaps of two or more performance levels below the
schoolwide average, the ELL growth data for ELA is a concern as this group has shown slower
growth than other groups. This might be due to a multitude of factors, one being issues with
STAR/TABE testing consistency and policy compliance. We have also identified the lack of a
schoolwide ELL curriculum and the uncertainty faced by ELLs in the current political climate as
reasons for low ELL growth. Our homeless student population is also showing slower ELA growth
than our schoolwide average and this is most likely due to the high nature of barriers and instability
this population faces.
It is also of note that our homeless students have lower math gains than other student groups. They
have still met the JMCS goal of 0.5 grade level gain per 6 months of enrollment but their slower
progress is to be reflected upon.
The actions and services described in Goals One and Two demonstrate the ways in which we are
addressing the high needs of these students, primarily through focusing on creating strong, safe and
inclusive school cultures and providing real-world, relevant learning experiences and curricular
materials to help motivate these youth to stay in school and find value in the programming JMCS
offers. We are also focusing on curriculum implementation and training in order to ensure teachers
know how to effectively use the skills acceleration curriculum they have been given. Additionally, we
will be increasing the availability of ELL curriculum and implementing stronger procedures for
tracking and supporting our ELL students.
JMCS will make some modifications to its goals, actions/services and expected annual measurable
outcomes in order to continue to improve services for our unduplicated students. These changes
can be found in the Analysis section for each goal. The Goal One Analysis can be found on page 26,
the Goal Two analysis is on page 42 and the Goal Three Analysis is on page 58.
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If not previously addressed, identify the two to three most significant ways that the LEA will increase or improve
services for low-income students, English learners, and foster youth.

Increased or Improved services
1. JMCS will increase the availability of ELL curriculum and training, in addition to formalizing
policies and procedures related to ELL tracking, goal setting and instructional expectations.
2. JMCS will improve the tracking of student progress and STAR/TABE testing compliance through
expanding training and professional development opportunities for maintaining student achievement
plans and developing a positive testing culture.
3. JMCS will offer increased trainings and professional development opportunities in order to
improve the implementation of new skills acceleration curriculum and staff awareness of skills
acceleration instructional models.
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Budget Summary
Complete the table below. LEAs may include additional information or more detail, including graphics.
DESCRIPTION
Total General Fund Budget Expenditures For LCAP Year

AMOUNT

Total Funds Budgeted for Planned Actions/Services to
Meet The Goals in the LCAP for LCAP Year

$675,420.00

$6,971,753

The LCAP is intended to be a comprehensive planning tool but may not describe all General Fund Budget
Expenditures. Briefly describe any of the General Fund Budget Expenditures specified above for the LCAP
year not included in the LCAP.

Salaries for teachers, administrators, support staff (includes registrars, business services, testing
coordinators)
Supplies and equipment
Travel
Rent and utilities
Professional services
Recruitment
Postage, telephone and internet

DESCRIPTION
Total Projected LCFF Revenues for LCAP Year
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X

X

X

X

X

X

Baseline
100% of students have access to a broad course of study

17-18
100% of students have access to a broad course of study

Metric/Indicator
100% of students will have access to a broad course of study, including
unduplicated students and those with special needs

Expected

Page 10 of 105

100% of students have access to a broad course of study, including
unduplicated students and those with special needs

Actual

TABE (Test of Adult Basic Education) RenSTAR (Grade level growth test in ELA and Mathematics), schoolwide
surveys (instructional practices, professional development, curriculum, others), PowerSchool student level data
(course enrollment, career pathways, credits/grades, other), curriculum purchase records, teacher credential and
induction data, technology surveys and use data, IEP service records State assessment metrics not addressed
in our LCAP are not applicable to JMCS due to its unique nature and population served.

Priority 1: Basic (Conditions of Learning)
Priority 2: State Standards (Conditions of Learning)
Priority 4: Pupil Achievement (Pupil Outcomes)
Priority 5: Pupil Engagement (Engagement)
Priority 7: Course Access (Conditions of Learning)
Priority 8: Other Pupil Outcomes (Pupil Outcomes)

Annual Measurable Outcomes

Local Priorities:

State Priorities:

State and/or Local Priorities addressed by this goal:

JMCS will provide high quality classroom instruction and curriculum that promotes college and career readiness with interventions in
place to eliminate academic barriers to student success.

Goal 1

Complete a copy of the following table for each of the LEA’s goals from the prior year LCAP. Duplicate the table as needed.

LCAP Year Reviewed: 2017-18

Annual Update
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17-18
1 ELA task piloted and revised
1 math task piloted and revised
2 tasks board approved

Metric/Indicator
1 ELA and 1 math performance task required for graduation

Baseline
100% of in-services include workshops on rigor
4/2017: 6 workshops YTD

17-18
100% of in-services include workshops on rigor

Metric/Indicator
Every schoolwide in-service will provide at least 1 session on increasing
rigor in instruction

Baseline
100% (6/6 teachers) teachers participating in Teacher Induction

17-18
100% of teachers participating in Teacher Induction

Metric/Indicator
100% of new teachers participate in SCOE’s Teacher Induction program

Baseline
75% of JMCS teachers are appropriately credentialed for their teaching
assignment

17-18
80% appropriately credentialed

Actual

1 ELA and 1 math performance task have been board approved for piloting
Pilot participants have been identified
Pilot to run 2/2018 - 6/2018

100% of in-services have provided workshops on rigor (3 workshops at the
Fall 2017 In-Service)

100% of new teachers are participating in SCOE's Teacher Induction
Program

100% of teachers are appropriately credentialed or have waivers for their
teaching assignment in accordance with DASS requirements
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Metric/Indicator
90% of JMCS teachers will be appropriately credentialed for their teaching
assignment

Expected
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New Readers Press ELA
Reading with Relevance
Scholastic ID
JUMP Math

Baseline
7 supplemental curriculum adoptions
4 supplemental curriculum pilots
43 sites have purchased supplemental curriculum
31 sites are currently piloting supplemental curriculum

•
•
•
•

Actual

87% of sites are using supplemental curriculum in addition to basic AGS
textbooks

100% of students and sites have access to supplemental standards-aligned
curriculum

100% of students have access to standards-aligned curriculum

Technology plan is in progress and will be ready for implementation in the 1819 school year
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17-18
100% of students and sites will have access to the following supplemental
curriculum:

Metric/Indicator
100% of students and sites have access to supplemental standards-aligned
curriculum, including ELL curriculum

Baseline
100% of students have access to AGS textbooks (JMCS’ official curriculum)

17-18
Maintain 100% student access at all sites

Metric/Indicator
100% of students have access to standards-aligned curriculum

Baseline
Tech plan expires 6/2017

17-18
Tech plan in place for thorough integration of tech and academics

Metric/Indicator
Technology plan in place

Baseline
1 draft ELA task
1 draft math task

Expected
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Metric/Indicator
ELL students meet schoolwide goal of 0.5 grade level increase every 6
months of enrollment for ELA and math

Baseline
100% receiving services
(63 active IEPs at 24 sites)

17-18
100% receiving services

Metric/Indicator
100% of students with IEPs are receiving services

Baseline
80% of sites staffed (annual average)

17-18
80% of sites staffed (annual average)

Metric/Indicator
80% of sites with coaches to support skills acceleration and English
language acquisition

Baseline
Science BCOs aligned to CA state standards
1 NGSS-aligned BCO for Human Biology (HASPI)

17-18
½ of the science BCOs revised

Actual

ELL data demonstrates the following as of 4/2018:
ELA growth = 0.3 grade level increase
Math growth = 1.1 grade level increase

88% of students with IEPs are receiving services (79/89 students). The JMCS
CEO and SELPA are working to resolve this and ensure that 100% of
students with IEPs are receiving services as quickly as possible.

42% of sites currently have coaches. JMCS had to eliminate career pathways
coaches in 12/2017 due to fiscal restraints.

Science BCOs will be revised in the 2018-19 school year. Staff is attending
NGSS training in May 2018.

Draft of Algebra benchmark is in place and will be completed by 6/2018
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Metric/Indicator
Revised science and history benchmark course outlines aligned to NGSS
and new frameworks

Baseline
Draft Algebra BCO complete

17-18
Completed Algebra benchmark

Metric/Indicator
Revised math benchmark course outlines aligned to CCSS

Expected
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Baseline
75% of sites use K12 reports to inform instructional and programmatic
decisions

17-18
80% of sites use K12 reports to inform instructional and programmatic
decisions

Metric/Indicator
80% of sites use K12 reports to inform instructional and programmatic
decisions

Baseline
0.9 avg ELA gain
1.4 avg math gain

17-18
1.0 avg ELA gain
1.5 avg math gain

Expected
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71% of site leads report using the K12 reports to inform instructional and
programmatic decisions

Schoolwide data shows the following averages as of 4/2018:
ELA growth = 0.9 grade level increase
Math growth = 1.25 grade level increase

Actual
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5% met or exceeded the standard - ELA
1% met or exceeded the standard - math

17-18
16% meet or exceed - ELA
5% meet or exceed - math

1. Ensured 100% appropriately
credentialed teachers and
administrators by revising hiring
practices and providing financial

1. Ensure appropriately
credentialed teachers and
administrators by revising hiring
practices and providing financial

Budgeted
Expenditures
Professional Services, Travel
LCFF $22,000
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HIGH QUALITY INSTRUCTION

Actual
Actions/Services

HIGH QUALITY INSTRUCTION

Planned
Actions/Services

Action 1

startcollapse

5000-5999: Services And Other
Operating Expenditures LCFF
$24,512

Professional Services, Travel

Estimated Actual
Expenditures

Duplicate the Actions/Services from the prior year LCAP and complete a copy of the following table for each. Duplicate the table as needed.

Actions / Services

Baseline
11% met or exceeded - ELA
0% met or exceeded - math

Smarter Balanced results from 2016-17 are as shown
*2017-18 results will not be available until summer 2018

Actual

Metric/Indicator
15% increase in students who meet or exceed ELA and math Smarter
Balanced standard

Expected
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5. Re-structure IT job duties to
include the development of a
schoolwide vision for effective
integration of technology and
academics
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5. Re-structured IT job duties to
include the development of a
schoolwide vision for effective
integration of technology and
academics, to be developed spring
2018

4. Developed standardized ELA
and math performance tasks to be
piloted in spring 2018

4. Develop standardized ELA and
math performance tasks to be
included as a graduation
requirement

3. Provide professional
development resources and
workshops on increasing rigor in
instructional
practices

2. Supported 100% of new
teachers and preliminary credential In-service LCFF $115,000
holders through the Sacramento
County Office of Ed Teacher
Induction Program's partnership
No additional expenditures
with JMCS
Curriculum
LCFF
3. Provided professional
development resources and
No additional expenditures
workshops on increasing rigor in
Salaries
instructional practices
LCFF

Teacher Induction LCFF $40,000

2. Support new teachers and
preliminary credential holders
through the Sacramento County
Office of Ed Teacher Induction
Program’s partnership with JMCS

support to current teachers to earn support to current teachers to earn
additional credentials
additional credentials

Salaries 1000-1999: Certificated
Personnel Salaries LCFF
$32,183

Salaries, no additional
expenditures LCFF $0

In-service 5000-5999: Services
And Other Operating
Expenditures LCFF $23,743

Teacher Induction 1000-1999:
Certificated Personnel Salaries
LCFF $15,881
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CURRICULUM TO PROMOTE
COLLEGE AND CAREER
READINESS

Actual
Actions/Services

Salaries, curriculum
Supplemental and Concentration
0
No additional expenditures 10001999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries LCFF $1,352

Stipends, curriculum
Supplemental and Concentration
$24,621
No additional expenditures LCFF
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5000-5999: Services And Other
Operating Expenditures LCFF
$1,000

No additional expenditures

Salaries, curriculum 1000-1999:
Certificated Personnel Salaries
LCFF $27,993

Estimated Actual
Expenditures

Stipends, curriculum LCFF
$83,046

Budgeted
Expenditures

Stipends, curriculum LCFF
3. Created a long-term, schoolwide $4,500
vision for course offerings,
curriculum and instruction using
input from all stakeholders - focus
in 2017-18 was on math courses

4. Re-write algebra and ½ of the
science benchmark course outlines 4. Re-wrote algebra benchmark
to align with CCSS and NGSS
course outlines with drafts of
standards
additional math courses to align

3. Create a long-term, schoolwide
vision for course offerings,
curriculum and instruction using
input from all stakeholders

1. Pilot, vet and adopt high-quality, 1. Adopted high-quality, rigorous
rigorous curriculum in all subject
curriculum for ELA; continuing to
areas
pilot and vet curriculum for math,
social studies and science
2. Pilot, vet and adopt EL
curriculum to support all English
2. Continuing to pilot EL curriculum
learners
to support all English learners

CURRICULUM TO PROMOTE
COLLEGE AND CAREER
READINESS

Planned
Actions/Services

Action 2

Locations
XAll Schools

Scope of Services
X LEA-wide

Students to be Served
XEnglish Learners
XFoster Youth
XLow Income

For Actions/Services included
as contributing to meeting the
Increased or Improved
Services Requirement:
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1. Eliminated coach positions due
to fiscal constraints

1. Provide individual skills
acceleration tutoring to students by
hiring and training career pathways
coaches to support student
learning at all sites

3. Work with NEVCO’s SELPA
office to hire a special ed
coordinator to oversee delivery of
special education services to
JMCS students

2. Increase staff training on skills
acceleration best practices and
vet, pilot and adopt skills
acceleration curriculum

ACADEMIC BARRIER REMOVAL

ACADEMIC BARRIER REMOVAL

No additional expenditures LCFF
$0
Paid for by NEVCO SELPA
No additional expenditure 10001999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries Supplemental and
Concentration $48,626

No additional expenditure
In-Service and Curriculum
LCFF
Paid for by SELPA
No additional expenditure

Estimated Actual
Expenditures
Salaries 2000-2999: Classified
Personnel Salaries Supplemental
and Concentration $198,135

Budgeted
Expenditures
Salaries LCFF $1,882,783
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4. Continued to refine and analyze
K12 reporting system to support
teachers' ability to make accurate

3. Hired a special ed coordinator
for NEVCO's SELPA office to
oversee delivery of special
education services to JMCS
students

2. Adopted skills acceleration
curriculum and provided multiple
training opportunities for effective
implementation

Actual
Actions/Services

Planned
Actions/Services

Action 3

Locations
XAll Schools

Scope of Services
X LEA-wide

Students to be Served
XEnglish Learners
XFoster Youth
XLow Income

For Actions/Services included
as contributing to meeting the
Increased or Improved
Services Requirement:

with CCSS; started NGSS training
in order to work on science BCOs
in 2018-19 school year
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JMCS also began the school year by purchasing ELA and skills acceleration curriculum for all sites. This curriculum had been highly
vetted and piloted prior to schoolwide purchasing and was determined to be rigorous, relevant to students' lives and supportive of

JMCS continued its focus on high quality instruction and academic barrier removal by offering workshops at the fall in-service as well
as professional development activities and resources at the regional in-service days. The Curriculum Corner continues to be released
monthly, highlighting strategies and resources designed to support teachers' ability to provide quality instruction for students. Monthly
writing prompts also continue to be released on a monthly basis and additional professional development has been offered to support
the greater use of these prompts. We have also ensured 100% of teachers are appropriately credentialed or have received waivers for
their assignments and 100% of new teachers have been supported through our partnership with SCOE's Teacher Induction
programming. Additionally, the JMCS Board has approved one math and one ELA graduation performance task for piloting and this
pilot has begun on a small scale.

Describe the overall implementation of the actions/services to achieve the articulated goal.

Complete a copy of the following table for each of the LEA’s goals from the prior year LCAP. Duplicate the table as needed. Use actual annual
measurable outcome data, including performance data from the LCFF Evaluation Rubrics, as applicable.

Analysis

Locations
XAll Schools

Scope of Services
X LEA-wide

Students to be Served
XEnglish Learners
XFoster Youth
XLow Income

For Actions/Services included
as contributing to meeting the
Increased or Improved
Services Requirement:

4. Develop timely and accurate
data-driven decisions about
data reporting system to allow
instructional needs of students
teachers to make accurate datadriven decisions about instructional
needs of students
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Data shows that these actions and services have been effective in supporting Goal One. 77% of staff and 80% of students feel that
JMCS is meeting or definitely meeting Goal One. 87% of sites are using the new supplemental ELA and skills acceleration curriculum
and over 75% of those sites are satisfied or highly satisfied with the curriculum. Additionally, 96% of returning JMCS teachers report
that the rigor of their instruction has increased and 70% report they have increased the amount of direct instruction they provide.

Describe the overall effectiveness of the actions/services to achieve the articulated goal as measured by the LEA.

skills acceleration needs. In addition to the material purchases, the Director of Curriculum wrote implementation guides for each new
curriculum and hard copies were sent all sites as well as uploaded to the JMCS Dashboard. These implementation guides included
information on credit awarding, course enrollment and recommended implementation models. All staff had a chance to attend a
curriculum workshop at the fall in-service to receive training on the new curriculum and hear about best practices from piloting
teachers. Curriculum training will continue throughout this year and into next year.
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Action 3:
1. Eliminated coach positions due to fiscal constraints.
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Action 2:
1. 2. Total cost of curriculum activities, staffing and new curriculum purchases, increased from original estimate; the allocation of costs
between Actions/Services 1 and 2 was modified to reflect the adoption of curriculum for Action/Service 1.

Action 1:
2. Teacher Induction costs were lower than expected due to reduced participation.
3. In-service costs were less than the original estimate by $17K; revised the % used to allocate in-service costs for this action from
90% to 75%.
5. Added a portion of the IT Director costs for developing the school wide technology plan.

Explain material differences between Budgeted Expenditures and Estimated Actual Expenditures.
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These changes can be found in the Goals, Actions and Services section for Goal One on page ...

Other modifications include the addition of increased professional development opportunities for curriculum implementation in the
actions and services for Goal One.

6. Smarter Balanced goals were modified to reflect the realistic challenges our students face in scoring proficiently on the exam. Our
students struggle due to many years out of school and recently have been enrolling in JMCS with lower skills than past student
populations. JMCS feels an overall increase to 5% meeting or exceeding the math standard and 15% meeting or exceeding the ELA
standard over the next two years is a more realistic goal.

5. Metric related to the availability of supplemental curriculum was modified to include the addition of greater ELL curriculum access at
all sites.

4. Metric related to coach staffing was revised to reflect the new staffing formulas that all sites will be following in the 18-19 school
year.

3. Revision of history BCOs was pushed back one year to allow time for a greater focus on science in the 18-19 school year.

2. Metric related to teacher credentials was modified to reflect JMCS' new status as a DASS school. 100% of teachers will now be
either appropriately credentialed or waivered for their assignment in accordance with DASS requirements.

1. The timeline for the implementation of performance tasks as a graduation requirement was pushed back to allow for a soft pilot this
year and a larger schoolwide pilot in the 18-19 school year. The expected adoption date and full implementation of the performance
tasks remain the same.

Through stakeholder input and internal data reviews, JMCS has made the following changes to its metrics for this goal:

Describe any changes made to this goal, expected outcomes, metrics, or actions and services to achieve this goal as a result of this analysis and
analysis of the LCFF Evaluation Rubrics, as applicable. Identify where those changes can be found in the LCAP.
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X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Baseline
1 completed updated plan

17-18
Maintain safety plan

Metric/Indicator
Maintain 1 school wide safety plan with NCSOS

Expected
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Schoolwide safety plan was updated and approved by the JMCS Board on
2/19/18. It is on file with NCSOS.

Actual

LOCAL CalPADs, PowerSchool, CCPT Database, school safety compliance records, in-service and training
agendas and attendance records, site surveys, curriculum purchase records and surveys State assessment
metrics not addressed in our LCAP are not applicable to JMCS due to its unique nature and population served.

Priority 1: Basic (Conditions of Learning)
Priority 3: Parental Involvement (Engagement)
Priority 4: Pupil Achievement (Pupil Outcomes)
Priority 5: Pupil Engagement (Engagement)
Priority 6: School Climate (Engagement)
Priority 7: Course Access (Conditions of Learning)
Priority 8: Other Pupil Outcomes (Pupil Outcomes)
Priority 9: Expelled Pupils – COEs Only (Conditions of Learning)
Priority 10: Foster Youth – COEs Only (Conditions of Learning)

Annual Measurable Outcomes

Local Priorities:

State Priorities:

State and/or Local Priorities addressed by this goal:

Ensure all school sites have safe, welcoming and inclusive climates for all students, their families and staff where students can engage
in a course of study that offers opportunities to build academic self-esteem, develop basic job readiness skills, and develop their social
and emotional intelligence as they exit into the world of work.

Goal 2

Complete a copy of the following table for each of the LEA’s goals from the prior year LCAP. Duplicate the table as needed.

LCAP Year Reviewed: 2017-18

Annual Update
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Baseline
Email information has been sent; no formal trainings have occurred

17-18
100% of credentialed staff will receive training at the fall in-service

Actual

100% of staff attending the Fall 2017 in-service received training on foster
youth, homeless youth, ELL and SPED policies (90/93 credentialed and
classified staff members were in attendance)

77% of staff completed SafeSchools training for sexual
harrassment/misconduct and being a mandated reporter

100% of new staff received employee handbook training upon hire

100% of new teachers received safety training for the 2017-18 school year

100% of sites have completed safety plans and are maintained in good repair
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Metric/Indicator
100% of credentialed staff receive on foster youth, homeless youth, ELL and
SPED policies

Baseline
100% of staff attending the winter 2017 in-service received training

17-18
100% of staff will receive training either upon hiring

Metric/Indicator
100% of staff receive employee handbook training upon hiring

Baseline
100% of JMCS sites received training in 9/2016

17-18
100% of JMCS sites received training in 9/2016 (new teachers trained upon
hiring)

Metric/Indicator
100% of JMCS sites will receive school safety training every 3 years (new
teachers trained upon hiring)

Baseline
53% of sites have completed safety plans
100% are maintained in good repair

17-18
65% of sites have completed safety plans
100% are maintained in good repair

Metric/Indicator
100% of JMCS sites will have completed safety plans and be maintained in
good repair

Expected
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Metric/Indicator
1 Policy Review email sent monthly to all JMCS staff
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Bulletins include appropriate policy reminders and links as needed

1 Weekly Bulletin sent every week since 8/21/2017

90% of staff report feeling somewhat or definitely connected
with the larger JMCS community
37% connected
53.4% sometimes connected
9.6% not connected

Baseline
No baseline data

17-18
90% of staff report feeling safe at work and connected with the larger JMCS
community

100% of staff report feeling safe at work either always or
sometimes
89% always
11% sometimes
0% never

Actual

Metric/Indicator
90% of staff report feeling safe at work and connected with the larger JMCS
community

Expected
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Baseline
93% of sites make regular phone calls to parents/guardians/ advocates
53% of sites send progress reports and report cards home
56% involve guardians in IEPs and other check-in meetings
54% invite guardians to orientations and other site events

Actual

86% of staff at sites with minors report communicating
consistently with guardians of minors in a variety of ways
45% of sites enroll minors
55% of sites do not enroll minors

100% of staff responsible for supervision received HR training from
Young, Minney & Corr at the Fall 2017 in-service

SARB parent notification letter is complete and will be implemented in the 1819 school year
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17-18
100% of sites will communicate consistently with guardians of minors in a
variety of ways

Metric/Indicator
100% of sites with minors involve parents/guardians/ advocates on a regular
basis to ensure parent involvement for all students, including unduplicated
and special needs students

Baseline
No staff has received HR training

17-18
100% of staff responsible for supervision will receive training at the fall inservice

Metric/Indicator
100% of JMCS staff responsible for supervision of other staff will receive HR
training

Baseline
No parent notification letter or SARB process in place

17-18
Formal parent notification letter created as part of SARB process

Metric/Indicator
Formal parent notification letter created as part of SARB process

Baseline
1 monthly email sent since 5/2016

17-18
1 monthly email sent (10 annually, Sept - June)

Expected
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17-18
90% of JMCS students report feeling safe at school
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98.5% of students report feeling safe at school either always or
sometimes
93% always safe
5.5% sometimes safe
1.5% not safe

Metric/Indicator
90% of JMCS students report feeling safe at school

Baseline
3 workshops offered at Fall 2016 in-service

17-18
3 workshops offered at all annual in-services

6 workshops focused on school culture and safe, inclusive
environments were offered at the Fall 2017 in-service:
1. Youth Mental Health First Aid (by CDE)
2. Microagressions (by Epoch Education)
3. Trauma-Informed Practices
4. Restorative Justice Community Circles
5. Coffee Talk
6. Curriculum Review

82% of sites have completed or have plans to complete all mandatory safety
drills for the 17-18 school year (2 evacuations, 1 lockdown, 1 earthquake)

Actual

Metric/Indicator
3 workshops on school culture and safe, inclusive educational environments
offered at each JMCS all school in-service (1 mental health, 1 curriculum, 1
open round table with school leadership)

Baseline
46% of sites participated in CA Shakeout day

17-18
60% of sites participating in statewide safety days

Metric/Indicator
80% sites participating in statewide safety days

Expected
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Actual

68% of staff explicitly teach their students about growth mindset

75% of those sites are satisfied or highly satisfied with the curriculum

87% of sites report using curriculum with a social-emotional focus
(Reading with Relevance, Scholastic ID, Mathalicious, React to Film - *the pie
chart below also includes HASPI Human Biology)
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Baseline
30 sites using Reading with Relevance 10 sites using Scholastic ID 20 sites
using Mathalicious 30 sites using React to Film
71% teachers teach Mindset Monday lessons

17-18
40 sites use curriculum with a social-emotional focus (90% of sites)

Metric/Indicator
40 sites (90%) using curriculum with a social-emotional focus

Baseline
No baseline data

Expected
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Actual

32/41 sites (78%) are implementing at least one foundational job readiness
curriculum

These include participation in foundational courses, mentoring, job shadows,
pre-apprenticeships, apprenticeships, job fairs, industry tours, college tours,
guest speakers and other work-based learning activities.

65% of total students served year-to-date (1,122 students) have participated
in job readiness and/or college prep activities.
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Metric/Indicator
45 sites using curriculum to support job readiness and college preparation
(MyCEP, The Future Is Now)

Baseline
44% of total students served have participated in participating in work-based
learning activities YTD (1,020 students)

17-18
50% of students served participate in job readiness and/or college prep
activities

Metric/Indicator
65% of total students served statewide participating in job readiness and/or
college prep activities

Expected
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81% ADA (increase of 1%)

40.7% attrition rate (decrease of 17%)

Actual

1. Maintained updated schoolwide
safety plan

1. Maintain updated schoolwide
safety plan

No additional expenditures,
salaries LCFF $0

No additional expenditures
Salaries
LCFF

Estimated Actual
Expenditures
No additional expenditures LCFF
0

Budgeted
Expenditures
Salaries LCFF $28,377
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SCHOOL SAFETY

Actual
Actions/Services

SCHOOL SAFETY

Planned
Actions/Services

Action 1

startcollapse

Duplicate the Actions/Services from the prior year LCAP and complete a copy of the following table for each. Duplicate the table as needed.

Actions / Services

Baseline
80% ADA (5/2017)

17-18
81% ADA

Metric/Indicator
Increase ADA by 5%

Baseline
57.69% attrition rate (December 2016 - March 2017)

17-18
56% attrition rate

Metric/Indicator
Decrease drop-out attrition rate by 1%

Baseline
37 sites using MyCEP
6 sites using The Future Is Now

17-18
40 sites use curriculum to support job readiness and college preparation
(MyCEP, The Future Is Now)

Expected
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Professional Services 5800:
Professional/Consulting Services
And Operating Expenditures
LCFF $1,081
Salaries 1000-1999: Certificated
Personnel Salaries LCFF
$17,585
Professional services 5800:
Professional/Consulting Services
And Operating Expenditures
LCFF $412

No additional expenditures
Salaries
LCFF
Salaries and Professional
Services LCFF $1,200

Estimated Actual
Expenditures

Salaries and travel 1000-1999:
Certificated Personnel Salaries
LCFF $18,645

No additional expenditures
In-service and Salaries
LCFF

Budgeted
Expenditures

No additional expenditures
Salaries
LCFF
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2. Continued to implement and
improve on systems of
inclusiveness for all staff by:
adding Open Forum times with and

1. Provided staff trainings and
resources for creating safe,
inclusive environments for all
students at Fall 2017 in-service
and in monthly schoolwide
communications

1. Provide staff trainings and
resources for creating safe,
inclusive environments for all
students at in-services and in
monthly schoolwide
communications including
formalizing SARB process

2. Continue to implement and
improve on systems of
inclusiveness for all staff

SAFE, WELCOMING AND
INCLUSIVE SCHOOL CLIMATE

Actual
Actions/Services

3. All staff received safety training
upon hiring

2. Created site-specific safety
plans for all sites

SAFE, WELCOMING AND
INCLUSIVE SCHOOL CLIMATE

Planned
Actions/Services

Action 2

Locations
XAll Schools

Scope of Services
X LEA-wide

Students to be Served
XEnglish Learners
XFoster Youth
XLow Income

For Actions/Services included
as contributing to meeting the
Increased or Improved
Services Requirement:

3. All staff receive school safety
training upon hiring

2. Create site-specific safety plans
for all sites
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3. Formalized HR policies,
procedures and employee
handbook and implemented formal
HR training for staff responsible for
supervision

without administrators present at
all RWG; adding TAC website and
meeting schedule to Weekly
Bulletins; hosting Open Forum
workshop at Fall 2017 in-service

Action 3

Planned

Locations
XAll Schools

Scope of Services
X LEA-wide

Students to be Served
XEnglish Learners
XFoster Youth
XLow Income

Actual

Estimated Actual

In-service 5000-5999: Services
And Other Operating
Expenditures Supplemental and
Concentration $25,708

No additional expenditures
In-Service
Supplemental and
Concentration

Budgeted

No additional expenditures,
salaries LCFF $0

No additional expenditures
Salaries
LCFF
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4. Increased parental, guardian
and educational advocate
5. All JMCS teachers will be
involvement at all sites with minors
by working directly with teachers to
trained in providing foster,
homeless, special education and
provide support on ways to engage
ELL students with an awareness of families
their rights in order to make
educated decisions about their
5. All JMCS teachers attending the
credit needs
Fall 2017 in-service (98%) were
trained in providing foster,
homeless, special education and
For Actions/Services included
ELL students with an awareness of
as contributing to meeting the
their rights in order to make
Increased or Improved
educated decisions about their
Services Requirement:
credit needs

4. Increase parental, guardian and
educational advocate involvement
at all sites with minors by working
directly with teachers to provide
support on ways to engage
families

3. Formalize HR policies,
procedures and employee
handbook and implement formal
HR trainings for staff responsible
for supervision
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1. Continued to provide trainings,
strategies, activities and resources
for supporting students' academic
self-esteem, social-emotional
intelligence and life skills growth
2. Implemented curriculum with a
social-emotional focus and created
necessary supporting resources
for proper implementation,
including opportunities for staff
training

1. Continue to provide trainings,
strategies, activities and resources
for supporting students’ academic
self-esteem, social-emotional
intelligence and life skills growth

2. Pilot, vet and adopt curriculum
with a social-emotional focus and
create necessary supporting
resources for proper
implementation

Locations
XAll Schools

Scope of Services
X LEA-wide

Students to be Served
XEnglish Learners
XFoster Youth
XLow Income

For Actions/Services included
as contributing to meeting the
Increased or Improved
Services Requirement:

No additional expenditures,
salaries and curriculum LCFF $0
Salaries 2000-2999: Classified
Personnel Salaries Supplemental
and Concentration $405,768

No additional expenditures
Curriculum and salaries
LCFF
No additional expenditures
Salaries and Curriculum
LCFF

Expenditures
In-service 5000-5999: Services
And Other Operating
Expenditures LCFF $25,708

Expenditures
No additional expenditures
In-services and salaries
LCFF
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3. Provided career pathways and
schoolwide programming to
increase basic job readiness skills
and college preparedness for all
students through activities and
curriculum offerings

COMPREHENSIVE COURSE OF
STUDY

COMPREHENSIVE COURSE OF
STUDY

3. Provide career pathways and
schoolwide programming that will
increase basic job readiness skills
and college preparedness for all
students through activities and
curriculum offerings

Actions/Services

Actions/Services
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Data shows that these actions and services have been effective in supporting Goal One. 81% of staff and 84% of students feel that
JMCS is meeting or definitely meeting Goal Two. 100% of staff always or sometimes feel safe at work (89% always feel safe, 11%
sometimes feel safe) and 98.5% of students always or sometimes feel safe at school (93% always, 5.5% sometimes). 99% of students
feel welcome at school and 90% of staff feel connected to the larger JMCS community. 93% of students feel like they have a voice in
decision making at their site and 74% feel that there is a positive school culture at their site.

Describe the overall effectiveness of the actions/services to achieve the articulated goal as measured by the LEA.

This year JMCS also created a school climate survey which was shared with all staff and students to gather input and provide another
avenue for receiving feedback from stakeholders. We had a strong response rate, with 73 staff members (87% of salaried staff) and
540 students (71% of ADA) participating.

JMCS continued its focus on school safety, positive school climate and social-emotional learning in a variety of ways this year. At the
fall in-service, all attending staff participated in mandatory safety training provided by NEVCO as well as mandatory training regarding
the educational rights of homeless, foster, SPED and ELL students. This in-service, as well as all other professional development days
this year, also included time for community building, open discussions among colleagues and with school leadership as well as
workshops on providing safe and supportive environments for students. In addition, we formalized the adoption of various curricula
with a social-emotional focus and provided implementation guides and training opportunities as discussed in this section of Goal One.
We have also continued to support career pathways programming through the integration of bridge courses, job readiness activities
and systematized tracking of student progress, as discussed in the Highlights section of this LCAP. Additionally, a new Mindset
Monthly publication is now released bimonthly and specifically highlights growth mindset research and lesson plan ideas.

Describe the overall implementation of the actions/services to achieve the articulated goal.

Complete a copy of the following table for each of the LEA’s goals from the prior year LCAP. Duplicate the table as needed. Use actual annual
measurable outcome data, including performance data from the LCFF Evaluation Rubrics, as applicable.

Analysis
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Action 2:
5. Allocated a portion of the Fall 2017 in-service costs to this Action/Service.

Explain material differences between Budgeted Expenditures and Estimated Actual Expenditures.
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These changes can be found in the Goals, Actions and Services section for Goal Two on page ...

4. Added one metric to measure parent/guardian satisfication with JMCS through the creation and distribution of a parent/guardian
survey.

3. The language for "curriculum to support job readiness and college preparation" was modified to read "foundational job readiness
curriculum" in order to be more inclusive of a variety of curricula as well as align with our SIS tracking.

2. Participation in statewide safety days was modified to represent participation in mandatory JMCS safety drills which were
implemented this year. This increases the accountability for sites to be prepared for fires, evacuations, earthquakes and active
shooters.

1. One policy review email per month was modified to represent the current structure of two bulletins per month. These bulletins
highlight policy reminders in addition to providing additional school information in one comprehensive email that is sent to all staff,
board members and partner agency representatives.

Through stakeholder input and internal data reviews, JMCS has made the following changes to its metrics for this goal:

Describe any changes made to this goal, expected outcomes, metrics, or actions and services to achieve this goal as a result of this analysis and
analysis of the LCFF Evaluation Rubrics, as applicable. Identify where those changes can be found in the LCAP.
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X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Baseline
1 Director of Curriculum and PD position fully staffed

17-18
Maintain 1 Director of Curriculum and PD position fully staffed

Metric/Indicator
1 Director of Curriculum and PD position remains fully staffed

Expected
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1 Director of Curriculum and PD position is fully staffed

Actual

LOCAL RenStar; TABE; in-service surveys, agendas and attendees; staff personal professional development
goals; formative walkthrough reports; New Teacher Training and Regional Working Group agendas, attendees
and surveys, types and number of PD opportunities provided to staff and partners State assessment metrics not
addressed in our LCAP are not applicable to JMCS due to its unique nature and population served.

Priority 1: Basic (Conditions of Learning)
Priority 2: State Standards (Conditions of Learning)
Priority 3: Parental Involvement (Engagement)
Priority 4: Pupil Achievement (Pupil Outcomes)
Priority 5: Pupil Engagement (Engagement)
Priority 6: School Climate (Engagement)
Priority 7: Course Access (Conditions of Learning)
Priority 8: Other Pupil Outcomes (Pupil Outcomes)

Annual Measurable Outcomes

Local Priorities:

State Priorities:

State and/or Local Priorities addressed by this goal:

Provide professional development for all staff that is a regular and ongoing process. Professional development will address the areas
of academic instruction, mental health awareness, career development and safe school culture. It will aim to provide well-rounded
support and training for all staff in order to create a continued culture of success for students.

Goal 3

Complete a copy of the following table for each of the LEA’s goals from the prior year LCAP. Duplicate the table as needed.

LCAP Year Reviewed: 2017-18

Annual Update
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Traveling supervisors complete on average 2 formative walkthroughs per
month (a formative walkthrough is a classroom visit in which directors

1 day spent reviewing formative walkthrough model and practices
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Metric/Indicator
Traveling supervisors complete at least 2 formative walkthroughs per month

Baseline
75% of traveling supervisors have received training (all except CEO)

17-18
100% of traveling supervisors receive and maintain training in formative
walkthrough model

Metric/Indicator
100% of traveling supervisors receive and maintain training in formative
walkthrough model

Baseline
65% of part-time and above staff have set and submitted personal
professional development goals

17-18
75% of part-time and above staff set and submit personal professional
development goals

100% of traveling supervisors maintained training in formative walkthrough
model

100% of part-time and above instructional staff set and submitted individual
professional development goals

Metric/Indicator
95% of part-time and above credentialed staff set and submit personal
professional development goals

Baseline
No baseline data has been collected

17-18
95% of part-time and above staff attend PD days (classified, certificated)

95% average attendance for PD days
98% attendance at Fall 2017 In-Service (2 days)
92% attendance at 12/8/17 RWG
92% attendance at 2/5/18 RWG
Attendance TBD for 5/11/18 RWG

5 schoolwide professional development days for 2017-18
2 day Fall In-Service (9/25-26/17)
3 days Regional Working Groups (12/8/17, 2/5/18, 5/11/18)

Actual

Metric/Indicator
95% of part-time and above staff attend PD days (classified, certificated)

Baseline
5 schoolwide professional development days

17-18
5 schoolwide professional development days (decrease due to budget for
17-18)

Metric/Indicator
5 schoolwide professional development days

Expected
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Baseline
1 New Teacher Training occurs annually; 100% of new teachers attend
within 1 year of hire

17-18
1 New Teacher Training occurs annually; 100% of new teachers attend
within 1 year of hire

Metric/Indicator
1 New Teacher Training occurs annually; 100% of new teachers attend
within 1 year of hire

Baseline
18% of client agency partners attended at least 1 JMCS PD training

80% of new teachers hired by training date attended (4/5 teachers - absent
teacher may attend 8/2018)

1 New Teacher Training (8/2017)

32% of client agencies had representatives at the Fall 2017 In-Service
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17-18
20% of client agency partners attend at least 1 JMCS PD training per year

Metric/Indicator
25% of client agency partners attend at least 1 JMCS PD training per year

Baseline
0-1 PD opportunities offered per month (Curriculum Corner newsletter - 6
YTD)

Curriculum Corners receive an average of 109 views
Mindset Monthlies receive an average of 108 views
Video club was attempted but was not successful due to low
participation
JMCS Google + Community is active but is not used by staff on
a regular basis

1-2 PD opportunities offered per month:
Curriculum Corner newsletter (1x/month)
Mindset Monthly (1 every other month)
In-service days (5 per year)

Metric/Indicator
4 PD opportunities offered per month

17-18
2 PD opportunities offered per

Supervisors also began formal teacher evaluations and observations

observe instruction and debrief student work and the success of the lesson
with teachers)

Actual

Baseline
Traveling supervisors completed an average of 1.5 formative walkthroughs
per month

17-18
Traveling supervisors complete at least 2 formative walkthroughs per month

Expected
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2 mental health trainings offered at Fall 2017 In-Service
Youth Mental Health First Aid (22 attendees)
Trauma Informed Practices (37 attendees)

Planned
Actions/Services

Action 1

startcollapse

Actual
Actions/Services
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Budgeted
Expenditures

Estimated Actual
Expenditures

Duplicate the Actions/Services from the prior year LCAP and complete a copy of the following table for each. Duplicate the table as needed.

Actions / Services

Baseline
1 mental health training offered at Fall 2016 in-service

17-18
1 mental health training opportunity offered to all staff at least once per year

Metric/Indicator
2 mental health training opportunities offered to all staff at least once per
year

Baseline
1 external partner training opportunity at Fall 2016 in-service (Epoch
Education)

17-18
1 external partner training opportunity offered to all staff at least once per
year

Metric/Indicator
1 external partner training opportunity offered to all staff at least once per
year

Baseline
Fall 2016: 1 CP-related session mandatory for all staff
Winter 2017: full in-service correlated with CP programming (16 sessions)

1 external partner training opportunity offered to all staff at Fall
2017 In-Service
Epoch Education: Microagressions (47 attendees)

3 career pathways-focused workshops at Fall 2017 In-Service:
Foundational Career Pathways Courses (14 attendees)
Career Pathways Integration at Your Site (13 attendees)
FIERCE Follow-Up (6 attendees)

Metric/Indicator
1 career pathways-focused workshop offered at each schoolwide in-service

17-18
1 career pathways-focused workshop offered at each schoolwide in-service

Actual

Expected
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5. Variety of PD offerings occur
regularly throughout the year via
in-person days and virtual
opportunities (video clubs, forums,
book clubs, PLCs)

4. All traveling supervisors trained
in formative walkthrough model
and complete at least 2 per month
at sites visited

3. Part-time and above certificated
staff set and submit personal
professional development goals
and commit to professional growth

2. 5 schoolwide professional
development days built into the
calendar - 2 whole school inservice days, 3 regional working
group days

1. Full-time Director of Curriculum
and Professional Development
staff position dedicated to
maintaining ongoing PD for all staff

PD AS A REGULAR, ONGOING
PROCESS
Salaries LCFF $78,058

No additional expenditures,
salaries LCFF $0

Salaries and travel 1000-1999:
Certificated Personnel Salaries
LCFF $37,291

Salaries LCFF $88,600

No additional expenditures
Salaries
LCFF

No additional expenditures,
salaries LCFF $0

In-service 5000-5999: Services
And Other Operating
Expenditures LCFF $51,416

Salaries and travel 1000-1999:
Certificated Personnel Salaries
LCFF $47,486

Professional services and travel
LCFF $23,980
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5. PD offerings via monthly and
bimonthly newsletters and inservice days occurred; 1 video
club was held and was
unsuccessful; 1 online community
was created but was unsuccessful

4. All traveling supervisors trained
in formative walkthrough model
and completed at least 2 per
month at sites visited in addition to
formal teacher evaluations

3. Part-time and above certificated
staff set and submitted personal
professional development goals
and committed to professional
growth

2. 5 schoolwide professional
development days occurred - 2
whole school in-service days, 3
regional working group days

1. Full-time Director of Curriculum
Salaries and In-service LCFF
and Professional Development
$172,194
staff position dedicated to
maintaining ongoing PD for all staff

PD AS A REGULAR, ONGOING
PROCESS
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Actual
Actions/Services

4. Include career pathways
workshops and trainings during
schoolwide in-services

2. Offer New Teacher Training for
all new JMCS staff on an annual
basis and invite client agency
partners
3. In-service attendance includes
coaches, client agency partners
and all part-time and above
certificated staff

1. Expand opportunities for client
agency trainings by offering
specific workshops at schoolwide
in-services and site-based ondemand trainings

Budgeted
Expenditures

No additional expenditures,
salaries and in-service LCFF $0
In-service 5800:
Professional/Consulting Services
And Operating Expenditures
LCFF $4,077

No additional expenditures
In-services and Professional
Development
LCFF

No additional expenditures LCFF
$0

No additional expenditures
In-services
LCFF
No additional expenditures
In-services and Salaries
LCFF

Travel LCFF $2,131

No additional expenditures,
salaries and in-service LCFF $0

Estimated Actual
Expenditures

Professional Development LCFF
$10,780

No additional expenditures
In-services and Salaries
LCFF
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3. In-service attendance included
coaches, client agency partners
and all part-time and above
certificated staff

2. Offered New Teacher Training
for all new JMCS staff on an
annual basis and invited client
agency partners

1. Expanded opportunities for
client agency trainings by offering
specific workshops at schoolwide
in-services and site-based ondemand trainings (Fall 2017 InService: Partner Agencies,
Retention/Recruitment, Coffee
Talk sessions)

WELL-ROUNDED SUPPORT AND WELL-ROUNDED SUPPORT
TRAINING FOR ALL STAFF
AND TRAINING FOR ALL STAFF

Planned
Actions/Services

Action 2

Locations
XAll Schools

Scope of Services
X LEA-wide

Students to be Served
XEnglish Learners
XFoster Youth
XLow Income

For Actions/Services included
as contributing to meeting the
Increased or Improved
Services Requirement:
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4. Included career pathways
workshops and trainings during
schoolwide in-services

No additional expenditures
In-services and Professional
Development
LCFF

In-service 5000-5999: Services
And Other Operating
Expenditures LCFF $3,275
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JMCS provided five full professional development days for staff this school year. Our fall in-service offered two days of workshops
aligned to our three schoolwide goals as well as mandatory trainings, open collaboration time and small group time for reflection and
yearly goal-setting. We have also had two full regional working group days with one more day planned for May 2018. These regional
days have provided opportunities for reflecting on professional growth and yearly goals, sharing of best practices, examining student
work and improving writing instruction. They have also provided time for open forum discussions and administrative updates. The
Director of Professional Development position has remained fully staffed and funded despite other administrative cuts and JMCS has

Describe the overall implementation of the actions/services to achieve the articulated goal.

Complete a copy of the following table for each of the LEA’s goals from the prior year LCAP. Duplicate the table as needed. Use actual annual
measurable outcome data, including performance data from the LCFF Evaluation Rubrics, as applicable.

Analysis

Locations
XAll Schools

Scope of Services
X LEA-wide

Students to be Served
XEnglish Learners
XFoster Youth
XLow Income

as contributing to meeting the
Increased or Improved
Services Requirement:

5. Partnered with external partners
(Epoch Education) for training in
6. Provide mental health training at microagressions
each in-service for all interested
staff
6. Provided mental health training
at each in-service for all interested
staff
For Actions/Services included

5. Partner with external partners
(Epoch Education, High Tech
High) for training in culturally
relevant pedagogy and projectbased learning
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Data shows that these actions and services have been effective in meeting our metrics for Goal Three. 100% of full time certificated
staff set individual professional development goals and have worked towards these goals throughout the year, sharing progress and
reflections along the way. They were supported by the continued formative walkthroughs being done by directors as well as our new
teacher evaluation model. 71% of staff feels that we are meeting or strongly meeting our goal and 88% feel their teaching practice has
improved due to our professional development this year. 87% of staff rated this year's professional development offerings as a 3, 4 or
5 on a scale of 1-5 (1 low, 5 high).

Describe the overall effectiveness of the actions/services to achieve the articulated goal as measured by the LEA.

also supported new teacher development through our partnership with SCOE's teacher induction program and our internal new
teacher training. In addition to these trainings, we attempted virtual professional development connections among staff but found them
to be unsuccessful due to the wide variety of schedules and interests within our staff.
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This change can be found in the Goals, Actions and Services section for Goal Three on page ...

2. Added one metric to measure the value of in-services to staff's practice

1. Revised amount of professional development offerings offered per month to reflect more realistic goals with scheduling challenges
and staff needs

Through stakeholder input and internal data reviews, JMCS has made the following changes to its metrics for this goal:

Describe any changes made to this goal, expected outcomes, metrics, or actions and services to achieve this goal as a result of this analysis and
analysis of the LCFF Evaluation Rubrics, as applicable. Identify where those changes can be found in the LCAP.

Action 2:
2. New Teacher Training costs were significantly less than originally expected.
3. Added the cost of the time for the CPTG coaches to attend the Fall 2017 in-service.

Action 1:
Costs associated with Actions/Services 1 and 2 have been accounted for in Goal 1.
3. Due to fiscal constraints, the additional funding for personal professional development has been eliminated for 2017-18; the cost of
professional development for certificated staff is included in the in-service costs for 2017-18.

Explain material differences between Budgeted Expenditures and Estimated Actual Expenditures.
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The JMCS administrative team has held all-in director meetings, involving directors from all departments, every 4-6 weeks for the
past year. These meetings focus on department updates, success stories, areas of concern or need as well as on schoolwide
reflections of data, progress and challenges. We discuss site issues and collaborate to form solutions as well as discuss large wholeschool programmatic issues and visions in order to make consistent decisions that fulfill our mission statement. Every year we review
our LCAP to update our progress and plan intentional actions and goals for the coming year (2/6/2018, 3/13/2018). We also discuss
areas of alignment between our LCAP and our WASC action plan to ensure JMCS reporting is accurately aligned and demonstrates

ADMINISTRATIVE TEAM MEETINGS

In order to keep our board apprised of our schoolwide progress on our LCAP, an update on our progress and the report was
provided to board members at the 4/18/18 meeting. The report identified and described our schoolwide progress on goals, next
steps, student/staff survey results and expenditures. The board is pleased with the amount of progress, the positive impact of our
many schoolwide changes and the diligence with which our school has treated the LCAP process. The public hearing will occur on
5/16/18 and the board will give further input before the adoption of this year's LCAP.

ANNUAL LCAP REPORT TO JMCS BOARD

In an effort to share schoolwide progress, data and goals as well as to provide opportunities for stakeholder input, we involve our
stakeholders in a wide variety of ways. For the purposes of this LCAP report, stakeholder input was gathered in the following ways:

JMCS has a unique set of stakeholders due to its structure and partnership with client agencies. Our stakeholders include the
following groups:
• Board members
• Client agency partners
• Directors
• Instructional and support staff
• Students
• Parents

How, when, and with whom did the LEA consult as part of the planning process for this LCAP/Annual Review and Analysis?

Involvement Process for LCAP and Annual Update

LCAP Year: 2018-19

Stakeholder Engagement
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In order to maintain open communication and consistent programming with our client agency partners, JMCS directors who oversee
our sites frequently conduct all-in site level meetings. These meetings include the director, teachers, instructional assistants,

ALL-IN SITE LEVEL MEETINGS

JMCS gathers staff input throughout the year in various ways. At the Fall 2017 In-Service (9/25-26/2018), all directors shared our
schoolwide goals in their director meetings and requested staff input on how we can work to meet these goals as well as reflections
on how well we've done and what next steps should be. These goals have been continuously reviewed during directors' site visits
and meetings with site staff throughout the year. In addition to this, every monthly Curriculum Corner features a schoolwide "goal of
the month" with reflection questions, encouraging staff to stay aware of our goals and prompting self-reflection on goal progress
every few weeks. The email bulletins sent out by the COO also ensure teachers remain aware of the work we're doing and include
important updates and policy reminders that align with our work towards our goals. We have also invited representatives from our
Teacher Advisory Committee to work with the administrative team on our annual data review and goal reflections; these
representatives are able to bring their teacher perspective to the table during data analysis discussions and are also able to bring the
administrative perspective back to teachers during their meetings and open forum calls. Finally, this year we have also asked all staff
to complete a survey and provide input on feelings of safety and job satisfaction. This survey has additional sections for instructors to
provide feedback on their instruction and professional development as well as for leads to provide site level feedback and input. In
these varied ways, JMCS works hard to ensure teacher voices are heard and teachers remain aware of our school's goals, progress
and areas for growth.

STAFF INPUT

A second administrative meeting was held to review our schoolwide goals (3/13/18). We worked together to identify the progress we
have made towards each goal as well as where we have room for next steps and whether there was a need for goal modification. We
evaluated our LCAP progress and all directors gave insight into the actions JMCS should take in the coming school year. We ended
with a general discussion on our progress and future steps for continuing to meet our goals.

For this LCAP report, a special all-in administrative meeting was called to allow time for an-depth review of our schoolwide data. All
directors attended as well as two teacher representatives from our Teacher Advisory Committee. During the data review, participants
gallery walked JMCS student data from this school year (Sept 2017 - Jan 2018) and looked at the implications of the data as well as
the questions it raised. Small groups were then formed to discuss the more meaningful data points and conversations went deeper.
The team then came back together and reviewed each small group's discussions piece by piece. Each group shared their
implications and their questions as well as their thoughts on our next steps. Whole group discussions ensued and a comprehensive
list of our data implications, needs and questions resulted. It was imperative to have the differing perspectives of all team members
as JMCS has so many different programs, it can be a challenge to remain up-to-date on all school offerings and activities that support
our goals.

our progress towards our three schoolwide goals.
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The first version of the JMCS K12 report was developed with input from administration and board members after multiple
discussions on the data that should be collected and tracked in a consistent way. Once the report was created and shared a few
times with staff, teachers and client agency partners had a chance to provide input, request clarification and recommend
modifications. Various changes were made and a second version of the report was created that incorporated more student-level data.
In addition, the reports began to be released on a weekly basis instead of a monthly basis as was originally planned. Training videos
were created and shared at a schoolwide in-service and then made available on our internal JMCS Dashboard website.

K-12 REPORTS

This year we also requested student participation from all sites on our first annual school climate survey. This survey addressed
areas of safety, instruction and overall support and provided a safe venue for students to share their thoughts about their JMCS
classrooms. The results were overwhelmingly positive and many students expressed appreciation at the opportunity to provide
feedback.

Students (and their parents, when applicable) are extremely important stakeholders at JMCS. Their success in life is a direct result of
our programming, our support and our effectiveness as a school. Our students are often articulate and clearly able to express their
appreciation of or their frustration with the programs they attend. In gathering student input on our programming and our progress
towards our goals, we often rely on informal conversations with students and parents around the state. Teachers and directors
communicate regularly with students and parents of minors to assess their progress, their needs and their strengths. These factors
directly relate to our schoolwide progress on our goals. If, for example, a student is struggling with depression and they are receiving
little to no support on site, that is an indicator we need to re-evaluate our mental health training for staff and increase its
effectiveness. If a student is close to graduating and has already completed dual-enrollment courses in a community college with a
firm post-graduation plan in place, that is an indicator we are succeeding in preparing our students to be college and career ready. At
the site level, because JMCS programming is often tied so closely to client agency programming, it can sometimes be difficult to truly
evaluate student reflections on JMCS' progress towards our goals since the academic and vocational programs are hard to identify
as separate components. It is due to this that we rely primarily on informal student and parent conversations to gather input and
reflect on our progress with students around the state.

DISCUSSIONS WITH STUDENTS AND PARENTS

registrars, case managers and client agency program staff. In general, these meetings are when common program vision and goals
are identified, program expectations are set and student attendance and discipline policies are reviewed and clarified. However,
these meetings are also times for the directors to share JMCS updates and schoolwide information. This year, directors worked to
share our goals with client agency partners via the topics they discussed at the all-in meetings as well as by encouraging partner
attendance at our in-services and New Teacher Training. Topics such as addressing race in the classroom, connecting vocational
education to academics, increasing rigor and opportunities for deeper learning and implementing and supporting the career pathways
framework have been crucial conversations in these meetings. Through these topics and during these meetings, our partner
agencies are better able to understand JMCS goals and support our efforts to constantly improve services to students.
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6/20/18: Expected LCAP Approval Date *no comments requiring CEO response

5/16/18: LCAP Public Hearing

4/18/18: LCAP goals presented to JMCS Governing Board; presentation of goals and request for feedback

3/13/18: Division Director meeting; review of schoolwide data, goals and targets, progress and next steps

2/6/18: Stakeholder meeting to review schoolwide data and goals

11/7/17: Division Director meeting; presentation of goals and reminder of 2017-18 targets

9/26/17: Schoolwide goals and targets shared with site level staff during director meetings at in-service; request for feedback and
input

9/19/17: Division Director meeting; presentation of goals and request for feedback and directors required to share with site
stakeholders

Ongoing CCC and LCC meetings: presentation of goals and request for feedback and directors required to share with site
stakeholders

Ongoing WIOA Meetings: presentation of goals and request for feedback and directors required to share with site stakeholders

LCAP Goals to Stakeholders
Ongoing YouthBuild Meetings: presentation of goals and request for feedback and directors required to share with site stakeholders

IMPORTANT DATES

Recently, as JMCS has once again deeply examined student data for our LCAP report, we have revived the process of examining
the data we are collecting and the collection methods being used. New input from administrators and teachers is being considered
and there have been more revisions to the report that aim to more accurately identify students, track testing gains and notify teachers
of the report's release. Directors have again begun to address the reading and use of these reports with stakeholders and a
schoolwide training was conducted during the 2/5/17 Regional Working Group to ensure all staff knows how to use the reports and
why their use is important. We will continue to modify the K12 reports to accurately reflect the data we collect for both LCAP and
WASC as well as to increase their ability to provide our stakeholders with meaningful and relevant data in a timely manner.

Impact on LCAP and Annual Update

• revise goals, actions and services for each goal
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• create a parent/guardian survey to be given at site graduations
(added to Expected Annual Measurable Outcomes for Goal 2 - pg...)

• improve teacher training in tracking student achievement and implementing skills acceleration curricula
(added to Expected Annual Measurable Outcomes for Goal 1 - pg...)

• continue to focus on the transition to NGSS and enhance social studies offerings by creating revised benchmarks and
implementing new curriculum
(added to Expected Annual Measurable Outcomes for Goal 1 - pg...)

• improve services for ELL students by increasing the availability of specific ELL curriculum and providing increased teacher training
and resources
(added to Expected Annual Measurable Outcomes for Goal 1 - pg...)

Specifically, input from stakeholders helped JMCS further identify our need to:

Stakeholder input was gathered in the methods referenced above as well as through the collection of data via the LCAP selfevaluation tools. These self-evaluation tools allowed JMCS to reflect on its weaknesses in the areas of ELL and skills acceleration
curriculum and support as well as the documentation and tracking of student progress. We also identified a continued need to focus
on the transition to CCSS math, NGSS and the new social studies framework.

How did these consultations impact the LCAP for the upcoming year?
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Goal

X

X

X

X

X

X

TABE (Test of Adult Basic Education) RenSTAR (Grade level growth test in ELA and Mathematics), schoolwide
surveys (instructional practices, professional development, curriculum, others), PowerSchool student level data
(course enrollment, career pathways, credits/grades, other), curriculum purchase records, teacher credential and
induction data, technology surveys and use data, IEP service records State assessment metrics not addressed
in our LCAP are not applicable to JMCS due to its unique nature and population served.

Priority 1: Basic (Conditions of Learning)
Priority 2: State Standards (Conditions of Learning)
Priority 4: Pupil Achievement (Pupil Outcomes)
Priority 5: Pupil Engagement (Engagement)
Priority 7: Course Access (Conditions of Learning)
Priority 8: Other Pupil Outcomes (Pupil Outcomes)

Updated Identified Need (2017-18):
Page 51 of 105

JMCS students enter with significant barriers to earning their high school diploma and successful entry into the world of work. Entry
assessments show that JMCS students enter upon average with a 6th grade ELA and mathematics level, resulting in significant
numbers of students needing engaging accelerations programs and high quality instruction. All JMCS students have dropped out of at
least one previous school while most have dropped out of multiple schools, unable to meet graduation requirements. JMCS must
provide holistic services to our students to re-engage them in their education and support the removal of barriers in their lives that
prevent them from reaching their full potential. JMCS entry assessment data and past school performance demonstrate a clear need
for high quality engaging instruction with interventions and strategies to support the removal of barriers in our students lives.

Identified Need:

Local Priorities:

State Priorities:

State and/or Local Priorities addressed by this goal:

JMCS will provide high quality classroom instruction and curriculum that promotes college and career readiness with interventions in
place to eliminate academic barriers to student success.

Goal 1

X Unchanged

(Select from New Goal, Modified Goal, or Unchanged Goal)

Strategic Planning Details and Accountability
Complete a copy of the following table for each of the LEA’s goals. Duplicate the table as needed.

Goals, Actions, & Services
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75% of JMCS teachers
are appropriately

100% of students have
access to a broad
course of study

100% of students will
have access to a broad
course of study,
including unduplicated
students and those with
special needs

90% of JMCS teachers
will be appropriately

Baseline

Metrics/Indicators

Expected Annual Measurable Outcomes
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80% appropriately
credentialed

100% of students have
access to a broad
course of study

2017-18

100% appropriately
credentialed or waivered

100% of students have
access to a broad
course of study

2018-19

2019-20

100% appropriately
credentialed or waivered

100% of students have
access to a broad
course of study

Original Identified Need:
• 11% of credentialed teachers teaching outside of subject area (4/2014)
• Administrators not properly credentialed for their positions (2014)
• Anecdotal evidence of need to widen recruitment pool for filling open positions
• No new curriculum purchases schoolwide since adoption of AGS textbooks
• 3-5% of students are ELL (2014-2106)
• Informal feedback that students are not passing community college placement exams
• Lack of real time data for teachers to use to guide instruction, with the exception of periodic STAR and TABE scores
• JMCS students enter programs with a significant number of barriers and few protective risk factors (4/2015)
• 40% decline in ADA (2013-2017)
• 6-10% of students have IEPs or 504s (2014-2016)
• Average ELA grade level gains of 0.7 (2014-2016)
• Average math grade level gains of 1.3 (2014-2016)
• At least 7% of JMCS are identified special education students (2014-2016)

• 18% of students are ELL
• 13% of students have IEPs or 504s
• While all sites have new curriculum, 35% of sites are not implementing new socially and emotionally focused curriculum for ELA,
math and life skills, and 36% of staff are not implementing new skills acceleration curriculum
• 29% of site leads do not use K12 Reports to plan instruction and make programmatic and instructional decisions
• Average ELA grade level at enrollment = 5.4
• Average math grade level at enrollment = 5.5
• 58% of students require ELA remediation
• 59% of students require math remediation
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100% of in-services
include workshops on
rigor
4/2017: 6 workshops
YTD

1 draft ELA task
1 draft math task

Tech plan expires
6/2017
100% of students have
access to AGS
textbooks (JMCS’ official
curriculum)

Every schoolwide inservice will provide at
least 1 session on
increasing rigor in
instruction

1 ELA and 1 math
performance task
required for graduation

Technology plan in
place

100% of students have
access to standardsaligned curriculum

7 supplemental
curriculum adoptions

100% (6/6 teachers)
teachers participating in
Teacher Induction

100% of new teachers
participate in SCOE’s
Teacher Induction
program

100% of students and
sites have access to

credentialed for their
teaching assignment

Baseline

credentialed for their
teaching assignment

Metrics/Indicators
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100% of students and
sites will have access to

Maintain 100% student
access at all sites

Tech plan in place for
thorough integration of
tech and academics

1 ELA task piloted and
revised
1 math task piloted and
revised
2 tasks board approved

100% of in-services
include workshops on
rigor

100% of teachers
participating in Teacher
Induction

2017-18

Maintain all
supplemental adoptions

Maintain 100% student
access at all sites

Tech plan in place for
thorough integration of
tech and academics

2 tasks receive board
approval for graduation
requirement

2 tasks piloted and
revised

Schoolwide training and
large pilot

100% of in-services
include workshops on
rigor

100% of teachers
participating in Teacher
Induction

in accordance with
DASS requirements

2018-19

Maintain all
supplemental adoptions

Maintain 100% student
access at all sites

Tech plan in place for
thorough integration of
tech and academics

2 tasks required for
graduation

100% of in-services
include workshops on
rigor

100% of teachers
participating in Teacher
Induction

in accordance with
DASS requirements

2019-20
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Baseline

4 supplemental
curriculum pilots
43 sites have purchased
supplemental curriculum
31 sites are currently
piloting supplemental
curriculum

Draft Algebra BCO
complete

Science BCOs aligned
to CA state standards
1 NGSS-aligned BCO
for Human Biology
(HASPI)

80% of sites staffed
(annual average)

100% receiving services
(63 active IEPs at 24
sites)

0.9 avg ELA gain
1.4 avg math gain

Metrics/Indicators

supplemental standardsaligned curriculum,
including ELL curriculum

Revised math
benchmark course
outlines aligned to
CCSS

Revised science and
history benchmark
course outlines aligned
to NGSS and new
frameworks

80% of sites with
coaches to support skills
acceleration and English
language acquisition

100% of students with
IEPs are receiving
services

ELL students meet
schoolwide goal of 0.5
grade level increase
every 6 months of
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1.0 avg ELA gain
1.5 avg math gain

100% receiving services

80% of sites staffed
(annual average)

½ of the science BCOs
revised

Completed Algebra
benchmark

the following
supplemental
curriculum:
• New Readers Press
ELA
• Reading with
Relevance
• Scholastic ID
• JUMP Math

2017-18

Maintain:
1.0 avg ELA gain
1.5 avg math gain

100% receiving services

100% of sites
appropriately staffed
according to staffing
formula

All science BCOs
revised

All math BCOs revised

Increase availability of
ELL curriculum by
purchasing all New
Readers Press English No Problem levels for all
sites

at 100% of sites and
continue training on
implementation

2018-19

Maintain:
1.0 avg ELA gain
1.5 avg math gain

100% receiving services

100% of sites
appropriately staffed
according to staffing
formula

All science BCOs
revised
All history BCOs revised

All math BCOs revised

at 100% of sites and
continue training on
implementation

2019-20
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11% met or exceeded ELA
0% met or exceeded math

15% increase in
students who meet or
exceed ELA and math
Smarter Balanced
standard

16% meet or exceed ELA
5% meet or exceed math

80% of sites use K12
reports to inform
instructional and
programmatic decisions

2017-18

15% meet or exceed ELA
5% meet or exceed math

Evaluate effectiveness
of the use of K12 reports

2018-19

2019-20

15% meet or exceed ELA
5% meet or exceed math

Evaluate effectiveness
of the use of K12 reports

XLEA-wide

XEnglish Learners
XFoster Youth
XLow Income
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(Select from LEA-wide, Schoolwide, or Limited to
Unduplicated Student Group(s))

(Select from English Learners, Foster Youth,
and/or Low Income)

Actions/Services

Scope of Services:

Students to be Served:

XAll Schools

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or
Specific Grade Spans)

Location(s):

For Actions/Services included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:

OR

[Add Location(s) selection here]

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans)

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

[Add Students to be Served selection here]

Location(s):

Students to be Served:

For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:

Action 1

startcollapse

Complete a copy of the following table for each of the LEA’s Actions/Services. Duplicate the table, including Budgeted Expenditures, as needed.

Planned Actions / Services

75% of sites use K12
reports to inform
instructional and
programmatic decisions

Baseline

80% of sites use K12
reports to inform
instructional and
programmatic decisions

enrollment for ELA and
math

Metrics/Indicators
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3. Provide professional development
resources and workshops on increasing
rigor in instructional practices

3. Provide professional development
resources and workshops on increasing
rigor in instructional practices

Budgeted Expenditures

5. Re-structure IT job duties to include the
development of a schoolwide vision for
effective integration of technology and
academics

4. Develop standardized ELA and math
performance tasks to be included as a
graduation requirement

3. Provide professional development
resources and workshops on increasing
rigor in instructional practices
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5. Tech plan in place

4. ELA and math performance tasks
introduced schoolwide and piloted on a
large scale; receive board approval as
graduation requirements

2. Support new teachers and preliminary
credential holders through the Sacramento
County Office of Ed Teacher Induction
Program's partnership with JMCS

2. Support new teachers and preliminary
credential holders through the Sacramento
County Office of Ed Teacher Induction
Program's partnership with JMCS

2. Support new teachers and preliminary
credential holders through the Sacramento
County Office of Ed Teacher Induction
Program’s partnership with JMCS

1. All teachers appropriately credentialed
or have waiver

1. All teachers appropriately credentialed
or have waiver

5. Tech plan in place

4. ELA and math performance tasks in
place as graduation requirements

HIGH QUALITY INSTRUCTION

1. Ensure appropriately credentialed
teachers and administrators by revising
hiring practices and providing financial
support to current teachers to earn
additional credentials

Action

2019-20 Actions/Services

XModified

HIGH QUALITY INSTRUCTION

Action

HIGH QUALITY INSTRUCTION

XModified

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20

2018-19 Actions/Services

Action

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19

2017-18 Actions/Services

XModified

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18
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Action 2

Budget
Reference

Source

Amount

Budget
Reference

Source

Amount

No additional expenditures
Salaries

LCFF

No additional expenditures
Curriculum

$24,774
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
In-service

$0
No additional expenditures
Salaries

$0
No additional expenditures
Salaries
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$0
$0

$0
$0

$0
No additional expenditures
Curriculum

$24,693
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
Salaries and travel

$115,000
In-service

Budget
Reference

Source

$24,774
$24,774
LCFF

$17,141
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
Teacher Induction

$0
No additional expenditures
Curriculum

$24,693
$24,693
LCFF

$115,000
$115,000
LCFF

Amount

LCFF

$17,011
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
Teacher Induction

$40,000
Teacher Induction

Budget
Reference

Source

$17,141
$17,141
LCFF

$0
$0

$17,011
$17,011
LCFF

$40,000
$40,000
LCFF

Amount

$0
No additional expenditures
Professional Services, Travel

2019-20
$0
$0

$0
$0

$0
No additional expenditures
Professional Services, Travel

$22,000
Professional Services, Travel

Budget
Reference

Source

2018-19
$0
$0

2017-18
$22,000
$22,000
LCFF

Year
Amount
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XLEA-wide

XEnglish Learners
XFoster Youth
XLow Income

1. Finalizing adoption of high-quality,
rigorous curriculum in all subject areas
2. Finalizing adoption of EL curriculum to
support all English learners
3. Refining and fully developing long-term,
schoolwide vision for course offerings,
curriculum and instruction using input from
all stakeholders

1. Pilot, vet and adopt high-quality,
rigorous curriculum in all subject areas

2. Pilot, vet and adopt EL curriculum to
support all English learners

3. Create a long-term, schoolwide vision
for course offerings, curriculum and
instruction using input from all
stakeholders
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CURRICULUM TO PROMOTE COLLEGE
AND CAREER READINESS

Action

CURRICULUM TO PROMOTE COLLEGE
AND CAREER READINESS

XModified

2018-19 Actions/Services

Action

2017-18 Actions/Services

XModified

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19

(Select from LEA-wide, Schoolwide, or Limited to
Unduplicated Student Group(s))

(Select from English Learners, Foster Youth,
and/or Low Income)

Actions/Services

Scope of Services:

Students to be Served:

Action

4. Revised history benchmark course
outlines

3. Roll out of vision for new course
offerings, curriculum and instruction

2. Implementation of EL curriculum to
support all English learners

1. High-quality, rigorous curriculum
provided in all subject areas

CURRICULUM TO PROMOTE COLLEGE
AND CAREER READINESS

2019-20 Actions/Services

XModified

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20

XAll Schools

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or
Specific Grade Spans)

Location(s):

For Actions/Services included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:

OR

[Add Location(s) selection here]

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans)

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

[Add Students to be Served selection here]

Location(s):

Students to be Served:

For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:
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$0
$0
$0

$2,501
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
No additional expenditures

$4,500
Stipends, curriculum

$0
$0
$0

$2,540
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
No additional expenditures

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans)

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)
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Location(s):

Students to be Served:

For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:

Action 3

Amount

Budget
Reference

Source

$2,540
$2,540
LCFF

$0
No additional expenditures

$7,500
4000-4999:
Books And Supplies
Curriculum
$2,501
$2,501
LCFF

$0
$0

$4,500
$4,500
LCFF

No additional expenditures

Budget
Reference

Amount

LCFF

Source

Amount

$63,200
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
Curriculum

$63,200
$63,200
LCFF

$25,059
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
Curriculum

2019-20
$25,059
$25,059
LCFF

$7,500
$7,500
Supplemental and Concentration

$28,700
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
Salaries, curriculum

$24,621
Stipends, curriculum

Budget
Reference

Source

$28,700
$28,700
LCFF

$24,693
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
Salaries, curriculum

$83,046
Stipends, curriculum

$24,621
$24,621
Supplemental and Concentration

2018-19
$24,693
$24,693
LCFF

2017-18
$83,046
$83,046
LCFF

4. Re-write all math and all science
benchmark course outlines

Amount

Budget
Reference

Source

Year
Amount

Budgeted Expenditures

4. Re-write algebra and ½ of the science
benchmark course outlines to align with
CCSS and NGSS standards
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OR

[Add Location(s) selection here]

XLEA-wide

XEnglish Learners
XFoster Youth
XLow Income

3. Maintain staffing of NEVCO's SELPA
office of a special ed coordinator to
oversee delivery of special education
services to JMCS students
4. Refine timely and accurate data
reporting system as needed to allow
teachers to make accurate data-driven

3. Maintain staffing of NEVCO's SELPA
office of a special ed coordinator to
oversee delivery of special education
services to JMCS students
4. Refine timely and accurate data
reporting system to allow teachers to
make accurate data-driven decisions

4. Develop timely and accurate data
reporting system to allow teachers to

3. Work with NEVCO’s SELPA office to
hire a special ed coordinator to oversee
delivery of special education services to
JMCS students
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2. Continue to support the effective
implementation of skills acceleration
curriculum

2. Continue to support the effective
implementation of skills acceleration
curriculum

2. Increase staff training on skills
acceleration best practices and vet, pilot
and adopt skills acceleration curriculum

1. Continue to provide individual skills
acceleration by training appropriate staff
on effective skills acceleration strategies

1. Continue to provide individual skills
acceleration by training appropriate staff
on effective skills acceleration strategies

ACADEMIC BARRIER REMOVAL

1. Provide individual skills acceleration
tutoring to students by hiring and training
career pathways coaches to support
student learning at all sites

Action
2019-20 Actions/Services

XUnchanged

ACADEMIC BARRIER REMOVAL

Action

ACADEMIC BARRIER REMOVAL

XModified

2018-19 Actions/Services

Action

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20

XAll Schools

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or
Specific Grade Spans)

Location(s):

2017-18 Actions/Services

XModified

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19

(Select from LEA-wide, Schoolwide, or Limited to
Unduplicated Student Group(s))

(Select from English Learners, Foster Youth,
and/or Low Income)

Actions/Services

Scope of Services:

Students to be Served:

For Actions/Services included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:

[Add Students to be Served selection here]
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Budget
Reference

Amount

Budget
Reference

Amount

Budget
Reference

Source

Amount

Budget
Reference

Source

Year
Amount

No additional expenditure

Paid for by SELPA

No additional expenditure
In-Service and Curriculum

LCFF
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No additional expenditure

$0
$0
$0

Paid for by NEVCO SELPA

No additional expenditure

$0
$0
$0

Paid for by NEVCO SELPA

$0
$0
$0

$0
No additional expenditure
in-service and curriculum

$0
No additional expenditures, inservice and curriculum
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0

$244,648
2000-2999: Classified Personnel
Salaries
Salaries

$0
$0

$241,529
2000-2999: Classified Personnel
Salaries
Salaries

$1,882,783
Salaries

2019-20
$244,648
$244,648
Supplemental and Concentration

5. Maintain updated course guide that
details course enrollment guidelines,
testing indications and credit awarding
guidelines

5. Create new course guide that details
course enrollment guidelines, testing
indications and credit awarding guidelines

2018-19
$241,529
$241,529
Supplemental and Concentration

decisions about instructional needs of
students and analyze effectiveness of use

about instructional needs of students and
analyze effectiveness of use

2017-18
$1,882,783
$1,882,783
LCFF

Budgeted Expenditures

make accurate data-driven decisions
about instructional needs of students
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Budget
Reference

Source

Amount
$49,998
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
Salaries

$49,305
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
Salaries
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$49,998
$49,998
LCFF

$49,305
$49,305
LCFF
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Goal

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

LOCAL CalPADs, PowerSchool, CCPT Database, school safety compliance records, in-service and training
agendas and attendance records, site surveys, curriculum purchase records and surveys State assessment
metrics not addressed in our LCAP are not applicable to JMCS due to its unique nature and population served.

Priority 1: Basic (Conditions of Learning)
Priority 3: Parental Involvement (Engagement)
Priority 4: Pupil Achievement (Pupil Outcomes)
Priority 5: Pupil Engagement (Engagement)
Priority 6: School Climate (Engagement)
Priority 7: Course Access (Conditions of Learning)
Priority 8: Other Pupil Outcomes (Pupil Outcomes)
Priority 9: Expelled Pupils – COEs Only (Conditions of Learning)
Priority 10: Foster Youth – COEs Only (Conditions of Learning)
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Many JMCS students come from unstable environments and unsafe neighborhoods. This information is gathered through our entry
level assessments and through intake and ongoing conversations with students. It is essential for all of our students that each school
site and every JMCS classroom be a safe, structured and welcoming place. JMCS staff surveys have identified a need for our school
staff to be train in trauma-informed care practices and strategies. Our staff want to be better informed in the topics of mental health
and trauma which impact our students. Many JMCS students have past traumas that impact their ability to engage in their education
and affect their responses to classroom management strategies. After conducting a safety survey of JMCS school sites, JMCS
identified there was also a need for JMCS administration to facilitate the creation of a school wide safety plan that included input from

Identified Need:

Local Priorities:

State Priorities:

State and/or Local Priorities addressed by this goal:

Ensure all school sites have safe, welcoming and inclusive climates for all students, their families and staff where students can engage
in a course of study that offers opportunities to build academic self-esteem, develop basic job readiness skills, and develop their social
and emotional intelligence as they exit into the world of work.

Goal 2

X Unchanged

(Select from New Goal, Modified Goal, or Unchanged Goal)

Strategic Planning Details and Accountability
Complete a copy of the following table for each of the LEA’s goals. Duplicate the table as needed.

Goals, Actions, & Services
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1 completed updated
plan
53% of sites have
completed safety plans
100% are maintained in
good repair

100% of JMCS sites
received training in
9/2016

100% of JMCS sites will
have completed safety
plans and be maintained
in good repair

100% of JMCS sites will
receive school safety
training every 3 years

Baseline

Maintain 1 school wide
safety plan with NCSOS

Metrics/Indicators

Expected Annual Measurable Outcomes
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100% of JMCS sites
received training in
9/2016 (new teachers
trained upon hiring)

65% of sites have
completed safety plans
100% are maintained in
good repair

Maintain safety plan

2017-18

100% of JMCS sites
receive updated training
at the start of the 201819 school year

80% of sites have
completed safety plans
and 100% are
maintained in good
repair

Maintain safety plan

2018-19

100% of JMCS sites
receive ongoing training
at the start of the 201920 school year

100% of sites have
completed safety plans
and 100% are
maintained in good
repair

Maintain safety plan

2019-20

Original Identified Need:
• No coherent transition plan to gather post-graduation data, resulting in an inability to effectively track JMCS long-term success
• No safety plans in place at either school wide or site levels, no staff trainings regarding school safety
• JMCS students enter programs with a significant number of barriers and few protective risk factors (4/2015)
• 20% of students enrolled are minors, 24 sites have minors enrolled (12/2016)
• 22% of students self-identified as homeless or foster youth (12/2016)
• 6% of students identified as ELL (2015-2016)
• 6-10% of students have IEPs or 504s (2014-2016)
• Division directors deal with 1-5 issues/month relating to school climate, HR and student/family/staff concerns (12/2016)

Updated Identified Need (2017-18):
• 17% of students enrolled are minors, 45% of sites enroll minors
• 12% of students are homeless
• 16% of students are or have been involved in the foster care system
• 18% of students are ELL
• 13% of students have IEPs or 504s
• Recent staffing and site changes have resulted in a continued need to support staff well-being and satisfaction

client agencies. This was also supported through conversations with JMCS site staff, students and client agency staff.
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1 monthly email sent
since 5/2016

No parent notification
letter or SARB process
in place
No staff has received
HR training

1 Policy Review email
sent monthly to all
JMCS staff

Formal parent
notification letter created
as part of SARB process

100% of JMCS staff
responsible for
supervision of other staff
will receive HR training
93% of sites make
regular phone calls
to parents/guardians/
advocates

No baseline data

90% of staff report
feeling safe at work and
connected with the
larger JMCS community

•

Email information has
been sent; no formal
trainings have occurred

100% of credentialed
staff receive on foster
youth, homeless youth,
ELL and SPED policies

100% of sites with
minors involve
parents/guardians/
advocates on a regular
basis to ensure parent

100% of staff attending
the winter 2017 inservice received training

Baseline

100% of staff receive
employee handbook
training upon hiring

(new teachers trained
upon hiring)

Metrics/Indicators
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100% of sites will
communicate
consistently with
guardians of minors in a
variety of ways

100% of staff
responsible for
supervision will receive
training at the fall inservice

Formal parent
notification letter created
as part of SARB process

1 monthly email sent (10
annually, Sept - June)

90% of staff report
feeling safe at work and
connected with the
larger JMCS community

100% of credentialed
staff will receive training
on foster youth,
homeless youth, ELL
and SPED policies at
the fall in-service

100% of staff will
receive employee
handbook training upon
hiring

2017-18

100% of sites will
communicate
consistently with
guardians of minors in a
variety of ways

100% of staff
responsible for
supervision will receive
training annually

Formal parent
notification letter revised
and updated as part of
SARB process

Bi-monthly bulletins sent
Aug-June that include
relevant policy
reminders

90% of staff report
feeling safe at work and
connected with the
larger JMCS community

100% of credentialed
staff will receive training
upon hiring

100% of staff will
receive training upon
hiring

2018-19

100% of sites will
communicate
consistently with
guardians of minors in a
variety of ways

100% of staff
responsible for
supervision will receive
training annually

Formal parent
notification letter revised
and updated as part of
SARB process

Bi-monthly bulletins sent
Aug-June that include
relevant policy
reminders

90% of staff report
feeling safe at work and
connected with the
larger JMCS community

100% of credentialed
staff will receive training
upon hiring

100% of staff will
receive training upon
hiring

2019-20
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3 workshops offered at
Fall 2016 in-service

No baseline data

30 sites using Reading
with Relevance 10 sites
using Scholastic ID 20
sites using Mathalicious
30 sites using React to
Film

3 workshops on school
culture and safe,
inclusive educational
environments offered at
each JMCS all school
in-service (1 mental
health, 1 curriculum, 1
open round table with
school leadership)

90% of JMCS students
report feeling safe at
school

40 sites (90%) using
curriculum with a socialemotional focus

53% of sites send
progress reports and
report cards home
56% involve
guardians in IEPs
and other check-in
meetings
54% invite guardians
to orientations and
other site events

46% of sites participated
in CA Shakeout day

•

•

•

Baseline

80% sites participating
in statewide safety days

involvement for all
students, including
unduplicated and
special needs students

Metrics/Indicators
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40 sites use curriculum
with a social-emotional
focus (90% of sites)

90% of JMCS students
report feeling safe at
school

3 workshops offered at
all annual in-services

60% of sites
participating in statewide
safety days

2017-18

40 sites use curriculum
with a social-emotional
focus (90% of sites)

90% of JMCS students
report feeling safe at
school

3 workshops offered at
all annual in-services

80% of sites are
completing all required
safety drills annually

2018-19

40 sites use curriculum
with a social-emotional
focus (90% of sites)

90% of JMCS students
report feeling safe at
school

3 workshops offered at
all annual in-services

100% of sites are
completing all required
safety drills annually

2019-20
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37 sites using MyCEP
6 sites using The Future
Is Now

57.69% attrition rate
(December 2016 March 2017)
80% ADA (5/2017)

45 sites using
curriculum to support job
readiness and college
preparation (MyCEP,
The Future Is Now)

Decrease drop-out
attrition rate by 1%

Increase ADA by 5%

81% ADA

56% attrition rate

40 sites use curriculum
to support job readiness
and college preparation
(MyCEP, The Future Is
Now)

50% of students served
participate in job
readiness and/or college
prep activities

2017-18

85% ADA
Create and distribute
parent/guardian survey
and receive 150
responses

Create and distribute
parent/guardian survey
and receive 100
responses
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For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:

Action 1

startcollapse

Maintain 40% attrition
rate

100% of sites implement
at least one
"foundational" job
readiness curriculum

65% of students served
participate in job
readiness and/or college
prep activities

2019-20

83% ADA

40% attrition rate

85% of sites implement
at least one
"foundational" job
readiness curriculum

60% of students served
participate in job
readiness and/or college
prep activities

2018-19

Complete a copy of the following table for each of the LEA’s Actions/Services. Duplicate the table, including Budgeted Expenditures, as needed.

Planned Actions / Services

44% of total students
served have participated
in participating in workbased learning activities
YTD (1,020 students)

71% teachers teach
Mindset Monday
lessons

Baseline

65% of total students
served statewide
participating in job
readiness and/or college
prep activities

Metrics/Indicators
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XLEA-wide

XEnglish Learners
XFoster Youth
XLow Income

3. All staff receive updated school safety
training
4. All staff track and record participation in
mandatory safety drills

3. All staff receive school safety training
upon hiring
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4. All staff track and record participation in
mandatory safety drills

2. Ensure up-to-date site-specific safety
plans for all sites

2. Create site-specific safety plans for all
sites

Budgeted Expenditures

3. All staff receive ongoing school safety
training

1. Maintain updated schoolwide safety
plan

2. Ensure up-to-date site-specific safety
plans for all sites

1. Maintain updated schoolwide safety
plan

SCHOOL SAFETY

1. Maintain updated schoolwide safety
plan

Action
2019-20 Actions/Services

XModified

SCHOOL SAFETY

Action

SCHOOL SAFETY

XModified

2018-19 Actions/Services

Action

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20

XAll Schools

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or
Specific Grade Spans)

Location(s):

2017-18 Actions/Services

XNew

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19

(Select from LEA-wide, Schoolwide, or Limited to
Unduplicated Student Group(s))

(Select from English Learners, Foster Youth,
and/or Low Income)

Actions/Services

Scope of Services:

Students to be Served:

For Actions/Services included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:

OR

[Add Location(s) selection here]

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans)

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

[Add Students to be Served selection here]

Location(s):

Students to be Served:
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No additional expenditures
Salaries

LCFF

No additional expenditures
Salaries

LCFF

$0
$0
$0
No additional expenditures, salaries

No additional expenditures, salaries

$25,470
1000-1999:
Certificated Personnel
Salaries
No additional expenditures, inservice

$25,170
1000-1999:
Certificated Personnel
Salaries
No additional expenditures, inservice
$0
$0
$0

$25,470
$25,470
LCFF

$0
No additional expenditures, salaries

$0
No additional expenditures, salaries

$25,170
$25,170
LCFF

$0
$0
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For Actions/Services included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:

OR

[Add Location(s) selection here]

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans)

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

[Add Students to be Served selection here]

Location(s):

Students to be Served:

For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:

Action 2

Budget
Reference

Amount

Budget
Reference

Source

Amount

Budget
Reference

Source

Amount

$0
No additional expenditures, salaries

2019-20
$0
$0

$0
$0

$0
No additional expenditures, salaries

$28,377
Salaries

Budget
Reference

Source

2018-19
$0
$0

2017-18
$28,377
$28,377
LCFF

Year
Amount
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XLEA-wide

XEnglish Learners
XFoster Youth
XLow Income

1. Provide staff trainings and resources for
creating safe, inclusive environments for
all students at in-services and in monthly
schoolwide communications including
maintaining SARB process
2. Continue to implement and improve on
systems of inclusiveness for all staff
3. Continue to maintain up-to-date HR
policies, procedures and employee
handbook and hold formal HR trainings for
staff responsible for supervision
4. Continue to increase and maintain
parental, guardian and educational
advocate involvement at all sites with
minors by working directly with teachers to
provide support on ways to engage

1. Provide staff trainings and resources for
creating safe, inclusive environments for
all students at in-services and in monthly
schoolwide communications including
formalizing SARB process

2. Continue to implement and improve on
systems of inclusiveness for all staff

3. Formalize HR policies, procedures and
employee handbook and implement formal
HR trainings for staff responsible for
supervision

4. Increase parental, guardian and
educational advocate involvement at all
sites with minors by working directly with
teachers to provide support on ways to
engage families
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SAFE, WELCOMING AND INCLUSIVE
SCHOOL CLIMATE

Action

SAFE, WELCOMING AND INCLUSIVE
SCHOOL CLIMATE

XModified

2018-19 Actions/Services

Action

2017-18 Actions/Services

XModified

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19

(Select from LEA-wide, Schoolwide, or Limited to
Unduplicated Student Group(s))

(Select from English Learners, Foster Youth,
and/or Low Income)

Actions/Services

Scope of Services:

Students to be Served:

Action

4. Continue to increase and maintain
parental, guardian and educational
advocate involvement at all sites with
minors by working directly with teachers to
provide support on ways to engage

3. Continue to maintain up-to-date HR
policies, procedures and employee
handbook and hold formal HR trainings for
staff responsible for supervision

2. Continue to implement and improve on
systems of inclusiveness for all staff

1. Provide staff trainings and resources for
creating safe, inclusive environments for
all students at in-services and in monthly
schoolwide communications including
maintaining SARB process

SAFE, WELCOMING AND INCLUSIVE
SCHOOL CLIMATE

2019-20 Actions/Services

XModified

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20

XAll Schools

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or
Specific Grade Spans)

Location(s):
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Budget
Reference

Source

Amount

Budget
Reference

Source

Amount
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$412
5800: Professional/Consulting
Services And Operating
Expenditures
Professional Services

$1,200
Salaries and Professional Services

$450
5800: Professional/Consulting
Services And Operating
Expenditures
Professional Services

$450
$450
LCFF

$18,140
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
Teacher Advisory Committee

$17,862
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
Teacher Advisory Committee
$412
$412
LCFF

$18,140
$18,140
LCFF

$14,581
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
Curriculum

$14,581
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
Curriculum

$17,862
$17,862
LCFF

2019-20
$14,581
$14,581
LCFF

5. All JMCS teachers will be trained in
providing foster, homeless, special
education and ELL students with an
awareness of their rights in order to make
educated decisions about their credit
needs

5. All JMCS teachers will be trained in
providing foster, homeless, special
education and ELL students with an
awareness of their rights in order to make
educated decisions about their credit
needs

2018-19
$14,581
$14,581
LCFF

families; distribute parent/guardian survey
to families

families; create and distribute
parent/guardian survey to families

$1,200
$1,200
LCFF

No additional expenditures
Salaries

LCFF

No additional expenditures
In-service and Salaries

LCFF

Source

Budget
Reference

2017-18

Year
Amount

Budgeted Expenditures

5. All JMCS teachers will be trained in
providing foster, homeless, special
education and ELL students with an
awareness of their rights in order to make
educated decisions about their credit
needs
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No additional expenditures
In-Service

Supplemental and Concentration

No additional expenditures
Salaries

LCFF

$26,740
$26,740
Supplemental and Concentration
$26,740
5000-5999: Services And Other
Operating Expenditures
In-Service

$26,740
5000-5999: Services And Other
Operating Expenditures
In-Service

$0
No additional expenditures, salaries
and professional services

$0
No additional expenditures, salaries
and professional services
$26,740
$26,740
Supplemental and Concentration

$0
$0
LCFF

$0
$0
LCFF

XLEA-wide

XEnglish Learners
XFoster Youth
XLow Income

XModified

Action

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18

XUnchanged
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Action

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19

(Select from LEA-wide, Schoolwide, or Limited to
Unduplicated Student Group(s))

(Select from English Learners, Foster Youth,
and/or Low Income)

Actions/Services

Scope of Services:

Students to be Served:

XUnchanged

Action

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20

XAll Schools

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or
Specific Grade Spans)

Location(s):

For Actions/Services included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:

OR

[Add Location(s) selection here]

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans)

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

[Add Students to be Served selection here]

Location(s):

Students to be Served:

For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:

Action 3

Budget
Reference

Source

Amount

Budget
Reference

Source

Amount
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3. Continue to provide career pathways
and schoolwide programming that will
increase basic job readiness skills and
college preparedness for all students
through increasing activities and
supporting implementation of curriculum
offerings

2. Support consistent use of adopted SEL
curriculum across classrooms statewide
3. Continue to provide career pathways
and schoolwide programming that will
increase basic job readiness skills and
college preparedness for all students
through increasing activities and
supporting implementation of curriculum
offerings

2. Pilot, vet and adopt curriculum with a
social-emotional focus and create
necessary supporting resources for proper
implementation

No additional expenditures
In-services and salaries

LCFF

Source

Budget
Reference

2017-18

Year
Amount

Budgeted Expenditures

3. Provide career pathways and
schoolwide programming that will increase
basic job readiness skills and college
preparedness for all students through
activities and curriculum offerings

2. Support consistent use of adopted SEL
curriculum across classrooms statewide

1. Continue to provide trainings,
strategies, activities and resources for
supporting students’ academic selfesteem, social-emotional intelligence and
life skills growth

1. Continue to provide trainings,
strategies, activities and resources for
supporting students’ academic selfesteem, social-emotional intelligence and
life skills growth

$26,740
5000-5999: Services And Other
Operating Expenditures
In-service

$26,740
5000-5999: Services And Other
Operating Expenditures
In-service
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2019-20
$26,740
$26,740
Supplemental and Concentration

2018-19
$26,740
$26,740
Supplemental and Concentration

1. Continue to provide trainings,
strategies, activities and resources for
supporting students’ academic selfesteem, social-emotional intelligence and
life skills growth

COMPREHENSIVE COURSE OF STUDY

COMPREHENSIVE COURSE OF STUDY

COMPREHENSIVE COURSE OF STUDY

2019-20 Actions/Services

2018-19 Actions/Services

2017-18 Actions/Services
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Budget
Reference

Source

Amount

Budget
Reference

Source

Amount

No additional expenditures
Salaries and Curriculum

LCFF

No additional expenditures
Curriculum and salaries

LCFF

$0
No additional expenditures
Salaries and Curriculum

$0
No additional expenditures
Salaries and Curriculum
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$0
$0

$0
No additional expenditures
Curriculum and salaries

$0
No additional expenditures
Curriculum and salaries
$0
$0

$0
$0

$0
$0
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Goal

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

LOCAL RenStar; TABE; in-service surveys, agendas and attendees; staff personal professional development
goals; formative walkthrough reports; New Teacher Training and Regional Working Group agendas, attendees
and surveys, types and number of PD opportunities provided to staff and partners State assessment metrics not
addressed in our LCAP are not applicable to JMCS due to its unique nature and population served.

Priority 1: Basic (Conditions of Learning)
Priority 2: State Standards (Conditions of Learning)
Priority 3: Parental Involvement (Engagement)
Priority 4: Pupil Achievement (Pupil Outcomes)
Priority 5: Pupil Engagement (Engagement)
Priority 6: School Climate (Engagement)
Priority 7: Course Access (Conditions of Learning)
Priority 8: Other Pupil Outcomes (Pupil Outcomes)

Updated Identified Need (2017-18):
Page 75 of 105

During the last WASC visit for JMCS, professional development was identified as a critical area of need and the recommendation was
made to ensure professional development was a consistent, ongoing process that incorporated multiple areas. After that
recommendation, JMCS spent time reflecting on how to strengthen their professional development offerings and systems as well as
how to increase teacher voice in professional development. Additionally, with the expansion of programming for the school, there
became a need for training in diverse areas and for opportunities to build effective program integration into the schoolwide vision.

Identified Need:

Local Priorities:

State Priorities:

State and/or Local Priorities addressed by this goal:

Provide professional development for all staff that is a regular and ongoing process. Professional development will address the areas
of academic instruction, mental health awareness, career development and safe school culture. It will aim to provide well-rounded
support and training for all staff in order to create a continued culture of success for students.

Goal 3

X Unchanged

(Select from New Goal, Modified Goal, or Unchanged Goal)

Strategic Planning Details and Accountability
Complete a copy of the following table for each of the LEA’s goals. Duplicate the table as needed.

Goals, Actions, & Services
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Baseline

1 Director of Curriculum
and PD position fully
staffed
5 schoolwide
professional
development days

No baseline data has
been collected

65% of part-time and
above staff have set and
submitted personal

Metrics/Indicators

1 Director of Curriculum
and PD position remains
fully staffed

5 schoolwide
professional
development days

95% of part-time and
above staff attend PD
days (classified,
certificated)

95% of part-time and
above credentialed staff
set and submit personal

Expected Annual Measurable Outcomes

Page 76 of 105

75% of part-time and
above staff set and
submit personal

95% of part-time and
above staff attend PD
days (classified,
certificated)

5 schoolwide
professional
development days
(decrease due to budget
for 17-18)

Maintain 1 Director of
Curriculum and PD
position fully staffed

2017-18

85% of part-time and
above staff set and
submit personal

95% of part-time and
above staff attend PD
days (classified,
certificated)

5 schoolwide
professional
development days

Maintain 1 Director of
Curriculum and PD
position fully staffed

2018-19

90% of part-time and
above staff set and
submit personal

95% of part-time and
above staff attend PD
days (classified,
certificated)

5 schoolwide
professional
development days

Maintain 1 Director of
Curriculum and PD
position fully staffed

2019-20

Original Identified Need:
• WASC Critical Area of Need #4 (4/2014)
• JMCS students enter programs with a significant number of barriers and few protective risk factors (4/2015)
• In-service surveys demonstrating teacher desire for collaboration and resource sharing (on-going)
• New teacher training surveys and TAC feedback demonstrating need to strengthen new teacher training (6/2015, 8/2015, 8/2016)
• Division directors deal with 1-5 issues/month relating to school culture (12/2016)
• Approximately 1 out of 4 sites deal with technology issues (12/2016)
• Approximately 75% of JMCS teachers are white while 81% of our students are minorities (2/2017)

• 10% of teachers do not feel connected to the larger JMCS community
• 12.5% of teachers feel this year's professional development has not contributed to improving their practice
• Career pathways is now fully integrated into JMCS programming and teachers and client agency partners are responsible for
program implementation
• 100% of certificated staff set personal professional development goals based on the CSTPs and require support for meeting these
goals
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professional
development goals
75% of traveling
supervisors have
received training (all
except CEO)
Traveling supervisors
completed an average
of 1.5 formative
walkthroughs per month
0-1 PD opportunities
offered per month
(Curriculum Corner
newsletter - 6 YTD)
18% of client agency
partners attended at
least 1 JMCS PD
training
1 New Teacher Training
occurs annually; 100%
of new teachers attend
within 1 year of hire
Fall 2016: 1 CP-related
session mandatory for
all staff
Winter 2017: full inservice correlated with

100% of traveling
supervisors receive and
maintain training in
formative walkthrough
model

Traveling supervisors
complete at least 2
formative walkthroughs
per month

4 PD opportunities
offered per month

25% of client agency
partners attend at least
1 JMCS PD training per
year

1 New Teacher Training
occurs annually; 100%
of new teachers attend
within 1 year of hire

1 career pathwaysfocused workshop
offered at each
schoolwide in-service

Baseline

professional
development goals

Metrics/Indicators
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1 career pathwaysfocused workshop
offered at each
schoolwide in-service

1 New Teacher Training
occurs annually; 100%
of new teachers attend
within 1 year of hire

20% of client agency
partners attend at least
1 JMCS PD training per
year

2 PD opportunities
offered per month

Traveling supervisors
complete at least 2
formative walkthroughs
per month

100% of traveling
supervisors receive and
maintain training in
formative walkthrough
model

professional
development goals

2017-18

1 career pathwaysfocused workshop
offered at each
schoolwide in-service

1 New Teacher Training
occurs annually; 100%
of new teachers attend
within 1 year of hire

25% of client agency
partners attend at least
1 JMCS PD training per
year

2 PD opportunities
offered per month

Traveling supervisors
complete at least 2
formative walkthroughs
per month

100% of traveling
supervisors receive and
maintain training in
formative walkthrough
model

professional
development goals

2018-19

1 career pathwaysfocused workshop
offered at each
schoolwide in-service

1 New Teacher Training
occurs annually; 100%
of new teachers attend
within 1 year of hire

25% of client agency
partners attend at least
1 JMCS PD training per
year

2-4 PD opportunities
offered per month

Traveling supervisors
complete at least 2
formative walkthroughs
per month

100% of traveling
supervisors receive and
maintain training in
formative walkthrough
model

professional
development goal

2019-20
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1 mental health training
offered at Fall 2016 inservice

2 mental health training
opportunities offered to
all staff at least once per
year

1 mental health training
opportunity offered to all
staff at least once per
year

1 external partner
training opportunity
offered to all staff at
least once per year

2017-18

2 mental health training
opportunities offered to
all staff at least once per
year
90% of staff rate inservices as somewhat
valuable, valuable or
highly valuable to their
practice (at least a 3 on
a 5-point scale)

75% of staff rate inservices as somewhat
valuable, valuable or
highly valuable to their
practice (at least a 3 on
a 5-point scale)
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For Actions/Services included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:

OR

[Add Location(s) selection here]

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans)

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

[Add Students to be Served selection here]

Location(s):

Students to be Served:

For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:

Action 1

startcollapse

1 external partner
training opportunity
offered to all staff at
least once per year

2019-20

2 mental health training
opportunities offered to
all staff at least once per
year

1 external partner
training opportunity
offered to all staff at
least once per year

2018-19

Complete a copy of the following table for each of the LEA’s Actions/Services. Duplicate the table, including Budgeted Expenditures, as needed.

Planned Actions / Services

1 external partner
training opportunity at
Fall 2016 in-service
(Epoch Education)

CP programming (16
sessions)

Baseline

1 external partner
training opportunity
offered to all staff at
least once per year

Metrics/Indicators
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XLEA-wide

XEnglish Learners
XFoster Youth
XLow Income

1. Full-time Director of Curriculum and
Professional Development staff position
dedicated to maintaining ongoing PD for
all staff
2. 5 schoolwide professional development
days built into the calendar - 2 whole
school in-service days, 3 regional working
group days
3. Part-time and above certificated staff
set and submit personal professional
development goals and commit to
professional growth
4. All traveling supervisors trained in
formative walkthrough model and
complete at least 2 per month at sites
visited

1. Full-time Director of Curriculum and
Professional Development staff position
dedicated to maintaining ongoing PD for
all staff

2. 5 schoolwide professional development
days built into the calendar - 2 whole
school in-service days, 3 regional working
group days

3. Part-time and above certificated staff
set and submit personal professional
development goals and commit to
professional growth

4. All traveling supervisors trained in
formative walkthrough model and
complete at least 2 per month at sites
visited
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PD AS A REGULAR, ONGOING
PROCESS

Action

PD AS A REGULAR, ONGOING
PROCESS

XUnchanged

2018-19 Actions/Services

Action

2017-18 Actions/Services

XNew

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19

(Select from LEA-wide, Schoolwide, or Limited to
Unduplicated Student Group(s))

(Select from English Learners, Foster Youth,
and/or Low Income)

Actions/Services

Scope of Services:

Students to be Served:

Action

4. All traveling supervisors trained in
formative walkthrough model and
complete at least 2 per month at sites
visited

3. Part-time and above certificated staff
set and submit personal professional
development goals and commit to
professional growth

2. 5 schoolwide professional development
days built into the calendar - 2 whole
school in-service days, 3 regional working
group days

1. Full-time Director of Curriculum and
Professional Development staff position
dedicated to maintaining ongoing PD for
all staff

PD AS A REGULAR, ONGOING
PROCESS

2019-20 Actions/Services

XUnchanged

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20

XAll Schools

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or
Specific Grade Spans)

Location(s):
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$53,481
$53,481
LCFF
$53,481
5000-5999: Services And Other
Operating Expenditures
Inservice
$0
$0
$0
$50,341
$50,341
LCFF
$50,341
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
Salaries and travel

$172,194
$172,194
LCFF

$172,194
Salaries and In-service

$23,980
$23,980
LCFF

$23,980
Professional services and travel

$88,600
$88,600
LCFF

$88,600
Salaries

Amount

Budget
Reference

Amount

Budget
Reference

Amount

Budget
Reference

Source

Source

Source
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$49,386
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
Salaries

$78,058
Salaries

Budget
Reference

Source

2018-19
$49,386
$49,386
LCFF

2017-18
$78,058
$78,058
LCFF

5. Variety of PD offerings occur regularly
throughout the year via in-person days
and virtual opportunities (video clubs,
forums, book clubs, PLCs)

Year
Amount

Budgeted Expenditures

5. Variety of PD offerings occur regularly
throughout the year via in-person days
and virtual opportunities (video clubs,
forums, book clubs, PLCs)

$50,941
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
Salaries and travel

$50,941
$50,941
LCFF

$0

$0
$0

$53,481
5000-5999: Services And Other
Operating Expenditures
Inservice

$53,481
$53,481
LCFF

$49,547
1000-1999: Certificated Personnel
Salaries
Salaries

2019-20
$49,547
$49,547
LCFF

5. Variety of PD offerings occur regularly
throughout the year via in-person days
and virtual opportunities (video clubs,
forums, book clubs, PLCs)
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No additional expenditures
Salaries

LCFF

$0
$0
$0

$9,000
$9,000
LCFF
$9,000
5000-5999: Services And Other
Operating Expenditures
Professional Development

XLEA-wide

XEnglish Learners
XFoster Youth
XLow Income

1. Expand opportunities for client agency
trainings by offering specific workshops at
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1. Expand opportunities for client agency
trainings by offering specific workshops at

WELL-ROUNDED SUPPORT AND
TRAINING FOR ALL STAFF

Action

WELL-ROUNDED SUPPORT AND
TRAINING FOR ALL STAFF

XUnchanged

2018-19 Actions/Services

Action

2017-18 Actions/Services

XNew

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2017-18

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2018-19

(Select from LEA-wide, Schoolwide, or Limited to
Unduplicated Student Group(s))

(Select from English Learners, Foster Youth,
and/or Low Income)

Actions/Services

Scope of Services:

Students to be Served:

Action

1. Expand opportunities for client agency
trainings by offering specific workshops at

WELL-ROUNDED SUPPORT AND
TRAINING FOR ALL STAFF

2019-20 Actions/Services

XUnchanged

Select from New, Modified, or Unchanged
for 2019-20

XAll Schools

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or
Specific Grade Spans)

Location(s):

For Actions/Services included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:

OR

[Add Location(s) selection here]

(Select from All Schools, Specific Schools, and/or Specific Grade Spans)

(Select from All, Students with Disabilities, or Specific Student Groups)

[Add Students to be Served selection here]

Location(s):

Students to be Served:

For Actions/Services not included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved Services Requirement:

Action 2

Budget
Reference

Source

Amount
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6. Provide mental health training at each
in-service for all interested staff

6. Provide mental health training at each
in-service for all interested staff

No additional expenditures
In-services and Salaries

LCFF

Source

Budget
Reference

2017-18

Year
Amount

6. Provide mental health training at each
in-service for all interested staff

5. Partner with external partners (Epoch
Education, High Tech High) for training in
culturally relevant pedagogy and projectbased learning
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$0
No additional expenditures
In-services and salaries

5. Partner with external partners (Epoch
Education, High Tech High) for training in
culturally relevant pedagogy and projectbased learning

5. Partner with external partners (Epoch
Education, High Tech High) for training in
culturally relevant pedagogy and projectbased learning

4. Include career pathways workshops and
trainings during schoolwide in-services

$0
No additional expenditures
In-services and salaries

4. Include career pathways workshops and
trainings during schoolwide in-services

4. Include career pathways workshops and
trainings during schoolwide in-services

3. In-service attendance includes coaches,
client agency partners and all part-time
and above certificated staff

2019-20
$0
$0

3. In-service attendance includes coaches,
client agency partners and all part-time
and above certificated staff

3. In-service attendance includes coaches,
client agency partners and all part-time
and above certificated staff

2. Offer New Teacher Training for all new
JMCS staff on an annual basis and invite
client agency partners

schoolwide in-services and site-based ondemand trainings

2018-19
$0
$0

2. Offer New Teacher Training for all new
JMCS staff on an annual basis and invite
client agency partners

2. Offer New Teacher Training for all new
JMCS staff on an annual basis and invite
client agency partners

Budgeted Expenditures

schoolwide in-services and site-based ondemand trainings

schoolwide in-services and site-based ondemand trainings
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Budget
Reference

Source

Amount

Budget
Reference

Source

Amount

Budget
Reference

Source

Amount

Budget
Reference

Source

Amount

Budget
Reference

Source

Amount

No additional expenditures
In-services and Professional
Development

LCFF

No additional expenditures
In-services and Professional
Development

LCFF

No additional expenditures
In-services and Salaries

LCFF

No additional expenditures
In-services

LCFF

$3,275
5000-5999:
Services And Other
Operating Expenditures
In-service

$3,275
5000-5999:
Services And Other
Operating Expenditures
In-service
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$3,275
$3,275
LCFF

$0
No additional expenditures
In-services and Professional
Development

$0
No additional expenditures
In-services and Professional
Development
$3,275
$3,275
LCFF

$0
$0

$0
No additional expenditures
In-services

$0
No additional expenditures
In-services
$0
$0

$0
$0
LCFF

$0
$0
LCFF

$0
No additional expenditures
In-services

$0
No additional expenditures
In-services

$2,500
5000-5999: Services And Other
Operating Expenditures
Professional Development
$0
$0

$2,500
5000-5999: Services And Other
Operating Expenditures
Professional Development

$10,780
Professional Development

$2,500
$2,500
LCFF

$0
$0

$2,500
$2,500
LCFF

$10,780
$10,780
LCFF

35.95%

$1,929,984

Teacher Credentials
Teacher Induction
IT Coordinator Position
Director of Curriculum and Professional Development
New Teacher Training
K12 Reports

•
•
•

Curriculum Adoptions and Implementation Materials
Staff Support
Professional Development

INCREASED SERVICES
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The JMCS student body is comprised of 95% unduplicated students. Unduplicated funds will be principally directed to the entire
student body as the majority of students are unduplicated. The funds will be effective in improving the quality of instruction by ensuring
properly credentialed and supported teachers, high quality and well-rounded professional development and timely and accurate data
as well as by focusing on technological best practices for instruction and student achievement.

•
•
•
•
•
•

IMPROVED SERVICES

Identify each action/service being funded and provided on a schoolwide or LEA-wide basis. Include the required descriptions
supporting each schoolwide or LEA-wide use of funds (see instructions).

Describe how services provided for unduplicated pupils are increased or improved by at least the percentage identified above, either
qualitatively or quantitatively, as compared to services provided for all students in the LCAP year.

Percentage to Increase or Improve Services

Estimated Supplemental and Concentration Grant Funds

LCAP Year: 2018-19

Demonstration of Increased or Improved Services for Unduplicated Pupils
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37.43%

$3,005,825
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Percentage to Increase or Improve Services

Estimated Supplemental and Concentration Grant Funds

LCAP Year: 2017-18

Demonstration of Increased or Improved Services for Unduplicated Pupils

The JMCS student body is comprised of 95% unduplicated students. These funds will be principally directed to the entire student body
as the majority of students are unduplicated. The funds will be effective in increasing the quality and amount of curriculum available to
support skills acceleration and rigorous instruction, the amount of individual skills acceleration support provided to students as well as
the college and career opportunities available for students. The funds will also be effective in increasing the amount and type of
professional development for staff to ensure well-rounded instructional and professional support is provided to all students.
-------------

Identify each action/service being funded and provided on a schoolwide or LEA-wide basis. Include the required descriptions
supporting each schoolwide or LEA-wide use of funds (see instructions).

Describe how services provided for unduplicated pupils are increased or improved by at least the percentage identified above, either
qualitatively or quantitatively, as compared to services provided for all students in the LCAP year.
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Teacher Credentials
Teacher Induction
IT Coordinator Position
Director of Curriculum and Professional Development
New Teacher Training
K12 Reports

Curriculum Adoptions and Implementation Materials
Coach Support
Career Pathways Programming
Professional Development
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The JMCS student body is comprised of 92% unduplicated students. These funds will be principally directed to the entire student body
as the majority of students are unduplicated. The funds will be effective in increasing the quality and amount of curriculum available to
support skills acceleration and rigorous instruction, the amount of individual skills acceleration support provided to students as well as
the college and career opportunities available for students. The funds will also be effective in increasing the amount and type of
professional development for staff to ensure well-rounded instructional and professional support is provided to all students.
-------------

•
•
•
•

INCREASED SERVICES

The JMCS student body is comprised of 92% unduplicated students. Unduplicated funds will be principally directed to the entire
student body as the majority of students are unduplicated. The funds will be effective in improving the quality of instruction by ensuring
properly credentialed and supported teachers, high quality and well-rounded professional development and timely and accurate data
as well as by focusing on technological best practices for instruction and student achievement.

•
•
•
•
•
•

IMPROVED SERVICES

Identify each action/service being funded and provided on a schoolwide or LEA-wide basis. Include the required descriptions
supporting each schoolwide or LEA-wide use of funds (see instructions).

Describe how services provided for unduplicated pupils are increased or improved by at least the percentage identified above, either
qualitatively or quantitatively, as compared to services provided for all students in the LCAP year.

Addendum
The Local Control and Accountability Plan (LCAP) and Annual Update Template documents and
communicates local educational agencies’ (LEAs) actions and expenditures to support student
outcomes and overall performance. The LCAP is a three-year plan, which is reviewed and updated
annually, as required. Charter schools may complete the LCAP to align with the term of the charter
school’s budget, typically one year, which is submitted to the school’s authorizer. The LCAP and
Annual Update Template must be completed by all LEAs each year.
For school districts, the LCAP must describe, for the school district and each school within the district,
goals and specific actions to achieve those goals for all students and each student group identified by
the Local Control Funding Formula (LCFF) (ethnic, socioeconomically disadvantaged, English
learners, foster youth, pupils with disabilities, and homeless youth), for each of the state priorities and
any locally identified priorities.
For county offices of education, the LCAP must describe, for each county office of educationoperated school and program, goals and specific actions to achieve those goals for all students and
each LCFF student group funded through the county office of education (students attending juvenile
court schools, on probation or parole, or expelled under certain conditions) for each of the state
priorities and any locally identified priorities. School districts and county offices of education may
additionally coordinate and describe in their LCAPs services funded by a school district that are
provided to students attending county-operated schools and programs, including special education
programs.
If a county superintendent of schools has jurisdiction over a single school district, the county board of
education and the governing board of the school district may adopt and file for review and approval a
single LCAP consistent with the requirements in Education Code (EC) sections 52060, 52062, 52066,
52068, and 52070. The LCAP must clearly articulate to which entity’s budget (school district or
county superintendent of schools) all budgeted and actual expenditures are aligned.
Charter schools must describe goals and specific actions to achieve those goals for all students and
each LCFF subgroup of students including students with disabilities and homeless youth, for each of
the state priorities that apply for the grade levels served or the nature of the program operated by the
charter school, and any locally identified priorities. For charter schools, the inclusion and description
of goals for state priorities in the LCAP may be modified to meet the grade levels served and the
nature of the programs provided, including modifications to reflect only the statutory requirements
explicitly applicable to charter schools in the EC. Changes in LCAP goals and actions/services for
charter schools that result from the annual update process do not necessarily constitute a material
revision to the school’s charter petition.
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For questions related to specific sections of the template, please see instructions below:

Instructions: Linked Table of Contents
Plan Summary
Annual Update
Stakeholder Engagement
Goals, Actions, and Services
Planned Actions/Services
Demonstration of Increased or Improved Services for Unduplicated Students
For additional questions or technical assistance related to completion of the LCAP template, please
contact the local county office of education, or the CDE’s Local Agency Systems Support Office at:
916-319-0809 or by email at: lcff@cde.ca.gov.

Plan Summary
The LCAP is intended to reflect an LEA’s annual goals, actions, services and expenditures within a
fixed three-year planning cycle. LEAs must include a plan summary for the LCAP each year.
When developing the LCAP, enter the appropriate LCAP year, and address the prompts provided in
these sections. When developing the LCAP in year 2 or year 3, enter the appropriate LCAP year and
replace the previous summary information with information relevant to the current year LCAP.
In this section, briefly address the prompts provided. These prompts are not limits. LEAs may include
information regarding local program(s), community demographics, and the overall vision of the LEA.
LEAs may also attach documents (e.g., the LCFF Evaluation Rubrics data reports) if desired and/or
include charts illustrating goals, planned outcomes, actual outcomes, or related planned and actual
expenditures.
An LEA may use an alternative format for the plan summary as long as it includes the information
specified in each prompt and the budget summary table.
The reference to LCFF Evaluation Rubrics means the evaluation rubrics adopted by the State Board
of Education under EC Section 52064.5.

Budget Summary
The LEA must complete the LCAP Budget Summary table as follows:


Total LEA General Fund Budget Expenditures for the LCAP Year: This amount is the
LEA’s total budgeted General Fund expenditures for the LCAP year. The LCAP year
means the fiscal year for which an LCAP is adopted or updated by July 1. The General
Fund is the main operating fund of the LEA and accounts for all activities not accounted for
in another fund. All activities are reported in the General Fund unless there is a compelling
reason to account for an activity in another fund. For further information please refer to the
California School Accounting Manual (http://www.cde.ca.gov/fg/ac/sa/). (Note: For some
charter schools that follow governmental fund accounting, this amount is the total budgeted
expenditures in the Charter Schools Special Revenue Fund. For charter schools that follow
the not-for-profit accounting model, this amount is total budgeted expenses, such as those
budgeted in the Charter Schools Enterprise Fund.)



Total Funds Budgeted for Planned Actions/Services to Meet the Goals in the LCAP
for the LCAP Year: This amount is the total of the budgeted expenditures associated with
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the actions/services included for the LCAP year from all sources of funds, as reflected in
the LCAP. To the extent actions/services and/or expenditures are listed in the LCAP under
more than one goal, the expenditures should be counted only once.


Description of any use(s) of the General Fund Budget Expenditures specified above
for the LCAP year not included in the LCAP: Briefly describe expenditures included in
total General Fund Expenditures that are not included in the total funds budgeted for
planned actions/services for the LCAP year. (Note: The total funds budgeted for planned
actions/services may include funds other than general fund expenditures.)



Total Projected LCFF Revenues for LCAP Year: This amount is the total amount of
LCFF funding the LEA estimates it will receive pursuant to EC sections 42238.02 (for
school districts and charter schools) and 2574 (for county offices of education), as
implemented by EC sections 42238.03 and 2575 for the LCAP year respectively.

Annual Update
The planned goals, expected outcomes, actions/services, and budgeted expenditures must be copied
verbatim from the previous year’s* approved LCAP; in addition, list the state and/or local priorities
addressed by the planned goals. Minor typographical errors may be corrected.
* For example, for LCAP year 2017/18 of the 2017/18 – 2019/20 LCAP, review the goals in the
2016/17 LCAP. Moving forward, review the goals from the most recent LCAP year. For example,
LCAP year 2020/21 will review goals from the 2019/20 LCAP year, which is the last year of the
2017/18 – 2019/20 LCAP.

Annual Measurable Outcomes
For each goal in the prior year, identify and review the actual measurable outcomes as
compared to the expected annual measurable outcomes identified in the prior year for the
goal.

Actions/Services
Identify the planned Actions/Services and the budgeted expenditures to implement these
actions toward achieving the described goal. Identify the actual actions/services implemented
to meet the described goal and the estimated actual annual expenditures to implement the
actions/services. As applicable, identify any changes to the students or student groups served,
or to the planned location of the actions/services provided.

Analysis
Using actual annual measurable outcome data, including data from the LCFF Evaluation
Rubrics, analyze whether the planned actions/services were effective in achieving the goal.
Respond to the prompts as instructed.
 Describe the overall implementation of the actions/services to achieve the articulated
goal. Include a discussion of relevant challenges and successes experienced with the
implementation process.


Describe the overall effectiveness of the actions/services to achieve the articulated goal
as measured by the LEA.



Explain material differences between Budgeted Expenditures and Estimated Actual
Expenditures. Minor variances in expenditures or a dollar-for-dollar accounting is not
required.



Describe any changes made to this goal, expected outcomes, metrics, or actions and
services to achieve this goal as a result of this analysis and analysis of the data provided
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in the LCFF Evaluation Rubrics, as applicable. Identify where those changes can be
found in the LCAP.

Stakeholder Engagement
Meaningful engagement of parents, students, and other stakeholders, including those representing
the student groups identified by LCFF, is critical to the development of the LCAP and the budget
process. EC identifies the minimum consultation requirements for school districts and county offices
of education as consulting with teachers, principals, administrators, other school personnel, local
bargaining units of the school district, parents, and pupils in developing the LCAP. EC requires
charter schools to consult with teachers, principals, administrators, other school personnel, parents,
and pupils in developing the LCAP. In addition, EC Section 48985 specifies the requirements for the
translation of notices, reports, statements, or records sent to a parent or guardian.
The LCAP should be shared with, and LEAs should request input from, school site-level advisory
groups, as applicable (e.g., school site councils, English Learner Advisory Councils, student advisory
groups, etc.), to facilitate alignment between school-site and district-level goals and actions. An LEA
may incorporate or reference actions described in other plans that are being undertaken to meet
specific goals.
Instructions: The stakeholder engagement process is an ongoing, annual process. The
requirements for this section are the same for each year of a three-year LCAP. When developing
the LCAP, enter the appropriate LCAP year, and describe the stakeholder engagement process
used to develop the LCAP and Annual Update. When developing the LCAP in year 2 or year 3,
enter the appropriate LCAP year and replace the previous stakeholder narrative(s) and describe
the stakeholder engagement process used to develop the current year LCAP and Annual
Update.
School districts and county offices of education: Describe the process used to consult
with the Parent Advisory Committee, the English Learner Parent Advisory Committee,
parents, students, school personnel, the LEA’s local bargaining units, and the community
to inform the development of the LCAP and the annual review and analysis for the
indicated LCAP year.
Charter schools: Describe the process used to consult with teachers, principals,
administrators, other school personnel, parents, and students to inform the development of
the LCAP and the annual review and analysis for the indicated LCAP year.
Describe how the consultation process impacted the development of the LCAP and annual
update for the indicated LCAP year, including the goals, actions, services, and expenditures.

Goals, Actions, and Services
LEAs must include a description of the annual goals, for all students and each LCFF identified group
of students, to be achieved for each state priority as applicable to type of LEA. An LEA may also
include additional local priorities. This section shall also include a description of the specific planned
actions an LEA will take to meet the identified goals, and a description of the expenditures required to
implement the specific actions.
School districts and county offices of education: The LCAP is a three-year plan, which is
reviewed and updated annually, as required.
Charter schools: The number of years addressed in the LCAP may align with the term of the
charter schools budget, typically one year, which is submitted to the school’s authorizer. If year
2 and/or year 3 is not applicable, charter schools must specify as such.
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New, Modified, Unchanged
As part of the LCAP development process, which includes the annual update and stakeholder
engagement, indicate if the goal, identified need, related state and/or local priorities, and/or
expected annual measurable outcomes for the current LCAP year or future LCAP years are
modified or unchanged from the previous year’s LCAP; or, specify if the goal is new.

Goal
State the goal. LEAs may number the goals using the “Goal #” box for ease of reference. A
goal is a broad statement that describes the desired result to which all actions/services are
directed. A goal answers the question: What is the LEA seeking to achieve?
Related State and/or Local Priorities
List the state and/or local priorities addressed by the goal. The LCAP must include goals that
address each of the state priorities, as applicable to the type of LEA, and any additional local
priorities; however, one goal may address multiple priorities. (Link to State Priorities)
Identified Need
Describe the needs that led to establishing the goal. The identified needs may be based on
quantitative or qualitative information, including, but not limited to, results of the annual update
process or performance data from the LCFF Evaluation Rubrics, as applicable.
Expected Annual Measurable Outcomes
For each LCAP year, identify the metric(s) or indicator(s) that the LEA will use to track
progress toward the expected outcomes. LEAs may identify metrics for specific student
groups. Include in the baseline column the most recent data associated with this metric or
indicator available at the time of adoption of the LCAP for the first year of the three-year plan.
The most recent data associated with a metric or indicator includes data as reported in the
annual update of the LCAP year immediately preceding the three-year plan, as applicable. The
baseline data shall remain unchanged throughout the three-year LCAP. In the subsequent
year columns, identify the progress to be made in each year of the three-year cycle of the
LCAP. Consider how expected outcomes in any given year are related to the expected
outcomes for subsequent years.
The metrics may be quantitative or qualitative, but at minimum an LEA must use the applicable
required metrics for the related state priorities, in each LCAP year as applicable to the type of
LEA. For the student engagement priority metrics, as applicable, LEAs must calculate the
rates as described in the LCAP Template Appendix, sections (a) through (d).

Planned Actions/Services
For each action/service, the LEA must complete either the section “For Actions/Services not
included as contributing to meeting Increased or Improved Services Requirement” or the
section “For Actions/Services included as contributing to meeting the Increased or Improved
Services Requirement.” The LEA shall not complete both sections for a single action.
For Actions/Services Not Contributing to Meeting the Increased or Improved Services
Requirement
Students to be Served
The “Students to be Served” box is to be completed for all actions/services except for those
which are included by the LEA as contributing to meeting the requirement to increase or
improve services for unduplicated students. Indicate in this box which students will benefit from
the actions/services by entering “All”, “Students with Disabilities”, or “Specific Student
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Group(s)”. If “Specific Student Group(s)” is entered, identify the specific student group(s) as
appropriate.
Location(s)
Identify the location where the action/services will be provided. If the services are provided to
all schools within the LEA, the LEA must identify “All Schools”. If the services are provided to
specific schools within the LEA or specific grade spans only, the LEA must enter “Specific
Schools” or “Specific Grade Spans”. Identify the individual school or a subset of schools or
grade spans (e.g., all high schools or grades K-5), as appropriate.
Charter schools operating more than one site, authorized within the same charter
petition, may choose to distinguish between sites by entering “Specific Schools” and
identifying the site(s) where the actions/services will be provided. For charter schools
operating only one site, “All Schools” and “Specific Schools” may be synonymous and,
therefore, either would be appropriate. Charter schools may use either term provided they
are used in a consistent manner through the LCAP.
For Actions/Services Contributing to Meeting the Increased or Improved Services
Requirement:
Students to be Served
For any action/service contributing to the LEA’s overall demonstration that it has increased or
improved services for unduplicated students above what is provided to all students (see
Demonstration of Increased or Improved Services for Unduplicated Students section, below),
the LEA must identify the unduplicated student group(s) being served.
Scope of Service
For each action/service contributing to meeting the increased or improved services
requirement, identify the scope of service by indicating “LEA-wide”, “Schoolwide”, or “Limited
to Unduplicated Student Group(s)”. The LEA must identify one of the following three options:
 If the action/service is being funded and provided to upgrade the entire educational
program of the LEA, enter “LEA-wide.”
 If the action/service is being funded and provided to upgrade the entire educational
program of a particular school or schools, enter “schoolwide”.
 If the action/service being funded and provided is limited to the unduplicated students
identified in “Students to be Served”, enter “Limited to Unduplicated Student Group(s)”.
For charter schools and single-school school districts, “LEA-wide” and “Schoolwide”
may be synonymous and, therefore, either would be appropriate. For charter schools
operating multiple schools (determined by a unique CDS code) under a single charter, use
“LEA-wide” to refer to all schools under the charter and use “Schoolwide” to refer to a
single school authorized within the same charter petition. Charter schools operating a
single school may use “LEA-wide” or “Schoolwide” provided these terms are used in a
consistent manner through the LCAP.
Location(s)
Identify the location where the action/services will be provided. If the services are provided to
all schools within the LEA, the LEA must indicate “All Schools”. If the services are provided to
specific schools within the LEA or specific grade spans only, the LEA must enter “Specific
Schools” or “Specific Grade Spans”. Identify the individual school or a subset of schools or
grade spans (e.g., all high schools or grades K-5), as appropriate.
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Charter schools operating more than one site, authorized within the same charter
petition, may choose to distinguish between sites by entering “Specific Schools” and
identify the site(s) where the actions/services will be provided. For charter schools
operating only one site, “All Schools” and “Specific Schools” may be synonymous and,
therefore, either would be appropriate. Charter schools may use either term provided they
are used in a consistent manner through the LCAP.
Actions/Services
For each LCAP year, identify the actions to be performed and services provided to meet the
described goal. Actions and services that are implemented to achieve the identified goal may
be grouped together. LEAs may number the action/service using the “Action #” box for ease of
reference.
New/Modified/Unchanged:



Enter “New Action” if the action/service is being added in any of the three years of
the LCAP to meet the articulated goal.



Enter “Modified Action” if the action/service was included to meet an articulated goal
and has been changed or modified in any way from the prior year description.



Enter “Unchanged Action” if the action/service was included to meet an articulated
goal and has not been changed or modified in any way from the prior year
description.
o If a planned action/service is anticipated to remain unchanged for the
duration of the plan, an LEA may enter “Unchanged Action” and leave the
subsequent year columns blank rather than having to copy/paste the
action/service into the subsequent year columns. Budgeted expenditures
may be treated in the same way as applicable.

Note: The goal from the prior year may or may not be included in the current three-year
LCAP. For example, when developing year 1 of the LCAP, the goals articulated in year 3
of the preceding three-year LCAP will be from the prior year.
Charter schools may complete the LCAP to align with the term of the charter school’s budget
that is submitted to the school’s authorizer. Accordingly, a charter school submitting a one-year
budget to its authorizer may choose not to complete the year 2 and year 3 portions of the
“Goals, Actions, and Services” section of the template. If year 2 and/or year 3 is not
applicable, charter schools must specify as such.
Budgeted Expenditures
For each action/service, list and describe budgeted expenditures for each school year to
implement these actions, including where those expenditures can be found in the LEA’s
budget. The LEA must reference all fund sources for each proposed expenditure. Expenditures
must be classified using the California School Accounting Manual as required by EC sections
52061, 52067, and 47606.5.
Expenditures that are included more than once in an LCAP must be indicated as a duplicated
expenditure and include a reference to the goal and action/service where the expenditure first
appears in the LCAP.
If a county superintendent of schools has jurisdiction over a single school district, and chooses
to complete a single LCAP, the LCAP must clearly articulate to which entity’s budget (school
district or county superintendent of schools) all budgeted expenditures are aligned.
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Demonstration of Increased or Improved Services for
Unduplicated Students
This section must be completed for each LCAP year. When developing the LCAP in year 2 or year 3,
copy the “Demonstration of Increased or Improved Services for Unduplicated Students” table and
enter the appropriate LCAP year. Using the copy of the section, complete the section as required for
the current year LCAP. Retain all prior year sections for each of the three years within the LCAP.
Estimated Supplemental and Concentration Grant Funds
Identify the amount of funds in the LCAP year calculated on the basis of the number and
concentration of low income, foster youth, and English learner students as determined
pursuant to California Code of Regulations, Title 5 (5 CCR) Section 15496(a)(5).
Percentage to Increase or Improve Services
Identify the percentage by which services for unduplicated pupils must be increased or
improved as compared to the services provided to all students in the LCAP year as calculated
pursuant to 5 CCR Section 15496(a)(7).
Consistent with the requirements of 5 CCR Section 15496, describe how services provided for
unduplicated pupils are increased or improved by at least the percentage calculated as compared to
services provided for all students in the LCAP year. To improve services means to grow services in
quality and to increase services means to grow services in quantity. This description must address
how the action(s)/service(s) limited for one or more unduplicated student group(s), and any
schoolwide or districtwide action(s)/service(s) supported by the appropriate description, taken
together, result in the required proportional increase or improvement in services for unduplicated
pupils.
If the overall increased or improved services include any actions/services being funded and provided
on a schoolwide or districtwide basis, identify each action/service and include the required
descriptions supporting each action/service as follows.
For those services being provided on an LEA-wide basis:


For school districts with an unduplicated pupil percentage of 55% or more, and for charter
schools and county offices of education: Describe how these services are principally directed
to and effective in meeting its goals for unduplicated pupils in the state and any local priorities.



For school districts with an unduplicated pupil percentage of less than 55%: Describe how these
services are principally directed to and effective in meeting its goals for unduplicated pupils in
the state and any local priorities. Also describe how the services are the most effective use of
the funds to meet these goals for its unduplicated pupils. Provide the basis for this
determination, including any alternatives considered, supporting research, experience or
educational theory.

For school districts only, identify in the description those services being funded and provided on a
schoolwide basis, and include the required description supporting the use of the funds on a
schoolwide basis:
 For schools with 40% or more enrollment of unduplicated pupils: Describe how these services
are principally directed to and effective in meeting its goals for its unduplicated pupils in the
state and any local priorities.
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For school districts expending funds on a schoolwide basis at a school with less than 40%
enrollment of unduplicated pupils: Describe how these services are principally directed to and
how the services are the most effective use of the funds to meet its goals for English
learners, low income students and foster youth, in the state and any local priorities.
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State Priorities
Priority 1: Basic Services addresses the degree to which:
A. Teachers in the LEA are appropriately assigned and fully credentialed in the subject area and for the
pupils they are teaching;
B. Pupils in the school district have sufficient access to the standards-aligned instructional materials; and
C. School facilities are maintained in good repair.
Priority 2: Implementation of State Standards addresses:
A. The implementation of state board adopted academic content and performance standards for all
students, which are:
a. English Language Arts – Common Core State Standards (CCSS) for English Language Arts
b. Mathematics – CCSS for Mathematics
c. English Language Development (ELD)
d. Career Technical Education
e. Health Education Content Standards
f. History-Social Science
g. Model School Library Standards
h. Physical Education Model Content Standards
i. Next Generation Science Standards
j. Visual and Performing Arts
k. World Language; and
B. How the programs and services will enable English learners to access the CCSS and the ELD
standards for purposes of gaining academic content knowledge and English language proficiency.
Priority 3: Parental Involvement addresses:
A. The efforts the school district makes to seek parent input in making decisions for the school district and
each individual school site;
B. How the school district will promote parental participation in programs for unduplicated pupils; and
C. How the school district will promote parental participation in programs for individuals with exceptional
needs.
Priority 4: Pupil Achievement as measured by all of the following, as applicable:
A. Statewide assessments;
B. The Academic Performance Index;
C. The percentage of pupils who have successfully completed courses that satisfy University of California
(UC) or California State University (CSU) entrance requirements, or programs of study that align with
state board approved career technical educational standards and framework;
D. The percentage of English learner pupils who make progress toward English proficiency as measured
by the California English Language Development Test (CELDT);
E. The English learner reclassification rate;
F. The percentage of pupils who have passed an advanced placement examination with a score of 3 or
higher; and
G. The percentage of pupils who participate in, and demonstrate college preparedness pursuant to, the
Early Assessment Program, or any subsequent assessment of college preparedness.
Priority 5: Pupil Engagement as measured by all of the following, as applicable:
A. School attendance rates;
B. Chronic absenteeism rates;
C. Middle school dropout rates;
D. High school dropout rates; and
E. High school graduation rates;
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Priority 6: School Climate as measured by all of the following, as applicable:
A. Pupil suspension rates;
B. Pupil expulsion rates; and
C. Other local measures, including surveys of pupils, parents, and teachers on the sense of safety and
school connectedness.
Priority 7: Course Access addresses the extent to which pupils have access to and are enrolled in:
A. S broad course of study including courses described under EC sections 51210 and 51220(a)-(i), as
applicable;
B. Programs and services developed and provided to unduplicated pupils; and
C. Programs and services developed and provided to individuals with exceptional needs.
Priority 8: Pupil Outcomes addresses pupil outcomes, if available, for courses described under EC sections
51210 and 51220(a)-(i), as applicable.
Priority 9: Coordination of Instruction of Expelled Pupils (COE Only) addresses how the county
superintendent of schools will coordinate instruction of expelled pupils.
Priority 10. Coordination of Services for Foster Youth (COE Only) addresses how the county
superintendent of schools will coordinate services for foster children, including:
A. Working with the county child welfare agency to minimize changes in school placement
B. Providing education-related information to the county child welfare agency to assist in the delivery of
services to foster children, including educational status and progress information that is required to be
included in court reports;
C. Responding to requests from the juvenile court for information and working with the juvenile court to
ensure the delivery and coordination of necessary educational services; and
D. Establishing a mechanism for the efficient expeditious transfer of health and education records and the
health and education passport.
Local Priorities address:
A. Local priority goals; and
B. Methods for measuring progress toward local goals.
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APPENDIX A: PRIORITIES 5 AND 6 RATE
CALCULATION INSTRUCTIONS
For the purposes of completing the LCAP in reference to the state priorities under EC sections 52060
and 52066, as applicable to type of LEA, the following shall apply:
(a) “Chronic absenteeism rate” shall be calculated as follows:
(1) The number of pupils with a primary, secondary, or short-term enrollment during the
academic year (July 1 – June 30) who are chronically absent where “chronic absentee”
means a pupil who is absent 10 percent or more of the schooldays in the school year when
the total number of days a pupil is absent is divided by the total number of days the pupil is
enrolled and school was actually taught in the total number of days the pupil is enrolled and
school was actually taught in the regular day schools of the district, exclusive of Saturdays
and Sundays.
(2) The unduplicated count of pupils with a primary, secondary, or short-term enrollment during
the academic year (July 1 – June 30).
(3) Divide (1) by (2).
(b) “Middle School dropout rate” shall be calculated as set forth in 5 CCR Section 1039.1.
(c) “High school dropout rate” shall be calculated as follows:
(1) The number of cohort members who dropout by the end of year 4 in the cohort where
“cohort” is defined as the number of first-time grade 9 pupils in year 1 (starting cohort) plus
pupils who transfer in, minus pupils who transfer out, emigrate, or die during school years
1, 2, 3, and 4.
(2) The total number of cohort members.
(3) Divide (1) by (2).
(d) “High school graduation rate” shall be calculated as follows:
(1) The number of cohort members who earned a regular high school diploma [or earned an
adult education high school diploma or passed the California High School Proficiency
Exam] by the end of year 4 in the cohort where “cohort” is defined as the number of firsttime grade 9 pupils in year 1 (starting cohort) plus pupils who transfer in, minus pupils who
transfer out, emigrate, or die during school years 1, 2, 3, and 4.
(2) The total number of cohort members.
(3) Divide (1) by (2).
(e) “Suspension rate” shall be calculated as follows:
(1) The unduplicated count of pupils involved in one or more incidents for which the pupil was
suspended during the academic year (July 1 – June 30).
(2) The unduplicated count of pupils with a primary, secondary, or short-term enrollment during
the academic year (July 1 – June 30).
(3) Divide (1) by (2).
(f) “Expulsion rate” shall be calculated as follows:
(1) The unduplicated count of pupils involved in one or more incidents for which the pupil was
expelled during the academic year (July 1 – June 30).
(2) The unduplicated count of pupils with a primary, secondary, or short-term enrollment during
the academic year (July 1 – June 30).
(3) Divide (1) by (2).
NOTE: Authority cited: Sections 42238.07 and 52064, Education Code. Reference: Sections 2574,
2575, 42238.01, 42238.02, 42238.03, 42238.07, 47605, 47605.6, 47606.5, 48926, 52052, 52060,
52061, 52062, 52063, 52064, 52066, 52067, 52068, 52069, 52070, 52070.5, and 64001,; 20 U.S.C.
Sections 6312 and 6314.
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APPENDIX B: GUIDING QUESTIONS
Guiding Questions: Annual Review and Analysis
1)

2)

3)
4)
5)

6)

How have the actions/services addressed the needs of all pupils and did the provisions of
those services result in the desired outcomes?
How have the actions/services addressed the needs of all subgroups of pupils identified
pursuant to EC Section 52052, including, but not limited to, English learners, low-income
pupils, and foster youth; and did the provision of those actions/services result in the desired
outcomes?
How have the actions/services addressed the identified needs and goals of specific school
sites and were these actions/services effective in achieving the desired outcomes?
What information (e.g., quantitative and qualitative data/metrics) was examined to review
progress toward goals in the annual update?
What progress has been achieved toward the goal and expected measurable outcome(s)?
How effective were the actions and services in making progress toward the goal? What
changes to goals, actions, services, and expenditures are being made in the LCAP as a result
of the review of progress and assessment of the effectiveness of the actions and services?
What differences are there between budgeted expenditures and estimated actual annual
expenditures? What were the reasons for any differences?

Guiding Questions: Stakeholder Engagement
How have applicable stakeholders (e.g., parents and pupils, including parents of unduplicated
pupils and unduplicated pupils identified in EC Section 42238.01; community members; local
bargaining units; LEA personnel; county child welfare agencies; county office of education
foster youth services programs, court-appointed special advocates, and other foster youth
stakeholders; community organizations representing English learners; and others as
appropriate) been engaged and involved in developing, reviewing, and supporting
implementation of the LCAP?
2) How have stakeholders been included in the LEA’s process in a timely manner to allow for
engagement in the development of the LCAP?
3) What information (e.g., quantitative and qualitative data/metrics) was made available to
stakeholders related to the state priorities and used by the LEA to inform the LCAP goal setting
process? How was the information made available?
4) What changes, if any, were made in the LCAP prior to adoption as a result of written
comments or other feedback received by the LEA through any of the LEA’s engagement
processes?
5) What specific actions were taken to meet statutory requirements for stakeholder engagement
pursuant to EC sections 52062, 52068, or 47606.5, as applicable, including engagement with
representatives of parents and guardians of pupils identified in EC Section 42238.01?
6) What specific actions were taken to consult with pupils to meet the requirements 5 CCR
Section 15495(a)?
1)
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7) How has stakeholder involvement been continued and supported? How has the involvement
of these stakeholders supported improved outcomes for pupils, including unduplicated pupils,
related to the state priorities?

Guiding Questions: Goals, Actions, and Services
What are the LEA’s goal(s) to address state priorities related to “Conditions of Learning”: Basic
Services (Priority 1), the Implementation of State Standards (Priority 2), and Course Access
(Priority 7)?
2) What are the LEA’s goal(s) to address state priorities related to “Pupil Outcomes”: Pupil
Achievement (Priority 4), Pupil Outcomes (Priority 8), Coordination of Instruction of Expelled
Pupils (Priority 9 – COE Only), and Coordination of Services for Foster Youth (Priority 10 –
COE Only)?
3) What are the LEA’s goal(s) to address state priorities related to parent and pupil
“Engagement”: Parental Involvement (Priority 3), Pupil Engagement (Priority 5), and School
Climate (Priority 6)?
4) What are the LEA’s goal(s) to address any locally-identified priorities?
5) How have the unique needs of individual school sites been evaluated to inform the
development of meaningful district and/or individual school site goals (e.g., input from site level
advisory groups, staff, parents, community, pupils; review of school level plans; in-depth
school level data analysis, etc.)?
6) What are the unique goals for unduplicated pupils as defined in EC Section 42238.01 and
groups as defined in EC Section 52052 that are different from the LEA’s goals for all pupils?
7) What are the specific expected measurable outcomes associated with each of the goals
annually and over the term of the LCAP?
8) What information (e.g., quantitative and qualitative data/metrics) was considered/reviewed to
develop goals to address each state or local priority?
9) What information was considered/reviewed for individual school sites?
10) What information was considered/reviewed for subgroups identified in EC Section 52052?
11) What actions/services will be provided to all pupils, to subgroups of pupils identified pursuant
to EC Section 52052, to specific school sites, to English learners, to low-income pupils, and/or
to foster youth to achieve goals identified in the LCAP?
12) How do these actions/services link to identified goals and expected measurable outcomes?
13) What expenditures support changes to actions/services as a result of the goal identified?
Where can these expenditures be found in the LEA’s budget?
1)

Prepared by the California Department of Education, October 2016
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LCFF
Supplemental and Concentration

All Funding Sources

Funding Source
2,575,139.00
0.00
2,550,518.00
24,621.00

1,014,008.00
0.00
335,771.00
678,237.00

2017-18
2017-18
Annual Update Annual Update
Budgeted
Actual
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2,575,139.00
0.00
2,550,518.00
24,621.00

2017-18

Total Expenditures by Funding Source

LCAP Expenditure Summary

* Totals based on expenditure amounts in goal and annual update sections.
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675,420.00
0.00
372,911.00
302,509.00

2018-19
699,225.00
0.00
401,097.00
298,128.00

2019-20

2017-18
through
2019-20
Total
3,949,784.00
0.00
3,324,526.00
625,258.00

1000-1999: Certificated Personnel Salaries
2000-2999: Classified Personnel Salaries
4000-4999: Books And Supplies
5000-5999: Services And Other Operating
Expenditures
5800: Professional/Consulting Services And
Operating Expenditures

All Expenditure Types

Object Type
1,014,008.00
2,131.00
247,042.00
603,903.00
0.00
155,362.00
5,570.00

2,575,139.00
2,575,139.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

2017-18
2017-18
Annual Update Annual Update
Budgeted
Actual
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0.00

2,575,139.00
2,575,139.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

2017-18

Total Expenditures by Object Type

* Totals based on expenditure amounts in goal and annual update sections.
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412.00

675,420.00
0.00
260,962.00
241,529.00
50,781.00
121,736.00

2018-19

450.00

699,225.00
0.00
263,610.00
244,648.00
77,781.00
112,736.00

2019-20

862.00

2017-18
through
2019-20
Total
3,949,784.00
2,575,139.00
524,572.00
486,177.00
128,562.00
234,472.00

1000-1999: Certificated
Personnel Salaries
1000-1999: Certificated
Personnel Salaries
2000-2999: Classified
Personnel Salaries
4000-4999: Books And
Supplies
4000-4999: Books And
Supplies
5000-5999: Services And
Other Operating Expenditures
5000-5999: Services And
Other Operating Expenditures
5800: Professional/Consulting
Services And Operating
Expenditures

All Expenditure Types

Object Type

Supplemental and
Concentration
LCFF

Supplemental and
Concentration
LCFF

Supplemental and
Concentration
Supplemental and
Concentration
LCFF

25,708.00
5,570.00

0.00
0.00

129,654.00

0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00

603,903.00

0.00

0.00

48,626.00

0.00
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0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Total Expenditures by Object Type and Funding Source
2017-18
2017-18
Annual
Annual
Funding Source
2017-18
Update
Update
Budgeted
Actual
All Funding Sources
2,575,139.00 1,014,008.00 2,575,139.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
LCFF
2,550,518.00
2,131.00
2,550,518.00
Supplemental and
24,621.00
0.00
24,621.00
Concentration
LCFF
0.00
198,416.00
0.00

* Totals based on expenditure amounts in goal and annual update sections.
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412.00

53,480.00

68,256.00

7,500.00

43,281.00

241,529.00

0.00

260,962.00

675,420.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

2018-19

450.00

53,480.00

59,256.00

0.00

77,781.00

244,648.00

0.00

263,610.00

699,225.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

2019-20

862.00

106,960.00

127,512.00

7,500.00

121,062.00

486,177.00

0.00

524,572.00

2017-18
through
2019-20
Total
3,949,784.00
0.00
2,550,518.00
24,621.00

2017-18
Annual Update
Budgeted

2,171,950.00

29,577.00

373,612.00

Goal

Goal 1

Goal 2

Goal 3

145,676.00

494,907.00

373,425.00

2017-18
Annual Update
Actual
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373,612.00

29,577.00

2,171,950.00

2017-18

Total Expenditures by Goal

* Totals based on expenditure amounts in goal and annual update sections.
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167,983.00

111,505.00

395,932.00

2018-19

159,744.00

112,121.00

427,360.00

2019-20

701,339.00

253,203.00

2,995,242.00

2017-18
through
2019-20
Total

JMCS 2018 LCAP Attachment: Glossary of Terms
BCO: Benchmark course outline
CAST: California Science Test
CCC: California Conservation Corps
CCSS: Common Core State Standards
CDE: California Department of Education
CEO: Chief Executive Officer
Client agency: JMCS’ partnering agencies responsible for providing vocational training to
students (CCC, LCC, WIOA, YB)
COO: Chief Operations Officer
CSTP: California Standards for the Teaching Profession
ELL: English Language Learner
IEP: Individualized education program
JMCS: John Muir Charter Schools
LCC: Local Conservation Corps
NCSOS/NEVCO: Nevada County Superintendent of Schools
NGSS: Next Generation Science Standards
SAP: Student Achievement Plan
SELPA: Special Education Local Plan Area
SPED: Special education
STAR: Renaissance Learning STAR Reading assessment
TABE: Test of Adult Basic Education
Vocational Education: Client agency job readiness training for students
WASC: Western Association of Schools and Colleges (part of the Accrediting Commission for Schools)
WIOA: Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act
YB: YouthBuild USA - federally funded and affiliate construction training program
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Attachment #2
John Muir Charter Schools
2018‐2019
Adopted Budget

ADA

Muir Admin
‐

RESOURCES
Beg Balance
Closed Site Carryover
Federal/State Grants

Site Salaries

WIOA
Programs
186

‐
3,909,438

Total Revenue

2,977,603

3,909,438

Total Beg Balance & Revenue

3,780,222

3,909,438

EXPENDITURES
FTE Certificated
FTE Classified
Certificated
Classified
Benefits
Health Benefits
NEVCO Oversight 1%
Subtotal Fixed Expenses
Material/Supplies
Equipment
Travel/Conferences
Utilities
Rents/Leases/Repairs
Consultant/Svcs/Oper. Exp
Postage
Telephone
Internet
Subtotal Discretionary Expenses

6.75
5.80
659,405
416,236
233,335
114,997
71,573
1,495,546
79,450
5,000
224,308
54,323
65,726
335,894
7,139
3,400
9,641
784,881

37.25
10.00
2,419,243
481,817
587,571
420,806

Total Expenditures

2,280,427

Ending Fund Balance

1,499,794

3,909,438

‐
3,909,438
‐

‐
171,022
27,673
9,098

586

‐
147,942
23,938
7,870

‐
57,526
9,308
3,060

‐
175,592
28,412
9,341

117,735

21,848
‐

109,630

207,792

297,485

91,741

322,976

207,792

297,485

91,741

322,976

8,609,653

‐

802,619
7,157,307
89,331
29,369
243,617
287,410
‐
‐
7,807,034
‐

‐
‐
54,441
36,294
14,750
‐
‐
‐
378
7,856
24,208
137,927

‐
47,094
31,396
12,000
‐
156,980
‐
104
11,722
6,220
265,516

‐
18,312
12,208
4,250
‐
29,130
‐
10
63
315
64,288

‐
51,219
30,149
16,250
‐
204,014
‐
353
5,257
6,915
314,157

44.00
15.80
3,078,648
898,054
820,906
535,803
71,573
5,404,984
250,516
115,047
271,558
54,323
455,850
335,894
7,984
28,298
47,299
1,566,769

137,927

265,516

64,288

314,157

6,971,753

69,865

31,969

27,453

8,819

1,637,900

8,819

697,175
‐
940,725

697,175
802,619

Total

802,619
‐
‐

802,619
2,695,789
‐
‐
243,617
38,197
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Youthbuild
Programs
61

802,619

Total Beginning Balance
LCFF
Lottery Unrestricted
Lottery Restricted
Mandate Block Grant
Charter Facility Funding
Local (interest)

Components of Ending Balance
10% Reserve
Additional Reserve
Unappropriated Balance

CCC Programs LCC Programs
181
157

69,865

31,969

27,453
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John Muir Charter Schools
117 New Mohawk Rd. Ste. F
Nevada City, CA 95959
Phone: 530.272.4008
Fax: 530.272.4009
Web: www.johnmuircs.com

Attachment #3

John Muir Charter Schools Meeting of the Board of Directors
Wednesday April 18, 2018
12:00 p.m.
Sacramento Regional Conservation Corps
6101 27th Street
Sacramento, CA 95822
Audio of this meeting was recorded

MINUTES
1. Meeting Call to Order
Stan Miller called the meeting to order at 12:10 pm.
2. Introduction and Welcome
Stan Miller welcomed all participants.
3. Introduction of Participants
JMCS Board members in attendance: Stan Miller, Sallie Wilson, Michael Corbett, Len Eckhardt and
Gil Botello. JMCS staff members in attendance: CEO R.J. Guess, COO Mike Wegner, and
Administrative Coordinator Kelli Foster.
4. Oral Communications/Public Comments: Recognition of individuals wishing to comment on
non-agenda items may do so at this time. Individuals who wish to address an agenda item may
do so at this time or at the time the agenda item is heard. After being recognized by the board
president, please identify yourself. No individual presentation shall be for more than three (3)
minutes and the total time for this purpose shall not exceed fifteen (15) minutes. Ordinarily,
board members will not respond to presentations and no action can be taken. However, the board
may give direction to staff following a presentation.
None.
5. Additions to the Agenda
None.
6. Adoption of the Agenda
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Michael Corbett made a motion to adopt the agenda. Sallie Wilson seconded the motion and the
motion passed with a 5-0 vote. (Ayes: Miller, Corbett, Eckhardt, Wilson, Botello. Noes: None.)
7. Action Items
A. Closed Session
i. Personnel Matters - Public Employee Performance Evaluation: Chief Executive Officer
(Gov. Code §54957)
ii. Pending/Existing Litigation (non-settlement) - Conference with Legal Counsel - Existing
Litigation: New Earth YouthBuild (Gov. Code § 54956.9(d)(1))
iii. Pending/Existing Litigation (non-settlement) - Conference with Legal Counsel - Existing
Litigation: FIELD (Gov. Code § 54956.9(d)(1))
Stan Miller moved the board into closed session.

B. Report from Closed Session
Stan Miller moved the board back into open session. Stan Miller reported that no action was
taken in closed session.
C. Approval of the Minutes of the Regular Board Meeting on March 14, 2018 (Attachment #1,
Page 3)
On a motion made by Gil Botello which was seconded by Len Eckhardt, the minutes of the
regular board meeting of March 14, 2018, were approved by a 5-0 vote. (Ayes: Miller,
Eckhardt, Corbett, Botello, Wilson. Noes: None.)
D. Approval of Vendor Payments 02/28/18 - 03/27/18 (Attachment #2, Page 9)
On a motion made by Gil Botello which was seconded by Michael Corbett, the vendor
payments dated 02/28/2018 - 03/27/2018 were approved by a 5-0 vote. (Ayes: Miller,
Eckhardt, Corbett, Botello, Wilson. Noes: None.)
E. Approval of New and Termed Employees 03/01/18 - 03/31/18 (Attachment #3, Page 17)
On a motion made by Michael Corbett which was seconded by Sallie Wilson, the new and
termed employees 03/01/2018 - 03/31/2018 were approved by a 5-0 vote. (Ayes: Miller,
Eckhardt, Corbett, Botello, Wilson. Noes: None.)

8. Discussion Items
A. 2018-2019 MOU for Partner Agencies Discussion
R.J. Guess updated the board on the status of the completion of MOUs for the 2018-2019
school year and said that about 50% of sites have completed their MOU.
B. 2018-2019 Salary Schedules (Attachment #4, Page 19)
R.J. Guess reported that the FTE percentages for health, dental vision benefits had been
corrected. Stan Miller stated there should be a description on the salary schedule that defines
how a staff member can move up steps on the salary schedule. Discussion occurred about
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initial placement of new employees on salary schedule. R.J. and Mike Wegner will develop
guidelines for setting beginning salaries for new employees.
C. 2018-2019 Draft Administrative Staffing Formula (Attachment #5, Page 23)
Discussion occurred about the lack of incremental reductions as ADA drops in each scenario
presented on the worksheet. Len Eckhardt suggested changing the title to add the word
“recommended”.
D. 2017- 2018 Local Control Accountability Plan (LCAP) Update (Attachment #6, Page 25)
Rachel Wegner presented the 2017- 2018 Local Control Accountability Plan (LCAP) update
and stated that that the LCAP document continues to be updated until it’s presented at the
open hearing next month. Stan Miller asked that a legend be added that defines the acronyms
used throughout the document. Discussion occurred regarding staff responses to the survey
that was conducted. Gil Botello stated he would like to have more information added to the
document about the life circumstances and demographics of the students JMCS serves. Stan
asked Rachel about information pertaining to suicide prevention and asked for clarification
about regarding the number of formative walkthroughs conducted by administration. Mike
Wegner spoke about increasing parent input through surveys in future LCAPs. He stated an
executive summary will be provided with the final version of the LCAP.
E. Revised JMCS Mission Statement (Attachment #7, Page 129)
Mike Wegner stated that he took the Board’s suggestions from the last reading and
incorporated them into the draft. Discussion occurred about rewording the final sentence of
the mission statement. Mike will email out the draft statement to all board members and they
will bring their suggestions back to the next meeting.
F. CEO Mentoring Report from Rich Fischer
Tabled until the May board meeting.
G. Report out from CCSA Conference (Stan Miller, Sallie Wilson, Mike Wegner)
Stan Miller reported on the California Charter Schools Association (CCSA) annual
conference that he attended along with Sallie Wilson and Mike Wegner. He stated that
JMCS was highlighted at the Hart Vision Award alumni session and that JMCS should be
very proud of being a past Hart Vision Charter School of the Year award winner. Sallie
stated that she attended the governance sessions and spoke about what was presented.
H. CEO’s Report (R.J. Guess)
R.J. Guess distributed two handouts for his CEO report and reviewed the reports.
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9. Information Items
A. Correspondence
None.
B. Schedule of Future Board Meetings:
i. Wednesday, May 16, 2018, 12 pm at Sacramento Regional Conservation Corps, 6101
27th Street, Sacramento, CA 95822
ii. Wednesday, June 20, 2018, 12 pm at Sacramento Regional Conservation Corps, 6101
27th Street, Sacramento, CA 95822
10. Board Attendance at Next Meeting
A. Stan Miller:
Yes
B. Michael Corbett:
Yes
C. Len Eckhardt:
No
D. Sallie Wilson:
Yes
E. Gil Botello:
Yes
11. Request for Agenda Items
None.
12. Adjournment
Stan Miller adjourned the meeting at 2:46 pm.
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520L000
ABIL000
CORD000
ANTH000

ANTH000

ATT0001
ATT0001
ATT0001
ATT0001
ATT0001
ATT0001
ATT0001
ATT0001
ATT0001
ATT0001
ATT0001
ATT0001
ATT0002
ATT0002
ATT0002
ATT0002
ATT0002
ATT0002
ATT0002
ATT0002
ATT0003
BOAAJAC
BOAFOST
BOAFOST
BOAFOST

520 La Fayette Park LLC
Abila
Aja Cordova-Couso
Anthem Blue Cross

Anthem Blue Cross

AT&T
AT&T
AT&T
AT&T
AT&T
AT&T
AT&T
AT&T
AT&T
AT&T
AT&T
AT&T
AT&T
AT&T
AT&T
AT&T
AT&T
AT&T
AT&T
AT&T
AT&T
Bank of
Bank of
Bank of
Bank of

123

Date: 5/1/18 02:29:58 PM

America
America
America
America

Vendor ID

Vendor Name

7828
7828
7828
7828
7869
7869
7869
7869
7869
7869
7869
7898
7829
7829
7829
7829
7870
7870
7899
7899
7871
7857
7858
7858
7858

Wire
4.25...
Anth...

7868
7827
7874
Wire
3.28...
Anth...

Chec...
Num...

Ban#9391028085/Phn for Headquarters
Ban#9391028068/Phn for Delta
Ban#9391028101/Phn for SLO
Ban#9391028069/Phn for GEM Academy
Ban#9391028099/Phn for Fresno
Ban#9391028100/Phn for Napa
Ban#9391028102/Phn for SLO
Ban#9391028071/Phn for LA
Ban#9391028095/Internet for Chico CCC
Ban#9391028099/Internet for Fresno
Ban#9391028100/Internet for Napa
Ban#9391057487/Phn for Tahoe
Acct#150773226/Internet for Redding
Acct#139053978/Internet for GEM Academy
Acct#147914847/Internet for Chlg Minds
Acct#147914848/Internet for Chlg Minds
Acct#151953127/Internet for Tahoe
Acct#133307468/Interent for Chlg Minds
Acct#154774947/Phn for Chlg Minds
Acct#154774947/Internet for Chlg Minds
Acct#08802453037260/Internet for Ukiah
03/01-03/31/2018 Travel for Couso, Aja
03/01-03/31/2018 Food/Supplies for Board Meeting
Supplies for Admin/Headquarters
03/01-03/31/2018 Hotel for Miller, Stan for CCSA
Conf.

May 2018 Health Insurance

May 2018 Rent for GEM Academy
April 2018 Financial Software Program Subscription
02/05-03/27/2018 Mileage Reimbursement
April 2018 Health Insurance

Transaction Description

Note: Partial Payments may cause totals to be overstated in the Expenses or the Charges column.

4/10/2018
4/10/2018
4/10/2018
4/10/2018
4/19/2018
4/19/2018
4/19/2018
4/19/2018
4/19/2018
4/19/2018
4/19/2018
4/26/2018
4/10/2018
4/10/2018
4/10/2018
4/10/2018
4/19/2018
4/19/2018
4/26/2018
4/26/2018
4/19/2018
4/11/2018
4/11/2018
4/11/2018
4/11/2018

4/25/2018

4/19/2018
4/10/2018
4/19/2018
3/28/2018

Check/Vouc...
Date

John Muir Charter Schools
Vendor Activity
From 3/28/2018 Through 4/27/2018

5930
5930
5930
5930
5930
5930
5930
5930
5940
5940
5940
5930
5940
5940
5940
5940
5940
5940
5930
5940
5940
5200
4300
4300
5200

9514

5600
5800
5200
9514

Obje...
Code

001
101
110
402
103
106
110
119
102
103
106
115
111
402
414
414
115
414
414
414
116
001
001
001
001

000

402
002
001
000

Site
Code

Page: 1

75.40
117.37
13.85
102.08
55.32
20.00
19.24
19.24
198.04
60.05
84.77
20.37
30.00
40.00
30.00
61.06
39.25
30.00
51.82
77.49
40.40
155.97
228.78
105.54
1,038.95

39,158.60

5,614.50
1,237.00
367.55
33,612.02

Expenses

Attachment #4
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BOAFOST
BOAFOST
BOAFOST
BOAGUES
BOAGUES
BOAMCCO

of
of
of
of
of
of

of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

Bank
Bank
Bank
Bank
Bank
Bank

Bank
Bank
Bank
Bank
Bank
Bank
Bank
Bank
Bank
Bank

Bank
Bank
Bank
Bank
Bank
Bank
Bank
Bank
Bank
Bank
Bank
Bank
Bank

Date: 5/1/18 02:29:58 PM

Bank of America
CCEO, INC

America
America
America
America
America
America
America
America
America
America
America
America
America

America
America
America
America
America
America
America
America
America
America

BOAWEGR
CCEO000

BOAMONN
BOANAVA
BOANAVA
BOANAVA
BOANAVA
BOANAVA
BOAPRAT
BOAPRAT
BOAPRAT
BOAREED
BOAREED
BOAWEGM
BOAWEGM

BOAMONN
BOAMONN
BOAMONN
BOAMONN
BOAMONN
BOAMONN
BOAMONN
BOAMONN
BOAMONN
BOAMONN

BOAFOST

Bank of America

America
America
America
America
America
America

Vendor ID

Vendor Name

7866
7830

7861
7862
7862
7862
7862
7862
7863
7863
7863
7864
7864
7865
7865

7861
7861
7861
7861
7861
7861
7861
7861
7861
7861

7858
7858
7858
7859
7859
7860

7858

Chec...
Num...

03/01-03/31/2018 Travel for Wegner, Rachel
March 2018 Fac Exp/Supplies for CCEO

1-800 Phn line for Stdt Recruitment
Mo Fee for Financial Software Program
Fax Line for Fortuna
Fax Line for UCCIE
Fax Line for WINTER
Fax Line for EBI
Supplies for Delta
2 Portable Heaters for Placer
03/01-03/31/2018 Travel for Pratt-Guess, Willis
03/01-03/31/2018 Travel for Reed, Thomas
03/01-03/31/2018 Shipping for Reed, Thomas
03/01-03/31/2018 Travel for Wegner, Mike
03/01-03/31/2018 Storage Unit Rent for Recruitment
Materials

Supplies for IT
Supplies for EBI
Computer for Camarillo
Wireless Printer for Monterey
24 MS Office Yearly Licenses
3 Yr Online Registration for JMCS Foundation Name
Mo Adv Subscription for Employee Recruitment
Mo Subscription for Adobe Acrobat for Sturgis
Amazon Prime 2 Mos Subscription/Moneypenny, Kyle
03/01-03/31/2018 Shipping Chrgs for Shipping of
Inventory

03/01-03/31/2018 Travel for Dickason, Cristina
03/01-03/31/2018 Travel for Eckhardt, Len
03/01-03/31/2018 Postage/Shipping for Admin
03/01-03/31/2018 Travel for Guess, RJ
03/01-03/31/2018 Travel for Guess, RJ
03/01-03/31/2018 Credit Card
Transactions/McConnell, Dawn

03/01-03/31/2018 Hotel for Wilson, Sallie for CCSA
Conf.

Transaction Description

Note: Partial Payments may cause totals to be overstated in the Expenses or the Charges column.

4/11/2018
4/10/2018

4/11/2018
4/11/2018
4/11/2018
4/11/2018
4/11/2018
4/11/2018
4/11/2018
4/11/2018
4/11/2018
4/11/2018
4/11/2018
4/11/2018
4/11/2018

4/11/2018
4/11/2018
4/11/2018
4/11/2018
4/11/2018
4/11/2018
4/11/2018
4/11/2018
4/11/2018
4/11/2018

4/11/2018
4/11/2018
4/11/2018
4/11/2018
4/11/2018
4/11/2018

4/11/2018

Check/Vouc...
Date

John Muir Charter Schools
Vendor Activity
From 3/28/2018 Through 4/27/2018

5200
4300

5930
5800
5930
5930
5930
5930
4300
4400
5200
5200
5920
5200
5600

4300
4300
4400
4400
5800
5800
5800
5800
5800
5920

001
306

001
002
112
209
318
410
101
117
001
006
006
001
001

004
410
105
114
001
001
001
003
004
004

001
001
001
001
001
001

001

5200
5200
5200
5920
5200
8699
5200

Site
Code

Obje...
Code

Page: 2

321.95
61.87

50.54
700.00
7.48
7.49
7.49
7.49
52.31
146.84
258.87
1,268.86
27.26
740.40
168.00

26.99
18.62
375.36
198.54
480.00
13.16
200.00
14.99
28.26
16.97

500.94
411.96
267.44
2,431.06
84.29
232.41

1,213.14

Expenses
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COMM001
COMM001
COMM001
CON000
CON000
CON000
CON000

Community Action Partnership
of Sonoma Co

Community Action Partnership
of Sonoma Co

Community Action Partnership
of Sonoma Co

Conservation
Conservation
Conservation
Conservation

Date: 5/1/18 02:29:58 PM

Bay
Bay
Bay
Bay

COMM001

Community Action Partnership
of Sonoma Co

North
North
North
North

CCEO000
CCEO000
CCEO000
CCEO000
CCEO000
CCEO000
CHAL000
CHAR000
CHAR000
CHAR000
CHAR000
CHAR000
CHAR000
CITYR00
CITYR00
CLOU000
CLOU000
CLOU000
CLOU000
COMC000
COMC000
COMM001

CCEO, INC
CCEO, INC
CCEO, INC
CCEO, INC
CCEO, INC
CCEO, INC
Challenging Minds
Charter Communications
Charter Communications
Charter Communications
Charter Communications
Charter Communications
Charter Communications
City of Riverside
City of Riverside
Cloud & Fire
Cloud & Fire
Cloud & Fire
Cloud & Fire
Comcast
Comcast
Community Action Partnership
of Sonoma Co

Corps
Corps
Corps
Corps

Vendor ID

Vendor Name

7900
7900
7900
7900

7835

7835

7835

7835

7830
7830
7830
7830
7830
7830
7831
7832
7832
7832
7832
7832
7832
7872
7872
7834
7834
7834
7834
7873
7873
7835

Chec...
Num...

March
March
March
March

2018
2018
2018
2018

Fac
Fac
Fac
Fac

Exp/Utilities for CCNB
Exp/Copier Rent for CCNB
Exp/Rent for CCNB
Exp/Phn for CCNB

January 2018 Fac Exp/Email/Internet for YC Santa
Rosa

07/17-01/18 Internet Reimbursement For STE 150 @
YC SR

03/17-01/18 Internet Reimb for Stes 204/210 @ YC
SR

January 2018 Fac Exp/Postage for YC Santa Rosa

Feb 2018 Fac Exp/Utilities for CCEO
March 2018 Fac Exp/Utilities for CCEO
Feb 2018 Fac Exp/Copier Rent for CCEO
March 2018 Fac Exp/Copier Rent for CCEO
Feb 2018 Fac Exp/Internet for CCEO
March 2018 Fac Exp/Internet for CCEO
April 2018 Rent for Chlg Minds
Acct#8245100613066030/Phn for RVS Arlanza
Acct#8245101000225346/Phn for Grover Beach
Acct#8245100613660931/Phn for RVS Eastside
Acct#8245100613066030/Internet for RVS Arlanza
Acct#8245101000225346/Internet for Grover Beach
Acct#8245100613660931/Internet for RVS Eastside
May 2018 Rent for RVS Arlanza
May 2018 Rent for RVS Eastside
March 2018 Fac Exp/Copier Rent for Cld & Fire
March 2018 Fac Exp/Rent for Cld & Fire
March 2018 Fac Exp/Consulting for Cld & Fire
March 2018 Fac Exp/Internet for Cld & Fire
Acct#8155600281626914/Internet for Chico CCC
Acct#8155700061217122/Internet for SLO/SM
January 2018 Fac Exp/Rent for YC Santa Rosa

Transaction Description

Note: Partial Payments may cause totals to be overstated in the Expenses or the Charges column.

4/26/2018
4/26/2018
4/26/2018
4/26/2018

4/10/2018

4/10/2018

4/10/2018

4/10/2018

4/10/2018
4/10/2018
4/10/2018
4/10/2018
4/10/2018
4/10/2018
4/10/2018
4/10/2018
4/10/2018
4/10/2018
4/10/2018
4/10/2018
4/10/2018
4/19/2018
4/19/2018
4/10/2018
4/10/2018
4/10/2018
4/10/2018
4/19/2018
4/19/2018
4/10/2018

Check/Vouc...
Date

John Muir Charter Schools
Vendor Activity
From 3/28/2018 Through 4/27/2018

5500
5600
5600
5930

5940

5940

5940

5920

5500
5500
5600
5600
5940
5940
5600
5930
5930
5930
5940
5940
5940
5600
5600
5600
5600
5800
5940
5940
5940
5600

Obje...
Code

202
202
202
202

419

419

419

419

306
306
306
306
306
306
414
407
409
415
407
409
415
407
415
303
303
303
303
102
110
419

Site
Code

Page: 3

888.23
59.89
1,298.99
744.03

10.00

349.65

272.50

1.79

207.07
302.79
98.49
98.49
383.00
397.50
2,750.00
29.99
56.15
79.98
119.97
82.55
119.97
1,008.45
1,008.44
486.14
6,270.00
5,693.65
254.87
91.98
146.44
3,687.88

Expenses
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CSET000
CSET000
CSET000
CULL000
CVPA000
DELT000
JOHN001
DIRE000
DISC000
DISC000
DISC000
DNAD000
DNAD000
DNAD000
ENVO001
FEDE000
FRAN000
FRON000
FRON000
FRON000
FRON000
FRON000
FRON000
FRON000
FRON000
GOLD000
INTE001
JORD000
KAIS000
KAIS000
KAIS000
KAIS000
KAIS000

Cset - Comm Svcs/Employment
Tr

Cset - Comm Svcs/Employment
Tr

Cset - Comm Svcs/Employment
Tr

Culligan Water
CV Parking
Delta Dental of California
Diane Johnson
Directv
Discovery Benefits Inc
Discovery Benefits Inc
Discovery Benefits Inc
DNA - Diverse Network Assoc
DNA - Diverse Network Assoc
DNA - Diverse Network Assoc
Envoy Plan Services, Inc
FedEX
Franchise Tax Board
Frontier Communications
Frontier Communications
Frontier Communications
Frontier Communications
Frontier Communications
Frontier Communications
Frontier Communications
Frontier Communications
Gold Country Water
Intermedia.net Inc
Jordano's Inc
Kaiser Foundation Health Plan
Kaiser Foundation Health Plan
Kaiser Foundation Health Plan
Kaiser Foundation Health Plan
Kaiser Foundation Health Plan

Date: 5/1/18 02:29:58 PM

Vendor ID

Vendor Name

7836
7876
7804
7813
7837
7805
7838
7877
7839
7839
7839
7808
7878
7809
7840
7840
7879
7879
7903
7903
7903
7903
7880
7842
7843
7904
7904
7904
7904
7904

7875

7875

7875

Chec...
Num...

Water Service for Grover Beach
May 2018 Parking Passes for GEM Academy
Acct#051795000000/April 2018 Dental Insurance
03/31/2018 Garnishment for Case#200000000080472
TV Services for Inland
03/31/2017 DCS & FSA Payroll Deductions
March 2018 FSA Monthly Service Fee
January 2018 FSA Monthly Maintenance Fee
April 2018 Website & Video Hosting
April 2018 Website Hosting
April 2018 Internet for Chico CCC
EE Enovy Contributions for 03/31/2018 Payroll
Acct#6681-9198-3/Shipping for Bus Services
03/31/2018 Garnishment for Case#548491744
Acct#56286801910227145/Phn for Norwalk
Acct#56286801910227145/Internet for Norwalk
Acct#90989025120428095/Phn for Inland
Acct#90989025120428095/Internet for Inland
Acct#76077591291112155/Phn for UCCIE
Acct#56269425651026125/Phn for OCYC
Acct#76077591291112155/Internet for UCCIE
Acct#56269425651026125/Internet for OCYC
Water Service for Headquarters
Phn Service for Headquarters
Food for Camarillo CCC Graduation
Cst ID#000232746-0000/May 2018 Health Insurance
Cst ID#000232746-0001/May 2018 Health Insurance
Cst ID#000232746-0002/May 2018 Health Insurance
Cst ID#000604897-0001/May 2018 Health Insurance
Cst ID#000604897-0002/May 2018 Health Insurance

March 2018 Fac Exp/Phn for CSET

March 2018 Fac Exp/Rent for CSET

March 2018 Fac Exp/Copier Rent for CSET

Transaction Description

Note: Partial Payments may cause totals to be overstated in the Expenses or the Charges column.

4/10/2018
4/19/2018
3/29/2018
3/29/2018
4/10/2018
3/29/2018
4/10/2018
4/19/2018
4/10/2018
4/10/2018
4/10/2018
3/29/2018
4/19/2018
3/29/2018
4/10/2018
4/10/2018
4/19/2018
4/19/2018
4/26/2018
4/26/2018
4/26/2018
4/26/2018
4/19/2018
4/10/2018
4/10/2018
4/26/2018
4/26/2018
4/26/2018
4/26/2018
4/26/2018

4/19/2018

4/19/2018

4/19/2018

Check/Vouc...
Date

John Muir Charter Schools
Vendor Activity
From 3/28/2018 Through 4/27/2018

4300
5800
9514
9520
5800
9524
5800
5800
5800
5800
5940
9523
5920
9520
5930
5940
5930
5940
5930
5930
5940
5940
4300
5930
4300
9514
9514
9514
9514
9514

5930

5600

5600

Obje...
Code

409
402
000
000
104
000
001
001
004
004
102
000
002
000
120
120
104
104
209
408
209
408
001
001
105
000
000
000
000
000

207

207

207

Site
Code

Page: 4

18.84
170.00
7,342.19
649.00
118.98
790.00
50.00
50.00
148.95
800.00
19.25
2,000.00
28.57
100.00
158.77
80.90
87.74
78.67
190.24
81.47
110.64
90.58
22.00
98.58
200.00
1,250.57
1,451.92
5,492.47
403.31
4,772.16

152.93

1,262.83

161.73

Expenses
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NEWR000
NORTH00
OFFI000
OFFI000
OFFI000
OFFI000
OFFI000
OFFI000
OFFI000
OFFI000
OFFI000
OFFI000
OFFI000
OFFI000
OFFI000
OFFI000
OFFI000
OFFI000
OFFI000
OPER000
OPER000
OPER000
OPER000
OPER000
OPER000
OPER000
OPER000
OPER000
OPER000
OPER000
OPER000

New Readers Press
North Bay Realty Holdings LLC
Office Depot
Office Depot
Office Depot
Office Depot
Office Depot
Office Depot
Office Depot
Office Depot
Office Depot
Office Depot
Office Depot
Office Depot
Office Depot
Office Depot
Office Depot
Office Depot
Office Depot
Operation New Hope
Operation New Hope
Operation New Hope
Operation New Hope
Operation New Hope

Operation
Operation
Operation
Operation
Operation
Operation
Operation

Date: 5/1/18 02:29:58 PM

Hope
Hope
Hope
Hope
Hope
Hope
Hope

ECKH000
WEGN001
NCSOS00

Lennard Eckhardt
Mike Wegner
Nevada County Superintendent
of Schools

New
New
New
New
New
New
New

Vendor ID

Vendor Name

7867
7867
7867
7867
7867
7867
7867

7883
7884
7845
7845
7845
7845
7845
7885
7885
7885
7885
7885
7885
7906
7906
7906
7906
7906
7906
7846
7867
7867
7867
7867

7901
7895
7816

Chec...
Num...

Feb 2018 Fac Exp/Utilities for ONH City
March 2018 Fac Exp/Utilities for ONH City
Feb 2018 Fac Exp/Utilities for ONH Rancho
March 2018 Fac Exp/Utilities for ONH Rancho
Feb 2018 Fac Exp/Copier Rent for ONH City
March 2018 Fac Exp/Copier Rent for ONH City
Jan 2018 Fac Exp/Bus Passes for Stdts @ ONH City

GED Ready Vouchers
May 2018 Rent for YC Santa Rosa
Acct#33853536/Return of Product/Sturgis
Supplies for Sturgis
Supplies for Placer
Supplies for Cld & Fire
Supplies for Chlg Minds
Supplies for LA
Supplies for CCNB
Supplies for UCCIE
Acct#33853536/Return of Supplies for Chlg Minds
Supplies for Chlg Minds
Vacuum Cleaner for UCCIE
Supplies for CCNB
Supplies for Chlg Minds
Supplies for YC Santa Rosa
Headphones for Sac CCC
Headphones for Sac CCC
Postage for CCNB
Jan 2018 Fac Exp/Janitorial Supplies for ONH Rancho
Feb 2018 Fac Exp/Janitorial Supplies for ONH City
March 2018 Fac Exp/Janitorial Supplies for ONH City
Feb 2018 Fac Exp/Janitorial Supplies for ONH Rancho
March 2018 Fac Exp/Janitorial Supplies for ONH
Rancho

04/18/2018 Travel Reimbursement
03/02-03/28/2018 Mileage Reimbursement
EE/ER STRS Contributions for 03/01-03/31/2018
Reporting Per

Transaction Description

Note: Partial Payments may cause totals to be overstated in the Expenses or the Charges column.

4/16/2018
4/16/2018
4/16/2018
4/16/2018
4/16/2018
4/16/2018
4/16/2018

4/19/2018
4/19/2018
4/10/2018
4/10/2018
4/10/2018
4/10/2018
4/10/2018
4/19/2018
4/19/2018
4/19/2018
4/19/2018
4/19/2018
4/19/2018
4/26/2018
4/26/2018
4/26/2018
4/26/2018
4/26/2018
4/26/2018
4/10/2018
4/16/2018
4/16/2018
4/16/2018
4/16/2018

4/26/2018
4/19/2018
3/29/2018

Check/Vouc...
Date

John Muir Charter Schools
Vendor Activity
From 3/28/2018 Through 4/27/2018

5500
5500
5500
5500
5600
5600
5800

5800
5600
4300
4300
4300
4300
4300
4300
4300
4300
4300
4300
4400
4300
4300
4300
4400
4400
5920
4300
4300
4300
4300
4300

5200
5200
9511

Obje...
Code

403
403
405
405
403
403
403

001
419
003
003
117
303
414
119
202
209
414
414
209
202
414
419
108
204
202
405
403
403
405
405

001
001
000

Site
Code

Page: 5

262.19
268.69
505.16
500.47
147.41
147.41
660.00

185.00
4,166.25
(74.50)
74.50
191.62
100.84
154.86
198.54
59.96
119.68
(19.15)
147.86
96.44
146.05
41.45
486.41
58.80
0.00
10.00
107.64
161.86
161.86
156.78
156.78

140.40
365.70
75,554.75

Expenses
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OPER000
OPER000
OPER000
OPER000
OPER000
OPER000
OPER000
OPER000
OPER000
OPER000
OPER000
PGE0000
PHIL000
POWE001
RANC000
RANC000
RANC000
STUR000
JOHN000
MULL000
Wils001
HART000
SKYR000
SMAR000
SPAR000
MILL001
MILL001
MILL001
SUBU000
CLEA001
THOM002
TIME000
REED000

Operation New Hope

Operation New Hope

Operation New Hope
Operation New Hope
Operation New Hope
Operation New Hope
Operation New Hope
Operation New Hope
Operation New Hope
Operation New Hope
Operation New Hope
PG&E
Philadelphia Insurance Co.
Powerschool Group LLC
Rancho Cielo Inc
Rancho Cielo Inc
Rancho Cielo Inc
Remy J Sturgis
Richard Johnson

Ryan Mullins
Sallie Wilson
Sam Hart
Skyriver Communications, Inc
SmarterBroadband, Inc.
Sparkletts
Stanton Miller
Stanton Miller
Stanton Miller
Suburban Propane
The Cleaning Solution
Thomsen Properties LLC
Time Warner Cable
Tom Reed

Date: 5/1/18 02:29:58 PM

Vendor ID

Vendor Name

7844
7910
7841
7849
7782
7890
7882
7882
7905
7892
7833
7893
7850
7908

7867
7867
7867
7867
7867
7867
7867
7867
7886
7887
7847
7888
7848
7907
7907
7891
7881

7867

7867

Chec...
Num...

11/14/2017 Class B CDL Reimbursement/WINTER
03/25-03/27/2018 Travel Exp for CCSA Conf
03/22/2018 Reimbursement for Supplies/Chico CCC
Internet for Camarillo
Internet for Placer
Water Service for GEM Academy
03/25-03/28/2018 Travel Reimb for CCSD Conf.
11/15-03/28/2018 Mileage Reimbursement
03/26/2018 Travel Exp Reimb for CCSA Conf
Utilities for Headquarters
March 2018 Cleaning Service for Headquarters
May 2018 Rent for HQ
Acct#8448300736999951/Internet for LA
03/26-04/24/2018 Mileage Reimbursement

Feb 2018 Fac Exp/Phn for ONH City
March 2018 Fac Exp/Phn for ONH City
Feb 2018 Fac Exp/Phn for ONH Rancho
March 2018 Fac Exp/Phn for ONH Rancho
Feb 2018 Fac Exp/Internet for ONH City
March 2018 Fac Exp/Internet for ONH City
Feb 2018 Fac Exp/Internet for ONH Rancho
March 2018 Fac Exp/Internet for ONH Rancho
May 2018 Rent for ONH City
Acct#96068381746/Utilities for Grover Beach
Acct#788079856/April 2018 Liability Insurance
PowerSchool University 2018 Reg for Remy Sturgis
April 2018 Rent for Rancho Cielo
Feb, March & April 2018 Copier Rent for Rancho Cielo
Postage Reimbursement for Rancho Cielo
04/24/2018 Travel Reimbursement
02/15/2018 Reimbursement for Bus Passes for Stdts
@ LA

Nov 2017 Fac Exp/Bus Passes for Stdts @ ONH
Rancho

Dec 2017 Fac Exp/Bus Passes for Stdts @ ONH
Rancho

Transaction Description

Note: Partial Payments may cause totals to be overstated in the Expenses or the Charges column.

4/10/2018
4/26/2018
4/10/2018
4/10/2018
3/21/2018
4/19/2018
4/19/2018
4/19/2018
4/26/2018
4/19/2018
4/10/2018
4/19/2018
4/10/2018
4/26/2018

4/16/2018
4/16/2018
4/16/2018
4/16/2018
4/16/2018
4/16/2018
4/16/2018
4/16/2018
4/19/2018
4/19/2018
4/10/2018
4/19/2018
4/10/2018
4/26/2018
4/26/2018
4/19/2018
4/19/2018

4/16/2018

4/16/2018

Check/Vouc...
Date

John Muir Charter Schools
Vendor Activity
From 3/28/2018 Through 4/27/2018

405

5800

5800
5200
4300
5940
5940
4300
5200
5200
5200
5500
5800
5600
5940
5200

318
001
102
105
117
402
001
001
001
001
001
001
119
006

403
403
405
405
403
403
405
405
403
409
001
003
404
404
404
003
119

405

5800

5930
5930
5930
5930
5940
5940
5940
5940
5600
5500
5400
5800
5600
5600
5920
5200
5800

Site
Code

Obje...
Code

Page: 6

73.00
116.21
54.77
299.00
136.60
75.95
153.10
79.17
40.03
377.62
375.00
4,314.60
84.98
642.01

133.90
112.14
122.48
122.78
105.11
127.28
135.81
135.81
4,450.00
125.52
3,068.58
2,200.00
2,500.00
443.09
15.91
117.96
182.00

320.00

492.00

Expenses
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TULA000
URENT
USBA001
VERI000
VERI000
VERI000
VERI000
VERI000
VERI000
VERI000
VERI000
VERI000
VERI000
VERI000
VERI000
VERI000
VERI000
VISI000
WOM000
XERO000
YOUN001
ZOOM000

Tulare County Office of
Education

U-Rent, Inc/Party Pleasers
US Bank Equipment Finance
Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless
Vision Service Plan (CA)
Women In Non Traditional
Employment Roles

Xerox Financial Services
Young, Minney & Corr, LLP
Client Trust Account

Zoom Imaging Solutions Inc.

Date: 5/1/18 02:29:58 PM

Report Transaction
Totals

Report
Opening/Current
Balance

Vendor ID

Vendor Name

7897

7854
7855

7851
7852
7853
7853
7853
7853
7853
7853
7853
7853
7853
7853
7853
7853
7853
7853
7909
7896

7894

Chec...
Num...

Transaction Total

Apirl 2018 Copier Rent for Headquarters

Copier Lease for Headquarters
Legal Services through 3/31/2018 for JMCS

Arch Way rental for Camarillo CCC Graduation
Crt#500-0437175-000Copier Lease @ WINTER
Hot Spots & Internet for IT/Admin
Hot Spots & Internet for CPTG
Hot Spots & Internet for Camarillo
Hot Spots & Internet for Napa
Hot Spots & Internet for Pomona
Hot Spots & Internet for Sac
Hot Spots & Internet for SLO/SM
Hot Spots & Internet for Siskiyou
Hot Spots & Internet for Norwalk
Hot Spots & Internet for UCCIE
Hot Spots & Internet for WINTER
Hot Spots & Internet for ONH City
Hot Spots & Internet for OCYC
Hot Spots & Internet for Grover Beach
Acct#121769590004/May 2018 Vision Insurance
May 2018 Rent for WINTER

Registration for Medeiros-Horton for Safe Schools
Project

Transaction Description

Note: Partial Payments may cause totals to be overstated in the Expenses or the Charges column.

4/19/2018

4/10/2018
4/10/2018

4/10/2018
4/10/2018
4/10/2018
4/10/2018
4/10/2018
4/10/2018
4/10/2018
4/10/2018
4/10/2018
4/10/2018
4/10/2018
4/10/2018
4/10/2018
4/10/2018
4/10/2018
4/10/2018
4/26/2018
4/19/2018

4/19/2018

Check/Vouc...
Date

John Muir Charter Schools
Vendor Activity
From 3/28/2018 Through 4/27/2018

5600

5600
5803

001

001
001

105
318
004
007
105
106
107
108
110
113
120
209
318
403
408
409
000
318

207

5800
5800
5600
5940
5940
5940
5940
5940
5940
5940
5940
5940
5940
5940
5940
5940
5940
9514
5600

Site
Code

Obje...
Code

Page: 7

264,398.48

264,398.48

123.45

878.46
1,660.12

183.96
78.00
72.36
1,490.56
32.28
40.08
40.08
37.28
32.28
35.08
80.16
70.16
35.08
50.68
40.08
40.08
1,126.32
2,550.00

50.00

Expenses
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Date: 5/1/18 02:29:58 PM

Report Current Balances

Vendor Name

Vendor ID

Chec...
Num...
Transaction Description

Note: Partial Payments may cause totals to be overstated in the Expenses or the Charges column.

Check/Vouc...
Date

John Muir Charter Schools
Vendor Activity
From 3/28/2018 Through 4/27/2018
Obje...
Code

Site
Code

Page: 8

Expenses

Attachment #5

John Muir Charter Schools
Report of New Employees
(4/1/18-4/30/18)

Employee Name

 Site

Steindorff, Kristin

Placer CCC Sub

JMCS Board Packet - May 16, 2018

Position

FTE

Hrly

Start Date

EE Replaced EE Replaced Term Date

4/23/18

N/A

131

John Muir Charter Schools
Report of Termed Employees
(4/1/18-4/30/18)

Employee Name

Site

Position

FTE

Term Date

Bouquin, David
De La Garza, Bernard
Mullins, Ryan

Rancho Cielo
Riverside Eastside
WINTER

Sub Teacher
Coach/Tutor
Inst’l Aide

Hrly
Hrly
.50

4/01/18
4/10/18
4/09/18

JMCS Board Packet - May 16, 2018
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1
2
3
4
5
6

Line

$99,217
$88,126
$73,438
$68,634
$64,489
$49,723

Step 1
$104,178
$92,532
$77,110
$72,066
$67,713
$52,209

Step 2

Employees do not move through salary steps based on time in service. Salary
increases are granted through supervisor recommendation or employee
application.

Certificated admin salary schedule is based on
247 days including paid holidays.

$114,856
$102,017
$85,014
$79,452
$74,654
$57,560

Step 4
$120,599
$107,117
$89,265
$83,425
$78,387
$60,438

Step 5
$126,628
$112,473
$93,728
$87,596
$82,306
$63,460

Step 6
$132,960
$118,162
$98,414
$91,976
$86,421
$66,633

Step 7

Health, Dental, Vision Benefits
Muir has a "menu plan" for medical dental and vision insurance
Description
Annual Cap
Less than 50%
No Benefits
N/A
50%
50% Benefits
$4,620 + life insurance
51%-74%
Prorated Benefits
Prorated
100% 30 Hrs
100% Benefits
$9,240 + life insurance
100% 40 Hrs
100% Benefits
$9,240 + life insurance
JMCS does not provide cash-in-lieu for benefits.

$109,386
$97,159
$80,966
$75,669
$71,099
$54,819

Step 3
$139,608
$124,070
$103,335
$96,575
$90,742
$69,965

Step 8
$146,588
$130,274
$108,502
$101,404
$95,279
$73,463

Step 9
$161,614
$143,627
$119,623
$111,798
$105,046
$80,993

Step 11

CEO, CFO, COO:
Director/Dep Director
Coordinator

$1,800
$1,440
$1,200

$169,694
$150,808
$125,604
$117,387
$110,298
$85,043

Step 12

Cell Phone Stipends

$153,918
$136,787
$113,927
$106,474
$100,043
$77,136

Step 10

John Muir Charter Schools 2018-2019 DRAFT At-Will Salary Schedules Certificated Admin Staff

Full Time Salaried Employee: 40 hours per week.
Part Time Salaried Employee: 20-39 hours per week.
% FTE
Hourly Employee: 1-19 hours per week.

Certificated Position
Chief Executive Officer
Chief Operating Officer
Director
Deputy Director
Coordinator/Specialist
Community Resource Director

Packet - May 16, 2018
$178,179
$158,348
$131,884
$123,257
$115,813
$89,295

Step 13

$187,088
$166,266
$138,479
$129,420
$121,603
$93,760

Step 14

$196,442
$174,579
$145,403
$135,891
$127,684
$98,448

Step 15

$206,264
$183,308
$152,673
$114,986
$134,068
$103,370

Step 16

Attachment #6
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7
8
9
10

Line

$55,248
$49,723
$20.72
$61,418

Step 1

Employees do not move through salary steps based on time in service. Salary increases are
granted through supervisor recommendation or employee application.

Certificated salary schedule is based on 192 work days.

$58,010
$52,209
$21.75
$64,489

% FTE
Less than 50%
50%
51%-74%
100% 30 Hrs
100% 40 Hrs

$60,910
$54,819
$22.84
$67,713

Step 3
$67,154
$60,438
$25.18
$74,654

Step 5
$70,511
$63,460
$26.44
$78,387

Step 6
$74,037
$66,633
$27.76
$82,306

Step 7
$77,739
$69,965
$29.15
$86,421

Step 8

Health, Dental, Vision Benefits
Muir has a "menu plan" for medical dental and vision insurance
Description
Annual Cap
No Benefits
N/A
50% Benefits
$4,620 + life insurance
Prorated Benefits
Prorated
100% Benefits
$9,240 + life insurance
100% Benefits
$9,240 + life insurance
JMCS does not provide cash-in-lieu for benefits.

$63,956
$57,560
$23.98
$71,099

Step 4
$81,626
$73,463
$30.61
$90,742

Step 9
$85,707
$77,136
$32.14
$95,279

Step 10
$89,992
$80,993
$33.74
$100,043

Step 11
$94,492
$85,043
$35.43
$105,046

Step 12

John Muir Charter Schools 2018-2019 DRAFT At-Will Salary Schedules Certificated Staff

Step 2

Full Time Salaried Employee: 40 hours per week.
Part Time Salaried Employee: 20-39 hours per week.
Hourly Employee: 1-19 hours per week.

Certificated Position
Lead Teacher
Teacher
Hourly Teacher/Substitute
Certificated Counselor

134

$99,217
$89,295
$37.20
$110,298

Step 13

$104,177
$93,760
$39.06
$115,813

Step 14

$109,386
$98,448
$41.01
$121,603

Step 15

$114,856
$103,370
$43.07
$127,684

Step 16

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Line

$43.86
$41.91
$30.93
$25.63
$20.50
$20.50
$15.38
$10.25
$25.63
$20.50
$25.63
$16.47
$16.14
$22.86
$16.91

Step 1
$46.05
$44.01
$32.48
$26.91
$21.53
$21.53
$16.14
$10.76
$26.91
$21.53
$26.91
$17.30
$16.95
$24.00
$17.76

Step 2
$50.77
$48.52
$35.81
$29.66
$23.73
$23.73
$17.80
$11.87
$29.66
$23.73
$29.66
$19.07
$18.69
$26.46
$19.58

Step 4
$53.31
$50.94
$37.60
$31.15
$24.92
$24.92
$18.69
$12.46
$31.15
$24.92
$31.15
$20.02
$19.62
$27.78
$20.56

Step 5
$55.98
$53.49
$39.48
$32.70
$26.16
$26.16
$19.62
$13.08
$32.70
$26.16
$32.70
$21.02
$20.60
$29.17
$21.59

Step 6
$58.78
$56.17
$41.46
$34.34
$27.47
$27.47
$20.60
$13.74
$34.34
$27.47
$34.34
$22.07
$21.63
$30.63
$22.66

Step 7
$61.72
$58.97
$43.53
$36.06
$28.85
$28.85
$21.63
$14.42
$36.06
$28.85
$36.06
$23.18
$22.72
$32.16
$23.80

Step 8

Health, Dental, Vision Benefits
Muir has a "menu plan" for medical dental and vision insurance
% FTE
Description
Annual Cap
Less than 50%
No Benefits
N/A
50%
50% Benefits
$4,620 + life insurance
51%-74%
Prorated Benefits
Prorated
100% 30 Hrs
100% Benefits
$9,240 + life insurance
$9,240 + life insurance
100% 40 Hrs
100% Benefits
JMCS does not provide cash-in-lieu for benefits.

$48.36
$46.21
$34.11
$28.25
$22.60
$22.60
$16.95
$11.30
$28.25
$22.60
$28.25
$18.16
$17.80
$25.20
$18.65

Step 3
$64.80
$61.92
$45.70
$37.86
$30.29
$30.29
$22.72
$15.14
$37.86
$30.29
$37.86
$24.34
$23.85
$33.77
$24.99

Step 9
$68.04
$65.02
$47.99
$39.75
$31.80
$31.80
$23.85
$15.90
$39.75
$31.80
$39.75
$25.55
$25.04
$35.46
$26.24

Step 10
$75.02
$71.68
$52.91
$43.83
$35.06
$35.06
$26.30
$17.53
$43.83
$35.06
$43.83
$28.17
$27.61
$39.09
$28.93

Step 12

CEO, CFO, COO:
Director/Dep Director
Coordinator

$1,800
$1,440
$1,200

$78.77
$75.27
$55.55
$46.02
$36.82
$36.82
$27.61
$18.41
$46.02
$36.82
$46.02
$29.58
$28.99
$41.05
$30.37

Step 13

Cell Phone Stipends

$71.44
$68.27
$50.39
$41.74
$33.39
$33.39
$25.04
$16.70
$41.74
$33.39
$41.74
$26.83
$26.30
$37.23
$27.55

Step 11

John Muir Charter Schools 2018-2019 DRAFT At-Will Salary Schedules Classified Staff

Employees do not move through salary steps based on time in service. Salary increases are granted
through supervisor recommendation or employee application.

Classified salary schedule is based on 247 days
including paid holidays.

Full Time Salaried Employee: 40 hours per week.
Part Time Salaried Employee: 20-39 hours per week.
Hourly Employee: 1-19 hours per week.

Classified Position
Chief Financial Officer
Director
Deputy Director
Coordinator/Specialist
Counselor
Instructor
Instructional Assistant
Tutor/Coach
Admin. Coordinator
Admin. Assistant
Head Registrar
Registrar
Assistant Registrar
Analyst
Community Resource Coordinator

135

$82.70
$79.03
$58.33
$48.32
$38.66
$38.66
$28.99
$19.33
$48.32
$38.66
$48.32
$31.06
$30.44
$43.10
$31.89

Step 14

$86.84
$82.98
$61.25
$50.74
$40.59
$40.59
$30.44
$20.29
$50.74
$40.59
$50.74
$32.61
$31.96
$45.26
$33.49

Step 15

$91.18
$87.13
$64.31
$53.27
$42.62
$42.62
$31.96
$21.31
$53.27
$42.62
$53.27
$34.24
$33.56
$47.52
$35.16

Step 16

(Blank Page)
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Attachment #7

John Muir Charter Schools
117 New Mohawk Road, Suite F
Nevada City, CA 95959
Phone: 530.272.4008
Fax: 530.272.4009
Web: www.johnmuircs.com

DRAFT
John Muir Charter Schools
2018-2019 Board Meeting Dates
All meetings start at 12 p.m. and will be held at Sacramento Region Conservation Corps.
6101 27th Street, Sacramento, CA 95822
● July 18, 2017
● August 15, 2017
● September 19, 2017 (Annual organizational meeting. Board/CEO workshop will be held
prior to meeting at 10 am.)
● October 17, 2017
● November 14, 2017
● December 19, 2017
● January 16, 2018
● February 20, 2018
● March 20, 2018
● April 17, 2018
● May 15, 2018
● June 19, 2018
Board agendas and packets are posted on www.johnmuircs.com

Board Approved:

Serving California Conservation Corps, Local Conservation Corps, YouthBuild, and
Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Programs

CCSA Hart Vision Award Recipient, Charter School of the Year 2015
JMCS Board Packet - May 16, 2018
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ADA
714

CEO
COO
Regional Director
Data and Assessment
Registrars
Admin Coordinator
Admin Assist
IT Coordinator
Curriculum Director
CPT Specialist
Analyst
Total

17.18 Admin Staffing
Position
1
1
3
2
3
0.8
0.8
1
0.75
4
3
20.35

FTEs

JMCS Board Packet - May 16, 2018

ADA
501-600

ADA
601-650

ADA
651-700

18.19 Admin Staffing (3)
Position
CEO
COO
Regional Director
Data and Assessment
Registrars
Admin Coordinator
IT Coordinator
Curriculum Director
Analyst
Total

18.19 Admin Staffing (2)
Position
CEO
COO
Regional Director
Data and Assessment
Registrars
Admin Coordinator
IT Coordinator
Curriculum Director
Analyst
Total

18.19 Admin Staffing (1)
Position
CEO
COO
Regional Director
Data and Assessment
Registrars
Admin Coordinator
IT Coordinator
Curriculum Director
Analyst
Total

1
1
1
2
2
0.8
1
0.75
3
12.55

FTEs

1
1
2
2
2
0.8
1
0.75
3
13.55

FTEs

1
1
3
2
2
0.8
1
0.75
3
14.55

FTEs

5.3

Total

1
1
2
1
1
1
0.8
2
9.8

1
1
1
0.5
1
0.8

FTEs

FTEs

18.19 Admin Staffing (6)
Position
Executive Director
Deputy Director
Data and Assessment
IT Coordinator
Registrars
Admin Cordinator

18.19 Admin Staffing (4)
Position
CEO
COO
Director (mixed FTEs)
IT Coordinator
Data and Assessment
Registrars
Admin Cordinator
Analyst
Total

* Can only happen between school years

ADA
Below 400*

ADA
401-500

DRAFT 2018-2019 Administrative Staffing Formula
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Attachment #9

DRAFT New Mission Statement
May Drafts

The mission of John Muir Charter Schools is to meet the unique
educational, social and emotional needs of our diverse student
population in safe and nurturing environments that foster personal,
professional and academic growth. Through collaboration with our
partner agencies and relevant, rigorous instruction toward a high
school diploma, students gain the skills to achieve lifelong, sustainable
employment and become proactive members of their communities.

April Draft

The mission of John Muir Charter Schools, in collaboration with partner
agencies and communities, is to meet the unique educational, social and
emotional needs of our diverse student population in a safe and
nurturing environment by fostering personal, professional and academic
growth through relevant and rigorous instruction toward a high school
diploma, guiding students to achieve lifelong, sustainable employment
and helping them to become proactive members of their communities.
March Draft

The mission of John Muir Charter Schools is to collaborate with partner
agencies and communities to meet the unique educational, social and
emotional needs of our diverse student population in a safe and
nurturing environment. We foster personal, professional and academic
growth through relevant and rigorous instruction, guiding students to
achieve lifelong, sustainable employment and become proactive
members of their communities.
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Process:
Fall In-Service 2017:

JMCS Teachers and Staff worked collectively to identify the key
functions JMCS plays, who we serve and what we value. This was
distilled into lists of words and phrases categorized into three
groups: Our Cause, Our Actions and Our Impact.

December RWG Day:

JMCS Teachers and Staff worked collectively to use the jointly
created lists to draft a mission statement. Each Regional Working
Group submitted a mission statement.

January 2018:

JMCS admin reviewed the mission statements provided, identified
similarities and combined statements into one mission statement. It
was vetted through all JMCS directors at a regular meeting.

February RWG Day:

Final mission statement was shared with JMCS teachers and staff
for final input and approval of draft. No major comments or
suggestions were presented.

March Board Mtg:

Mission statement shared as discussion item for Board feedback.

April Board Mtg:

Review and feedback on revised statement.

May Board Mtg:

Review and feedback on revised statement options
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Attachment #10

Teacher Advisory Committee
Report

Board Meeting: 05.16.18

The Teacher Advisory Committee will be sharing videos of students reacting to teachers stating
how the students inspire the teachers to come to work everyday.
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